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One yard is one yard too many. That’s why Great Big Bertha 

is back and all new – with our fastest face, most e�cient 

head design and most advanced, yet simple, adjustability. 

All to give you greater forgiveness, speed and distance. Until 

you’re playing Great Big Bertha, and it’s fit to your swing, 

there’s no telling how many yards you’re leaving on the tee.  

Get fitted into the new Great Big Bertha today.

our greatest combination of
speed, forgiveness and distance.
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‘Thereisnoshortage of affordable golf courses in 
thiscountry.Infact, we are literally spoilt for choice.’

Several times a year, I 
receive letters or phone 
calls from disgruntled
readers complaining
that the development
of extravagant country
club-style private golf

clubs is damaging to the growth of the
game because it contributes to the public
perception of the sport as being too
elitist, unwelcoming, exclusionary and
expensive. My usual response to 
comments of such nature is that the
argument doesn’t hold water. 

For a start, there is no shortage of
affordable golf courses in this country.
In fact, we’re literally spoilt for choice.
One of the great things about golf in the
UK is that, with the rare exception,
private clubs are largely accessible to the
public – especially in this challenging
economic climate. Simply make a nice
phone call or write a polite letter to the
club secretary in advance and you and
your friends or society can play pretty
much wherever and whenever you want.

Of course, there will always be 
exceptions to the rule. A small group
of new debenture-based golf clubs elect
to remain exceptionally private and
exclusive. The wealthy members of these
clubs are happy to pay hefty joining and
membership fees in return for being able
to enjoy a pristine golf course, world-
class practice facilities and the highest
levels of service, concierge and fine 
dining. 

From April, 2017, Wentworth will be
included in this category. Chinese 
property development firm Reignwood
which purchased the club in 2014 for

Nick Wright, Editor
nick.jwright@bauermedia.co.uk
@nickjameswright
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$135 million, recently revealed its 
program for a £20-million overhaul that 
will transform the club into one of the 
world’s finest country clubs. At face
value, the famous Virginia Water, 
Surrey-based club doesn’t appear out of 
place alongside the likes of Queenwood, 
The Wisley, Centurion Club and The 
Renaissance Club. It is, after all, one of 
the country’s most famous and expensive 
clubs. The only difference is that many 
of Wentworth’s existing members don’t 
want the culture of their club to change. 

As part of Reignwood’s adventurous 
plans, Wentworth’s 4,000-strong 
membership will be culled to some 800. 
Those who wish to remain members will 
need to reapply. And those “fortunate” 
enough to be accepted will have to pay a 
debenture fee of £100,000 and annual 
dues of some £16,000, twice what they 
currently pay. While many Golf World 
readers may find it difficult to feel too 

much sympathy for what is likely to be 
an extremely wealthy group of members, 
the situation does raise some interesting 
questions over the rights of club golfers 
following an acquisition or change of 
owner. We dispatched senior writer Peter 
Masters to Wentworth to interview the 
managing director of the club and several 
members who have been so angered by 
the proposals that they have set up a 
group called Wet Feet to fight the 
changes. Regardless of whether you fall 
on the side of the owner or the member, 
it is a fascinating read.  

Enjoy the issue and here’s to an 
exceptional year of golf in 2016.

F R O M  T H E  E D I T O R

Wentworth could be transformed into one 
of the world’s finest country clubs in 2017.
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50 Is Wentworth on the brink of civil 
war over its membership changes? 
Golf World investigates.

CALM BEFORE 
THE STORM?
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The Oxfordshire is considered 

to be one of the most exciting 

courses in the country, designed 

by Rees Jones, this is the only

course in the England designed

by the ‘Open Doctor’ who has 

been responsible for the redesign 

of several US Open courses in 

recent years.

 

Previous host venue to major 

tournaments such as the Benson 

& Hedges International, Andersen 

Consulting World Championship 

and Ladies English Open, this 

course boasts signifi cant heritage 

in the golfi ng world.
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What next  
for Tiger?

Tiger Woods has just turned 40 and faces some big decisions.  
Where ishiscareergoing fromhere?

B
y winning five of the last six majors, 
Jordan Spieth, Rory McIlroy and 
Jason Day have ushered in a new 
dawn that leaves Tiger Woods at a 

crossroads. Does the game’s once-dominant 
force risk his long-term health by working
harder than ever in a bid to turn back the clock 

on the course? Or does he admit his time as 
World No.1 is over and try to reinvent himself?

Judging by Woods’ decision to accept the 
role of Ryder Cup vice captain and his 
admission that “pretty much everything 
beyond this will be gravy”, he is beginning to 
take the reinvention route.



Woods broke some personal
records in 2015. Sadly, they were:
worst career score (an 85 in the
Memorial); lowest world ranking 
since 1996 (414 and sliding) and 
most back surgeries in a calendar 

year (two). Undoubtedly the last of
these is the most concerning for his
golfing future, but if you think the
fact he cannot currently do 
anything more strenuous than 
walking means he’s getting ready 

to throw in the towel, you’re wrong.
“To be as successful as Vijay,”

stated Woods, when asked his goal
for the next decade. ‘Vijay’ is Vijay 
Singh, who won 65 per cent of his 
PGA Tour titles in his 40s. Given 

Woods already has 79 PGA Tour 
wins, he is unlikely to repeat this 
percentage. But if he makes the 
following body-protecting swing 
changes there is no reason why he 
cannot come back and win events.

Less head dip
“Tiger always lowered his head 
in the downswing,” says Travis 
Fulton, Director of Instruction at 
the Tour Academy, TPC 
Sawgrass. “But things became 
problematic when this dip began 
happening in the backswing. If 
he can fix this, it will make it 
easier to square the clubface and 
reduce the toll on his body.”

Wider arms
“The swing Chris Com
trying to build prior to Tiger’s
injury had more width going
back. Previously, Tiger’s left arm
had been very snug to his body, 
which led to the head dip and his 
club getting stuck behind him. 
This forced him to really snap his 
body through, placing pressure 
on his back.”

Less resistance
“The other thing Como and 

Tiger appeared to be trying to 
do was build a softer action 

with less resistance and, again, 
this is exactly what is needed. 

If they can build a freer  
motion it will allow Tiger to 
stay taller in the swing and 

reduce the need for his body 
to be so violent in the 

rotational phase.”

GOLFER He must change his swing to prolong his career on the course and add to his win tally.

WHAT TIGER  
CAN LEARN FROM
Vijay Singh

Singh won an incredible 

22 PGA Tour titles in his 40s.  

He said his longevity was 

down to a mixture of: “having 

a trainer waking me up at  

6am” and “loose joints” that  

ensured his swing didn’t get  

shorter as he got older.



BUSINESSMAN Course design and other interests require attention.

AMBASSADOR An improved off-course persona could add to his legacy.
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To many observers the most 
surprising element of Woods’ 
appointment as a Ryder Cup vice 
captain was that he actively sought
the role, going so far as to phone
Davis Love III when he was in South
Korea for the Presidents Cup. “He
was talking about all the things he
thought we need to do, and he had
lots of ideas,” reveals Love III.

Woods insists his mission is to
get fit and become the first playing
vice captain, but some people have
their doubts. “It just makes me 
wonder what his health is really
like,” says McIlroy, and Sky Sports
analyst Mark Roe goes even further.
“There is a sadness in those eyes.
Maybe it’s at the forefront of his
mind that this could be the one he
doesn’t recover from.”

The idea of Woods hanging up
his clubs is a sad one. But the 
prospect of witnessing the former
World No.1 transition from sullen
king of the swingers to candid 
tournament host and brand 
ambassador is extremely exciting.
“Seriously loving Tiger’s 
commentary,” tweeted golf 
blogger Stephanie Wei during the
recent Hero World Challenge. “We
are hearing and seeing Woods in a
new light. Everyone wins.”

It’s true. Tournament sponsors
Hero won because Woods’ 
appearance in the commentary
booth got people talking about its
event. Woods’ clothing sponsors
Nike won because he appeared on
camera swooshed up to the max.
Fans won because Woods revealed
more about his character in three-

Away from playing, Woods 
celebrated two significant victories 
in 2015. In August, he opened his 
first restaurant and spo    
in November, he unvei   
first golf course design
America. Both have re
positive feedback, with
TripAdvisor’s first 91 re
rating The Woods Jup
as ‘very good’ or
‘excellent’ and PGA
Tour coach Dave
Stockton Jnr
describing Bluejack
National as “a

and-a-bit-minutes than he did 
during 19 years at the top. And 
Woods won because he proved 
himself to be funny, articulate and 
insightful. Potential business 
partners couldn’t be anything but 
impressed. And possible American 
Ryder Cup players couldn’t be 
anything but enthused. 

“Tiger will bring a lot of intensity, 
motivation and drive to the team 
room,” says Patrick Reed, while Ian 
Poulter believes Woods will add a 
“buzz” to Hazeltine. 

“This is something I want to do,” 
concludes Woods. “I will do 
whatever I can to help and am very 
excited to work with Davis, the 
other vice captains and the players 
to get a US victory.”

helluva design”. When you add 
these projects to his endorsement
deals with Nike, Hero, Musclepharm

   r he can make
    outside the

 nately, it’s also
  uccess will

   time he has
   ame. “I’ve
 d in every little

 Woods said
 asked about

 estaurant. “I
e great staf,
 it’s been a lot

 work.”

THE TIGER 
ERA IS OVER
Iain Carter doesn’t think 
Woods will have his 
clubs at the Ryder Cup.

“When we 

look back in 

years to 

come, we 

will identify 

2015 as the 

end of the Tiger era and the 

beginning of the Tiger 

legacy era. In the way they 

approach the game, their 

fitness and outlook on golf, 

Spieth, Day and McIlroy can 

be considered the 

metaphorical sons of Tiger.

“But what of Tiger 

himself? The fact he 

refused to rule out playing 

in the next Ryder Cup 

shows that his fire to fight 

still burns brightly. But 

when you consider he 

currently cannot bend over 

to pick up a ball when he’s 

playing with his children  

it would be one of the 

greatest achievements of 

his extraordinary career if 

he was able to put himself 

in a position where he was 

considered one of the 12 

best golfers in America by 

September. Given this,  

I believe that when he turns 

up at Hazeltine he will be in 

a buggy and his clubs will 

be back at home.

“Deep down, I think he 

knows how serious his 

injury is, which is why there 

appears to be a degree of 

acceptance of the fact he 

might not add to his 14 

majors and 79 PGA Tour 

titles. If this is the end, one 

of his legacies will be that 

we now routinely refer to 

the world’s top golfers as 

athletes. He’s changed  

the game.” 

WHAT TIGER  
CAN LEARN FROM
Jack Nicklaus

Nicklaus’ reinvented himself 

brilliantly, running 

tournaments, supporting 

charities and offering 

considered opinions in the 

media. There’s one Nicklaus 

quote Woods should take 

heed of: “A legacy is not what 

you do on the field or inside 

the ropes. A legacy is what you 

leave behind for others and 

how you are remembered.”

WHAT TIGER  
CAN LEARN FROM

Arnold Palmer

During his entire PGA Tour 

career, Palmer earned $1.9 

million. During 2014, he earned 

more than $42 million. He puts 

this off-course financial 

success down to “common 

sense” and “endorsing brands 

I use myself”.
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Last season was your best so far as a 
professional. What made the diference?
If you look at my statistics from the past couple 
of seasons, they are very similar. In 2014, my 
stroke average was 70.0 dead on, while last 
year it was 69.9. So I improved by 0.1 of a shot 
over the course of the year and almost tripled 
what I earned. Tiny strides forward make the 
diference at the top level of the game. 

Is there anything specific you worked on 
that led to the improvement?
It’s been more about the timing of when you 
play well – simply doing the right things at the 
right moments. Winning the Nedbank Golf 
Challenge at the start of the season was 
important for setting the tone, as was 
posting top 10s in majors and World Golf 
Championship events where the prize 
funds are better. 

Your wife is due to give birth in April. What 
happens come Saturday afternoon at the 
Masters, if you’re six under leading the 
tournament and you get the call?
I can tell you this – if she hasn’t given birth by 
the time of the Masters, I can’t see me getting 
there. Somebody might be six under on 
Saturday afternoon, but for sure it won’t be 
me! That decision has already been made.

How important was your performance at St 
Andrews in helping you build confidence for 
the second half of the season? 
It was really important. I had never been in that 
position in a major before and for it to be at 

The Open at St Andrews made it even more 
special. The atmosphere was phenomenal. 
When I played with Dustin [Johnson] on the 
Saturday when we were leading, I was cheered 
onto every tee, fairway and green. The support 
was incredible.

What did you learn most from the 
experience of being in contention?
It was remembering just to stay patient and 
just hang around the golf tournament and see 
what happens. I was in a nice position on the 
leaderboard all week, really. I had a couple of 
stale days where nothing much went my way, 
but I still had a good finish. I made four birdies 
coming in during the final round at a time when 
that was a really tough stretch of holes.  

You played with Zach Johnson on the final 
day at St Andrews. What did you learn?
I realised that I deserved to be in that position 
and that it was where I belong. It was a great 
learning experience playing with the winner.  
I got an opportunity to see up close what he 
did diferently to me. Looking back, it was just 
a matter of holing the right putts at the right 
time that made the diference. In any event, it’s 
putting that makes the diference between 
finishing 1st, 2nd or 3rd or finishing 40th. 

Now you’ve established yourself as one of 
the world’s top players, what are your goals?
I want to play Ryder Cup and I want to move 
towards being world No.1. I also want to see 
how I cope with the pressure of pitching up to 
events as one of the favourites and expecting 
to win. It’s going to put a diferent spin on how 
I approach things and how I cope with diferent 
situations. 

Depending on how this season goes, I might 
take a PGA Tour card next year. For the time 
being, though, I’m concentrating on Europe 

and we’ll see where it takes us.

The former world no.1 amateur on how he transformed himself into a star player in 2015.

Danny Willett
INTERVIEW
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GOLF WORLD PREDICTS…

We crunch the numbers and hit the history books to reveal who will win ‘the big four’ this year.

Meet this year’s major winners

What’s 
the golf
course 

like?

What 
type of
player  
will it 
suit?

Who’s 
going to

contend?

Who will 
win?

MASTERS
Augusta National

Augusta is a tree-lined layout 

that suits players who move 

the ball right-to-left through 

the air, 

although it 

isn’t vital. 

There’s pine

straw under

the trees and

the greens are

undulating.

Prodigious

distance is an advantage, but

Jordan Spieth’s 2015 victory

proved it’s not essential. A

razor-sharp short game is a

must and – Spieth aside – 

there’s no substitute for 

experience. Fuzzy Zoeller is 

still the last man to win on his 

Masters debut in 1979.

Spieth will likely start the 

week as favourite but only

three men have won back-to-

back Masters. Bubba Watson 

overpowered Augusta en 

route to victory in 2012 and 

2014. Hideki Matsuyama 

finished 5th last year.

Jason Day’s incredible length 

and high ball flight enables 

him to attack flags when 

others have to play safe. He 

showcased his fantastic short 

game at last year’s US PGA.

THE OPEN
Royal Troon

Troon is a course of two 

halves. The front nine ofers 

lots of birdie opportunities 

but the back nine poses a 

brutal test. Martin 

Ebert has 

remodelled the 

15th hole and

restored a lost

bunker on the

10th hole.

Despite a

belief that

Americans

struggle in links

conditions, the last six Troon

winners, including Arnold

Palmer (right), have all been

from the US. And they’d all

won on the PGA Tour earlier 

in the year of their victory.

The last three winners here 

had fantastic short games.

Look out for 

Patrick Reed and 

Brandt Snedeker, 

plus Paul Casey 

from the 

homegrown talent.

Jordan Spieth’s 

stellar short game 

allied to his temperament will 

hold him in good stead to 

deal with the unpredictable 

nature of links golf. 

US OPEN
Oakmont CC

After experimenting with the 

links-style Chambers Bay in 

2015, the USGA brings its 

championship back to 

more familiar ground in 

2016. Oakmont is a long, 

draining test with rock 

hard fairways, 

extremely fast greens 

and well-placed 

bunkers.

 of the four golfers who 

have won the US Open at 

Oakmont – Johnny Miller

(1973), Larry Nelson (1983), 

Ernie Els (1994) and Angel 

Cabrera (2007) – had 

previously registered at least 

one top-10 finish in the event, 

but none of them had won 

the tournament before.

Adam Scott fits the model of 

the previous

winners if he putts 

well. Keep an eye 

on Shane Lowry as

he can salvage

unikely pars with

his short game.

Rickie Fowler

finished inside

the top five in all four majors in

2014 and proved he could get

over the line in 2015 with three

wins, including The Players.

US PGA
Baltusrol

The season’s final major 

returns to AW Tillinghast’s 

legendary New Jersey layout 

11 years after it last visited. 

Tiger Woods says: “It’s an old 

school course where 

everything is in front 

of you. It’s a fair test 

and I can see why 

great ball-strikers 

have done well there.”

The traditional layout 

requires more carefully 

considered strategy 

and precise ball-striking 

an most modern courses. 

Length is never going to hurt 

but Baltusrol evens the 

playing field for those who 

pride themselves on crisp 

irons and pinpoint wedges.

Henrik Stenson is well-suited 

to the challenge but he tends 

to finish 2nd more than he 

wins of late. We wouldn’t be 

surprised to see Billy 

Horschel or Russell Knox 

make an appearance on the 

leaderboard too.

Justin Rose is a supreme ball-

striker and has been one of 

the most consistent players 

on the planet tee to green 

over the last five years. He 

loves big-pressure situations.
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AstheEuropeanTourfacescommercialchallenges,thehome-grownEuroProTourisgoingfrom                      

The growth of the UK’s top       
TOUR NEWS

long been a springboard for the careers of 
world-class golfers and there are now more 
players making the transition to the Challenge 
and European Tours than ever before.

As the number of elite amateurs – and their 
overall standard – has increased in recent 
years, the EuroPro Tour has become even 

Q
uick question: What do European 
Tour players Ross Fisher, Louis 
Oosthuizen, Charl Schwartzel, 
Nicolas Colsaerts, Lee Slattery and 

Tyrrell Hatton all have in common? Answer: 
They all started their professional careers on 
the EuroPro Tour. The third-tier circuit has 

more important as a stepping stone for 
potentially world-class players. The standard 
of play and courses has improved every year 
and the class of 2015 could be the best yet.

Two players who played on the EuroPro 
Tour in 2015 secured their European Tour 
cards at November’s Qualifying School – Dan 

Where does the EuroPro 
stand in the world of golf?
It’s about developing 
young players. The 
EuroPro Tour teaches 
them how to play at the 
professional level. They 

learn how to play for large 
prize funds, in front of 
cameras and against very 
good players. There aren’t 
too many platforms
globally that ofer aspiring 
players what we do.

How significant was the 
addition of world ranking 
points this year?
It’s very important. That 
makes us a world leading 
golf tour. World ranking 
points mean a lot to 
players because they can 
now get a world ranking 
and it improves their 
category wherever they 
play around the world.

How good is the standard 
on the EuroPro Tour?
You just have to look at 
how well our players 
performed at Q School 
and the quality of our 
former players to see how 
good it is. And it’s 
improved significantly 
recently because we’re 
improving courses, 
increasing prize funds and 

ofering world ranking 
points. Players are seeing 
us as very close to the 
Challenge Tour now – and 
that attracts better 
players. They’re coming 
onto the EuroPro, 
competing for a year and 
then spring-boarding 
straight up and not 
coming back – that’s 
testament to the quality.

MAN WITH A PLAN
Dan Godding is the EuroPro 
Tour’s Director of Operations.

The 23 year old represented

GB&I in the 2013 Walker Cup and

topped the EuroPro Tour Order 

of Merit least season in his first 

year as a pro. He only played 10 

of the 16 events but he won two 

of them, including the Tour 

Championship where he was 

eight under par through 12 holes 

and signed for a 64. He has a 

technically-sound swing and can 

get very hot on the greens. 

He’ll play on the Challenge 

Tour this year and we 

expect to see him step 

up to the main tour  

very quickly.

The Goodwood golfer was the 

most consistent performer on the 

EuroPro Tour in 2015. He notched 

one win, two runners-up finishes 

and 10 more top 14s on the way 

to second on the Order of Merit. 

He practises with – and regularly 

beats – a number of European 

Tour pros so he has the game 

to compete at the top level. 

He’ll play on the Challenge 

Tour in 2016.

DARREN
WRIGHT

JORDAN 
SMITH
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       tour
Gavins and Laurie Canter – plus eight more 
who’ve previously come through the circuit. 

Nine 2015 members will step up to the 
Challenge Tour for 2016 – former Walker Cup 
star Jordan Smith led the five who qualified 
from the Order of Merit and four others 
advanced through Q School.

What does it mean to 
you to see players go 
from EuroPro to 
European Tour?
It means everything to us 
because that’s what we 
do it for. Our goal is to be 
the strongest 
developmental tour in 
the world and to see the 
guys go up and be 
successful means we’re 

doing our job. The 
EuroPro Tour is getting 
stronger and it’s hugely 
rewarding to see them 
compete at a higher level.

Entry into all EuroPro 
Tour events is free. Visit 
www.europrotour.com 
for more information 
and to see which courses 
it’s visiting in 2016.

Canter qualified for the Open Championship as an 

amateur in 2010. After two seasons honing his game on 

the EuroPro Tour, he earned his European Tour debut 

this season by finishing 20th at Q School in November. 

The 26 year old has made an encouraging start by 

finishing T34 and T53 in his first two events.

LAURIE CANTER

TALKING POINT

How the handicap 
changes affect you
CONGU’s handicap system has undergone a refresh. 
On January 1, CONGU implemented a raft of changes to the handicap system 
that could afect you the next time you tee it up in competition. A complete 
rundown of the alterations is in CONGU’s Unified Handicapping System 2016-
2018 manual, but here are the most relevant stipulations. 

It’s pleasing to see that nine-hole scores will help keep your competitive
handicap but better players might not be so happy about giving more shots
in fourball competitions. It will be interesting to see how category four scores
afect CSS as it increases the chances of a really low score skewing things.

GOLF WORLD SAYS…

1 New dates
Instead of running from

March to February, the handicap
year will now go from January 1 and
December 31.

2 More shots
In fourball better-ball

matches the handicap allowance
has been increased from 75 per
cent to 90 per cent for both
strokeplay and matchplay.

3 Computer assistance
To assist the continuous

handicap review process, a
computer-generated report will
bring the struggles of players who
have received seven consecutive 0.1
increases to the attention of the
handicap committee.

4 Higher handicaps
Clubs will now be able to give 

male and female golfers handicaps 
of up to 54. These marks will only 

apply at the golfer’s home course. 
In open competitions, the highest 
permitted handicap remains at 28 
for men and 36 for women.

5 CSS change
The scores of male and 

female category four golfers will 
now be included in the Competition 
Standard Scratch (CSS) calculation.

6 Quick nines 
The 54 holes you need to 

complete in order to maintain a 
competition handicap can now be 
made up of both 18 and nine-hole 
rounds.

7
Handicap  
re-activation

In a bid to help people who want to 
take a short time out from the 
game, all handicaps will remain 
valid for both the year you resign 
from a club and the following 
calendar year.



ssistant to God, 1997
his is obviously Valderrama in 1997, under Seve’s
ptaincy in the Ryder Cup when I was his assistant.
at was a great memory, of course. It was my first
perience of management in the Ryder Cup: the rest of
e time before that I had played, and I have really good
emories. It obviously helped that we won in ’97. My
lationship with Seve was great, all through the years.
e was an amazing player and an amazing character to

around. I learned so much from him here and every time
layed or practised with him. An amazing man.”

MY LIFE IN PICTURES

Mourning Seve, 2011
“A very sad moment, yes. This was at the Spanish Open in 2011,
observing a minute’s silence for Seve. All the players, all the
journalists and the organisers, we stood around the putting
green and just fell silent. It was very touching and obviously
very sad indeed. Seve had a special efect on everyone.
It was a privilege for us all to have known him.”

Jumping for Joy, 1994
“Ah yes, what a great memory. I still remember this moment very
clearly. It is 1994, I have just won the Dutch Open. It was my second
victory on the European Tour; my first had come the year before.
I played so nice and finished with a birdie on the last hole. Any
victory is good but the early ones were special. How do I remember
it so clearly? You don’t forget those trousers, do you!”

Golf World  March 201616

heevergreenSpaniardonthe 
oments that define his career.

el Angel 
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History man, 2014
“This is a shot of me at PGA Catalunya, celebrating becoming the oldest 
European Tour winner in history – I was 50 when I won the Spanish Open. 
I’m proud of that record. I keep fit, I’m still enjoying playing golf and what  
I do with my life, and that’s because I keep in good form all the time. I don’t 
know what better I could be doing with my life; I’ve sometimes wondered 
but never found anything better, so I’m very happy with my life.”

Champagne milestone, 2015
“This shot was taken at Wentworth last year, in the BMW PGA Championship, 
to celebrate my 10th hole-in-one. I had just found the hole from the tee on the 
second hole, a 148-yard par 3, so to have that recognised was very nice. But  
I actually have 11 because I had another on the 17th at Sawgrass in 2002 that 
hasn’t been counted. What is the secret to hitting a hole-in-one? There is no 
real secret, I don’t think. You just have to hit a good shot and give it a chance 
of going in the hole, you know.”

■ Jock Howar
written for Go
for over 25 ye

MP LOSES 
THE OPEN

You have to say something quite obnoxious
and unsavoury to upset some of the stif-
shirted, hard-nosed, establishment of the
Royal & Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews. 
But Donald Trump – ever one to push the 
boundaries of shocking and distasteful 
statements – has managed to do just that.

It seems that the vitriolic verbal attacks 
he’s recently made on women, the Chinese, 
Mexicans and Muslims has finally exhausted 
the patience of the body who organise the 
Open Championship. For in what has been 
described as a ‘private decision’, the R&A 
has removed Trump Turnberry from the 
Open rota. 

In an ideal world, sport and politics 
would always be kept apart. But, the world 
is an extremely long par 5 from being ideal. 
Sport and politics will always be 
incontrovertibly intertwined.

Some will be surprised at how fast the 
R&A have reacted, especially given their 
antediluvian reputation for decision-
making. They have, for instance, hardly 
reacted with Usain Bolt-like speed to 
address the issue of Open venues having no 
female members. Indeed, the new chief 
executive, Martin Slumbers, can expect 
another press hammering this summer 
when the Open returns to Royal Troon.

But, in reality, the R&A had no choice but 
to act. I was at the Ricoh Women’s Open at 
Turnberry in August, and spoke to several 
LPGA players who were desperately trying 
to cancel their bookings at the five-star 
hotel, so upset were they with Trump. Mike 
Whan, the LPGA Commissioner, said then 
he’d have preferred the event not to be 
played. The R&A cannot risk a player or 
sponsor boycott of their number one 
championship, so they had to act quickly.

Despite Pet      
executive, say     
ago that it was  
that Turnberry   
another Open     
like a distinct   
least while Tru    
resort. Quite w  
happens if Tru  
becomes Pres  
of the United  
remains to be 
seen! But let’s 
cross that brid  
when – and if  
we come to it

JOCK HOWARD
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Ageas Bowl, Hampshire, England

New golf courses have been thin on the ground in

the UK of late, but welcome to the pick of those

opening during 2016. Ageas Bowl is a fun test of

golf that mixes sections of undulating heathland

with segments of mature parkland. Designed and

created by Weller Designs, the course features

plenty of water and, if everything goes to plan, the

first 10 holes will be open for play in the summer.

www.ageasbowl.com

Bluejack National, Texas, USA

Does Tiger Woods have the potential to become

a great golf course architect? Judging by his first

course in America, the answer is yes. Seven of

the holes at the stunning Bluejack National were

opened for play in November 2015 and the

remaining 11 will be ready in early 2016.

“It’s a playable course with an older feel,”

reveals Woods.

www.bluejacknational.com

PalmGolf Marrakech, Morocco

Morocco’s latest course has one of the most

spectacular backdrops in golf. When you finally

take your eyes of the Atlas Mountains, you will

discover an extremely well-conditioned desert-

style par 72 featuring water hazards, almost

50 bunkers and immaculate greens. “We like

to use the ‘best greens in town’ catchphrase,”

says General Manager Stéphane Talbot.

www.palmgolfclubmarrakech.com

Ocean Dunes, Australia

King Island is fast-becoming the next great golfing

pilgrimage. Last October, the jaw-dropping Cape

Wickham became the first 18-hole course to open

on the remote land mass and in the next few

months it will be joined by the equally rugged

and spectacular Ocean Dunes. “The course is of

a similar nature to Cypress Point,” reveals its

architect Graeme Grant.

www.oceandunes.com.auI
gnore the doom and gloom 
headlines you’ve been reading 
about the state of the game. 
Despite the closure of several  

high-profile clubs, the golf course 
industry is still growing rather than 
contracting. 

“The sport’s influence is spreading 
and the closures have been ofset by  
the expansion of the sport across the 
globe,” concluded the National Golf 
Foundation’s recent ‘Golf around the 
world 2015’ survey. 

The paper, which was commissioned 
by the R&A, revealed that at the time of 
publication there were 34,011 courses in 
206 countries, with 696 new facilities in 
planning or under construction. The idea 
of becoming the first person to play all 
of these might seem exciting, but at a 
rate of one course per day it would take 
more than 95 years. 

Conclusion? Stick to the highlights, 
like these new must-play courses.
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The stunning 9th hole at PalmGolf 
Marrakech in Morocco is framed
by the Atlas Mountains.
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Dreamland GC, Baku, Azerbaijan

One big consequence of golf’s inclusion in the 

Olympics is courses springing up in unusual 

destinations. This layout just outside Baku is the pick 

of the bunch. Cynthia Dye’s design is relatively open 

but well positioned water and plenty of length 

depending on your tee selection make it a good test. 

The clever green complexes are already in excellent 

condition. 

www.dreamlandgolfclub.com

Al Zorah, Ajman, UAE

The first championship golf course to open in the 

UAE in six years, Al Zorah is set amid one million 

square metres of mangroves. Its unique hook is the 

integration of a tidal system that changes the look of 

the course hour-by-hour. At high tide, players will 

encounter a series of new water hazards and have to 

think more carefully about shot strategy than at low 

tide when an errant shot is less severely punished. 

www.alzorah.ae

1. Royal Dornoch

2. Castle Stuart

3. Nairn

4. Nairn Dunbar

5. Fortrose & Rosemarkie

6.Tain

7. Brora

8. Boat of Garten

9. Moray 

10. Skibo Castle

11. Spey Valley

12. Golspie

13.  Castle Stuart Tribute

14.  Coul Links Beach

5
4

1

2

14

6

8

3

7

9

11

13

10

12

14 FANTASTIC HIGHLAND COURSES

TALKING POINT

Northern lights
The arrival of a host of big-name designers means the 
Highlands could be Britain’s next big destination.

W
hat’s the diference 
between Arnold 
Palmer and Tom 
Watson? Simple. 

Palmer is currently designing a 
course in the Scottish Highlands 
and Watson is in the middle of 
planning a bucket list golf trip to 
the same area. “I want to play 
Nairn, Castle Stuart, Brora and 
Tain,” reveals Watson. “That’s a trip 
I’d love to take sometime.”

The good news for Watson is 
two-fold. First, with Palmer’s 
Tribute Course at Castle Stuart due 
to break ground next year and Bill 

Coore and Ben Crenshaw’s Coul 
Links Beach in the initial stages of 
planning, the courses on ofer in 
this area just keep getting better. 
Second, British Airways has 
announced it’s going to bring back 
its daily service between Inverness 
and London Heathrow so they’re 
now even easier to get to.

“The route is a major boost for 
local tourism,” says Scottish 
Minister for Transport and the 
Islands Derek Mackay. “It makes it 
even easier for visitors to get a 
taste of the fantastic experiences 
on ofer in the Highlands.”

The Gil Hanse and Mark Parsinen-
designed Castle Stuart GC is one of the  

new star attractions in the Highlands.
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THE NEED FOR SPEED
As a 16 handicapper, I am OK at
golf. I can hit a ball quite straight,
some days my putting is really good
and other days, well, obviously, it all
goes horribly wrong… but that’s
why I’m off 16 and not scratch.

I was playing in the monthly
medal recently, and had played
pretty well as we reached the tee for
the 11th, a straightforward par 4.

I unleashed my drive and
admired it as it flew off on the
exact line it was supposed to,
soaring over a big tree where it
would land safely in the fairway.

So, myself and my playing
partners trundled up the
fairway, quite happily, until
guess what… we couldn’t
find my ball. Despite it being
a perfect drive, it was
nowhere to be seen and none
of us could explain why.

Unable to find it after five
minutes, I trudged back to the
tee to play another drive and
started again. The whole
experience made me think, how
often does this happen? Let’s

assume it occurs in every other
group at some point during a medal
competition – playing partners
helping you to look for a ball, then
maybe looking for theirs, then
maybe having to go back to the tee
to reload. The time spent searching
can dramatically back up the field.

The thing is, if you hit a really
good shot, why would you play a
provisional? There should be no
need. So maybe there should be a

rule that if you cannot find your
ball in the allotted five minutes,
as long as you and all your

playing partners agree where
it roughly should be, you
can drop a ball, with a
penalty, and play on.

This would speed things
up, particularly as we
amateurs don’t have the
luxury of spotters or
TV cameras.
Paul Davies, Email

CASEY CLOSED
Paul Casey’s decision to

effectively rule himself out
of the running for a

PRIZE LETTER OF THE MONTH
FORE-SAKEN RULE

The ongoing issue of not 
shouting ’fore’ on the golf 
course during both European 
and USA tour events is making 
me feel a bit sad about the 
professional game.

Is it really that important to  
a professional player to  
put the safety of a spectator  
at risk over the possibility  
of gaining an advantage by 
hoping for a favourable 
ricochet back into play?

It is no good a player just 
pointing with their golf  

club in the direction they  
have hit it as, invariably – from
300 yards away, it’s so hard
for spectators to see very 
much at all. Plus, of course, 
we’re watching the skies, not
the player.

I believe someone is going
to get seriously injured or 
possibly killed one of these 
days if we carry on in this way.
Yet it would all be resolved if
players just shouted ‘fore’.

I was at Wentworth in May 
for the PGA, where I watched 
a ball narrowly miss an elderly 
lady’s head. The near miss left 

told to shout it but that they 
just don’t bother. That’s a 
scandal and action must be 
taken to address the situation 
before someone gets very 
badly hurt.  
Nick Tomlinson, Email

her very shaken, and
understandably so.

I later sought out a marshal 
and asked him why players 
don’t ever seem to bother 
shouting ‘fore’ any more.

He said that they’ve been 

V I E W P O I N T
www.facebook.com/golfworld@GolfWorld1golf.world@bauermedia.co.uk Golf World, Media House, Peterborough, PE2 6EA

European Ryder Cup place is sad, 
given his talent. Maybe it’s a 
question of priorities or logistics, 
but either way he is clearly not fully 
committed to the cause. And if that 
is the case, would Europe even  
want him in the team anyway? 
Niall Adams, Email

CASHEN FOR QUESTIONS
My friends and I visited 
Ballybunion recently as part of  
our annual golf trip, playing both 
the Old and Cashen courses in 
great weather and with both courses  
in good condition.

To cut a long story short, I am 
baffled as to why the Cashen never 
gets a mention in rankings.

To a man, our group of 11,  
all decent golfers, preferred the  
Cashen and on a hole-by-hole basis, 
I believe that it easily trumps the 
Old Course. It has all aspects of  
a dramatic and wild Atlantic west 
coast links – in the same vein as 
gems such as Belmullet, Carne and 
Rosapenna Sandy Hills.

I can understand if this is a 
conspiracy by Ballybunion insiders 

VIEWS  
IN BRIEF

GIANT STRIDES

All the players 

covered in your 

‘Players of the Year’ 

feature were valid, 

but Jordan Spieth 

clearly deserved 

the star billing 

aforded him after 

a remarkable year. 

What seems 

certain is that in 

2016, Rory will 

have a real job 

hanging onto his 

coat tails.  

E Doyle, Email 

TIMELY REMINDER

Thanks for your 

‘Year In Review’ 

feature in last 

month’s issue. I like 

to keep a close eye 

on the goings on in 

golf and yet I had 

forgotten much of 

what went into the 

last 12 months. 

Thanks for a very 

timely reminder! 

D Waller, Email

The question of ‘fore’: is simply 
pointing an arm enough?



to protect their Old course history 
and its revenue generation, but they 
are in denial if they don’t recognise 
that their newer course is actually a 
better layout. If you were to create a 
composite ‘Ballybunion best 18’, I’m 
not sure if you would have more 
than four holes from the Old course.

It’s incredible to think that the 
Ballybunion course so many 
American tourists play on their trip-
of-a-lifetime visit to Ireland is, in my 
view, the wrong one, and they fly 
home none the wiser.
Graham Eardley, Email

Travel editor’s reply: While it’s true 
the Cashen ‘only’ makes the ‘Next 
100’ of our GB&I list, it is No.28 
in our Irish ranking, ahead of some 
very high-profile courses. Most of 
our panel have lots of affection for 
the Cashen, even if its many exciting 
holes (that it sounds like you loved) 
are a little too explosive for some.

I can easily appreciate why your 

group enjoyed it so much though 
and in the South-West of Ireland 
feature we have scheduled for next 
year, the Cashen will feature 
prominently. We agree that anyone 
travelling to this corner of Ireland 
should play the Cashen as well as 
the Old – even if, as we both know, 
there is an enormous amount of 
world-class golf both by the sea and 
further inland in Co. Kerry.

NAKED AMBITION
As a decades-long yipper who found 
consolation and indeed golfing 
survival by using a long putter, my 
emotion can only be described as 
one of almost hysterical relief on 
reading the new Rule 14-1b which 
seeks to ban ‘anchoring’ of clubs.

I know of course that long putters 
are to remain legal, it’s just the way 
most golfers use them that the R&A 
mysteriously wants to stop.

However, my reading of 14-1b 
reveals two references to ‘the body’. 
Here’s one: ‘an anchor point exists 
when the player intentionally holds a 
forearm in contact with any part of 
his body’ – my italics.

Now, my forearm, pressed
ferociously across my chest, is in
contact with my clothes not against
my body at all.

I do realise the psychological
devastation which permanently
emanates from the game of golf
makes a worthy comparison with
the activities in a gladiatorial
arena. However, I’m no gladiator,
and therefore have no intention
of baring my chest in future golf
matches. Bare chesting also clearly
breaches my club’s Dress Code.

Therefore, hooray! Rule 14-1b has
no relevance to me, so I can continue
not yipping for as long as my
method continues to work.
Wyn Davies, Carmarthenshire

Ballybunion’s Old and 
Cashen courses sit side by 
side: but which is superior?

Letter of the Month wins 
a black/lime Motocaddy 
Dry-Series cart bag. 
Weighing less than 
2kg, Motocaddy’s first 
waterproof bag boasts 
thermo-sealed and nylon-
coated zips for ultimate 
protection against the 
elements. Available in 
black/red, black/blue 
and black/lime. 
www.motocaddy.com

WIN £179.99 
MOTOCADDY DRY-
SERIES CART BAG
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F
or so many of us at the start of every year, there is a
feeling of excitement and unfulfilled hopes; but 2016
promises to be even more special than usual. As well
as the four majors, there is the little matter of a Ryder

Cup in September... and then the Olympics in August. In other
words, the busy schedule is even busier than usual!

There is only a week between the Open Championship at
Royal Troon and the PGA Championship at Baltusrol in New
Jersey. Indeed, the last major of the year will be played in July
(rather than August) for the first time in ages. And then there
is only a week in between the PGA Championship and the
Olympic men’s tournament in Brazil.

It is difficult to believe the 41st Ryder Cup matches are less
than nine months away. I know I will
have to play well this year to make
the team for Hazeltine in
Minnesota. That is simply a fact –
but I intend to be there.

Ryder Cup years always feel a little
bit more special. They create a bit
more pressure and get the adrenalin
going, which is no bad thing.

I’ve spoken to Darren Clarke [the
European captain] a few times
already. He has a very tough act to
follow in Paul McGinley, but so far
he is showing all the signs of taking
to the job like a duck to water. The
great strength of Darren is the huge
amount of experience he brings to
the job. He played in five consecutive
Ryder Cup teams from 1997 to
2006, was a vice captain in 2010 and
2012 and has a wealth of experience
in other team events. That can make
a huge difference.

He also understands what has
happened in the last few Ryder Cups
– both what we’ve done right and
what we’ve done wrong; and so he
will be able to build on that. He is
very close to all the players and he’s
already been to Hazeltine to have a look around. So, I expect
him to be very thorough – just as Paul was.

I have now firmly put all the disappointments of 2015
behind me; and it is refreshing to have a blank canvas in front
of me. In the off-season, I have been working hard on my
putting. This is the area of the game that has caused me most
concern recently, and I really am convinced that if I can find a
solution to this, everything else will come right.

Throughout my career, I’ve never really had a formal coach,
as such. I’ve always put great faith in my ability to work out
what I’m doing right and wrong; and that has got me this far in

my career, so I’ve done all right.
Having said that, I am not so intransigent or arrogant that

I will never seek advice, or talk to others about my game. Over
the years, I have seen coaches like David Leadbetter, Sean
Hogan, Sean Foley and Pete Cowen a few times. It’s helpful
every now and then to have a different set of eyes, and a
different opinion. At the end of the day, I’m going to do what’s
right for me. As yet, I’m not certain how 2016 will pan out.
Maybe, it’s just simply more of a grown-up approach.

What I have begun to realise over the years is that family
means more to me right now than anything else. My eldest,
Aimee, is 14 now and before long will be going to college and
flown the nest. My oldest boy, Luke (12), won’t be far behind.

So, going away from home, for long
periods, like I did at the end of last
year, I find more and more painful.

What I also realise now is that
I play well when I enjoy myself. This
year, I have resolved that, rather than
being too intense on the course, I am
going to make sure I relish every
moment inside the ropes. I am
convinced that if I start enjoying
myself, I will start to roll in a few
putts, and then all of a sudden the
adrenalin will kick in, and I will start
holding a few more trophies.

My 2016 schedule won’t show any
major changes from previous years.
I will probably play five tournaments
in a row, starting with The Honda
Classic. I really love the course in
Palm Beach Gardens, and should have
won the tournament last year.

From there, we go to the WGC at
Doral, the Valspar in Tampa, and Bay
Hill, before going to Texas, for the
WGC Dell Matchplay. For me, the
Florida swing is certainly not nearly
as stressful and tiring as spending five
weeks in the Far East, because I can
get home on a Sunday night, and

often won’t need to leave again until the Tuesday, or even
Wednesday morning. Those few extra hours at home really do
make all the difference.

I’ve got plenty of years left in me, so don’t write me off quite
yet... even if I recently joined the ‘forty-somethings’! During
the off season, many of us have set goals and targets for the
coming year, and – at this stage – most of these are still
attainable. It is time to make dreams come true.

Ian Poulter is a 14-time Tour winner and Ryder Cup player.  
He writes exclusively for Golf World.

The start of every year is exciting, but with a 
Ryder Cup to qualify for and an Olympic medal to 
aim for, 2016 promises to be even more thrilling.

IAN POULTERI N S I D E 
T H E  
T O U R

‘Darren understands what we’ve 
done right and what we’ve done 

wrong in the last few Ryder 
Cups. He has huge experience’
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N
othing better to do with his days at the moment,
golf ’s most notoriously taciturn obfuscator recently
decided to sit down and chat – gasp – to a real
journalist, one not already a long-time resident of

Tiger Woods’ back pocket. The scribbler in question was the
highly respected Canadian, Lorne Rubenstein, with the
interview subsequently appearing in Time magazine.

A fascinating read it is too. As you’d expect, Rubenstein asks
good and penetrating questions, drawing from Woods
responses that, on the face of it, reveal more about the soon-to-
be 40-year-old divorced father-of-two than at least 100 of his
perennially mono-syllabic pre-tournament press conferences.

We learned, for example, that Tiger’s degree of incapacity is
potentially career ending. Combined
with the generally downbeat tone of
the 14-time major champion’s 
utterances – he spent way more time
looking back rather than forward
using phrases like, “I’ve had a good
run” – the feeling here is his time at
or near the top is all but over.

By way of illustration, there was a
touching tale of how the injured
Tiger was ‘rescued’ by his daughter
as he lay in agony on the practice
ground behind his house. “I get to
have a life with my kids,” he said.
“That’s more important than golf.
I’ve come to realise that now.”

And yet, amid the regular doses of
sepia-toned schmaltz, there remained
enough of the hardly-credible Tiger
that makes – at least for this observer
– anything and everything he says
difficult to believe. At one point
I laughed out loud as the man who
has for the last two decades routinely
treated journalists with ill-concealed
contempt claimed to have had 
“countless” meals with “good 
friends” in the media. Such an 
outlandish statement stretches 
credulity way beyond breaking point (although I must admit
to having sat down for dinner with Tiger and maybe 10 others
during the 1998 Dunhill Cup at St Andrews. He was, if
memory serves, a perfectly pleasant companion).

Tiger has his favourites among the media though. Former 
Open champion Ian Baker-Finch, now a commentator with
CBS, gets a call as the only one of his brethren who can be 
bothered to “survey” courses prior to broadcast time.

This is clearly a ridiculous assertion on more than one level.
Baker-Finch is far from the only dedicated member of his 
profession. And, besides, how does Tiger know what the other

commentators do or do not do prior to him appearing at the
course? Does he have a coterie of spies in his employ? Highly
doubtful, especially given Tiger is notoriously ‘tight’.

To his credit, he talked movingly and hopefully genuinely
about his on-going relationship with his children. By all
accounts – including his own – he is a devoted father, one who
has already told them that divorce from their mother was
down to his “mistakes”. “I’m taking initiative with the kids,” he
said. “I’d rather have it come from me, as the source. I can tell
them absolutely everything, so they hear it from me.”

Tiger also took time to “correct” any misconceptions we
may have about the sheet of paper he famously pinned to his
bedroom wall as a kid. You know, the one listing everything

Jack Nicklaus has done in the game,
climaxing with his 18 majors. Well,
despite previously having had ample
time to put us right as to what was on
that note, Tiger only now sets the
record straight. Apparently, the list of
Nicklaus’ achievements did not
contain any reference to Grand Slam
victories. Instead, it was “the first time
he broke 40, the first time he broke
80, the first tournament he ever won,
the first time he ever won the state
amateur, the first time he won the US
Amateur and the first time he won
the US Open. It was all age-related.”

“I beat them all,” claimed Tiger,
despite never having won the
California State Amateur.

Then there were tales of time spent
with the late Seve Ballesteros, back
when both men were coached by
Butch Harmon. Tiger and Seve would
“go play until dark”, apparently.
Scepticism again quickly overtakes
any desire to believe such a tale. For
one thing, Seve never once mentioned
such fuzzy scenes, where he
apparently showed Tiger his short
game “for hours”. And for another,

the great Spaniard wasn’t exactly renowned for passing on
secrets to many of his fiercest competitors.

So it is that, while Tiger’s participation in such interviews is
far from unwelcome, the level of veracity contained therein 
remains far from clear. Far too often, the natural reaction to 
what he has to say is “oh come on” rather than “wow”. Until 
that changes, the man who has surely played golf better than 
anyone ever has remains a sadly diminished figure. 

  John Huggan is a golf writer with 26 years’ experience, the author 
of several books and the golf correspondent for Scotland on Sunday.

That Tiger gave a proper interview to a proper 
journalist is clearly to be welcomed – but how 
much of the result can we really take as sincere?

JOHN HUGGAN

‘Far too often, the natural 
reaction to what Tiger Woods 

has to say is “oh come on” 
rather than “wow” ’

STRAIGHT 
TALKING
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‘EVERYONE 
HEARS ABOUT 

MY SHOTS ON TV, 
BUT WHEN YOU 

SEE IT IN PERSON 
IT IS A MUCH 

BIGGER SHOW!’

BUBBA WATSON
In a world of safe comments and polished swings, two-time Masters champion 

Bubba Watson stands alone. But what makes the self-taught Floridian so 
different from everybody else? Stuart Hood travelled to New Jersey to find out. 

I N T E R V I E W
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or a man who reportedly has few friends 
on the PGA Tour, Bubba Watson is 
remarkably popular this Wednesday 
lunchtime. First 2016 United States Ryder
Cup captain Davis Love III stops to say 
hello, then Jason Gore, then Bill Haas and,
finally, Charl Schwartzel. Each of these 
men walk up to Bubba sporting sizeable 
grins and each of them leave him wearing 
even bigger smiles.  

“Charl Schwartzel is a legend,” Bubba 
shouts after the South African. In a 
golfing sense, this may or may not be true,
but if it is what does that make Bubba? 
The 37-year-old Floridian has, after all,
won double the number of majors and
eight times the number of PGA Tour 
titles that Schwartzel has. And he has, 
after all, spent the majority of the last two
years ranked inside the world’s top five.

“I’m just Bubba,” tends to be the 
Floridian left-hander’s stock reply to 
queries of this nature. But let’s face it, there
is nothing ‘just’ about a golfer who wields
a pink driver, raps on Christian records,
shapes the ball a significant distance in 
both directions, owns the car from TV 
show The Dukes of Hazzard, has never taken 
a lesson, invented a hovercraft golf buggy 
and will be going for his third Masters 
title in five years this April. 

“I hope to add the 2016 Masters to my 
wins in 2012 and 2014, but my goal-
setting at the beginning of every year is 
the same,” reveals Bubba when we sit
down together on a fiercely hot afternoon 
at Plainfield Country Club in New Jersey. 
“My first aim is to make that year’s Ryder 
Cup or Presidents Cup and my second is 
to win. I have been lucky enough to have 
multiple wins in the last two years, but I 
don’t think about that until I get the first 
win, which is never easy to get because 
there are a lot of great players out here.”

GW: Over the last couple of years you 
have been one of these great players. Do 
you feel you are coming into your prime? 
I just think I am getting more mature. 
After a few years out here you begin to 

figure out when you should make the
clever play and lay back. You get smarter
because you don’t want to hit any more 
bad shots or have any more bad scores.  
I think this change in mentality is causing 
me to play better, and I have also really 
begun to practise my 5-footers, so my 
short putting has come on a lot too. 

How do you explain your poor 
performances in last year’s majors?
On paper, missing the cut at both the US 
Open and Open is disappointing, as my 
record makes it look like I should be able 
to perform at a high level in these events. 
But at the same time I am still learning 
how to play the courses, particularly at the 
Open. If you want to succeed on a links 
course you need to learn how to control 
your distances, how to hit the ball high 
and low and how to make the ball bounce 
in a certain way. It is difficult and I am 
still working out how to do it. 

When did you first think you could 
make a career out of golf?
When I was 12 or 13, I shot a final round 

62 to win a junior tournament by 46 
shots. After shooting 71-71 in the first 
two rounds, I made 10 birdies and eight 
pars to run away with things. At that 
moment, my parents realised I had a gift, 
or at least the ability to be good, and  
I began to watch golf on television. What 
was so different about me as a kid was the 
fact that even though I could hit it really 
long, I could also hit it relatively straight.  
I might not have been on the fairway, but  
I could still score. I was rarely out of bounds. 

Which golfers interested you when you 
were growing up?
I remember watching all the great players 
on TV and trying to learn from how they 
did things and reacted. Payne Stewart was 
my hero, but I also watched Seve, Greg 
Norman and Nick Faldo. All of them 
played golf differently, and I think  
I learned the most from Seve. 

What did you learn from Seve?
I used to be in the rough a lot and Seve’s 
heroics from outside of the fairway were 
incredible. We can all visualise these types 

‘SEVE WAS MY GUY. HIS SHORT GAME 
AND THE CREATIVITY HE SHOWED 
WHEN HE WENT OVER AND UNDER 
TREES WAS QUITE AMAZING TO STUDY’
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of shot, but to actually pull them off in 
competition is amazing. Seve’s short game 
and the creativity he showed when he went 
over and under trees was quite amazing to 
study. I don’t think I am the only one who 
learned from him. When Tiger first came 
out he was hitting high and low shots with 
3-woods and ‘stinger’ irons and you just 
know he watched Seve do the same thing. 
This is how young golfers used to learn to 
hit proper shots. They studied someone in 
the generation before and dreamed of 
playing shots like them. Seve was my guy, 
but unfortunately I never got to play golf 
with him.

Do any of the PGA Tour’s young guns 
try to learn your recovery skills?
I don’t know. Some guys come up and ask 
me questions like, ‘Why don’t you hit that 
many range balls?’ and ‘Why don’t you 
have a coach?’ but I still think my way of 
thinking is different to most people. Most 
of the new guys on tour are used to being 
taught to play by coaches and swing gurus 
and no coach is going to tell anyone to go 
and play golf like Bubba Watson.

You lost your Driving Distance crown to 
Dustin Johnson last year. Are you 
desperate to get it back this season?
I have never worried about being the 

DISTANCE AND CREATIVITY
Bubba reveals how he shapes it and bombs it off the tee

“From my first event at the age of eight, 
I have always hit it past everybody.  
I have never had a golf lesson, so the 
way I swing at the ball, the way I impact 
the ball and the way I curve the ball has 
always been the same. For me, the 
moment before making my swing is 
always about visualising the outcome 
of the shot. Because I am a visual 
person, I always like to see the shape  
of the hole, with the fairway and the 
rough, so I can see exactly where I want 
to shape the ball. Due to this, I prefer 
golf courses where you can see the 

landing areas and the greens, as this 
allows me to visualise my shots better. 
As far as distance hitting is concerned,  
I don’t use specific swing thoughts but  
I keep an image in my mind of making 
contact exactly on the sweetspot of my 
driver. People think it’s raw swing 
speed that leads to huge drives but 
solid contact at impact is more critical 
to maximising distance. Modern drivers 
are much more forgiving than just 10 
years ago, but one fact is the same – 
they still perform best when you find 
the centreof the clubface.

Hold the
face square

“People say a fade 
doesn’t fly as far as a 

draw, but the difference 
is marginal. Try to keep 
the face looking at the 
target after the ball is 

gone. Don’t let it rotate 
closed through impact.” 

Hit the sweetspot
My focus with any drive is always 

to contact the ball with the 
centre of the clubface. If there is 

a secret to big hitting, this is it.

See it to believe it!
“A great drive starts in your 
head. You’ve got to be able to 
visualise a shot in your mind 
first before you can pull it off.” 

INSTRUCTION



difficult for me. I need to see the golf
course to have my best chance.

When was the last time you got to your 
ball and couldn’t see a way of getting it 
onto the green?
That would only happen if my ball 
finished directly behind a tree or in thick 
rough. If I am right behind a tree, then  
I chip out sideways. And if I am in thick 
rough, then I lay up. Otherwise, I can 
always find a way of hitting the shot  
I want to hit. 

What is the most creative shot you have 
ever hit in competition? 
My claim to fame is a shot I hit on the 

longest driver. Everybody knows I can hit 
far and everybody knows I can shape it,  
so I am not worried about leading that 
statistic. I am worried about results and 
getting better and better every year, so the 
only stats I look at are: if I have enough 
money to keep my card, if I have enough 
FedEx points to make the play-offs and if
my scoring average is better than the year 
before. In 2015, I had the third best 
scoring average and won twice. That is 
pretty good and means I must be doing 
something nice. 

You made your PGA Tour debut in 
2002, but only won your first event in  
2010. Are you disappointed it took so 
long for success to come your way? 
Not really. Obviously, from an ego 
perspective you want to win early, but now
that I am older and have amazing kids
and a beautiful wife, I am more aware of
how to deal with success. If I had got out
here and won when I was young and 
immature, who knows how I would have
handled the money and fame? I probably
would have been more of a headcase than
I am now.

What is the biggest downside of being
famous? 
Nowadays, because of the pictures and the 
autograph requests, it is a lot harder to go 
out, have fun and play golf. Early in my 
career, when nobody knew who I was, my 
caddie and I used to always go and play a 
public course near the site of that week’s 
tournament. It didn’t matter whether it 
was the first tournament of the year or the 
Masters, every week we would always go 
and play golf down the street. Now it’s 
kind of hard for me to do this. 

Going back to your head, what goes 
through it when you stand over a shot?
The moment before making my swing is 

always about visualising the outcome of
the shot. Because I am a visual person,
I like to see the shape of the hole, with the 
fairway and the rough, so I can see exactly 
where I want to shape the ball. Due to 
this, I prefer golf courses where you can 
see the landing areas and the greens, as 
this allows me to visualise my shots better. 
Augusta National and the TPC River 
Highlands, where they play the Travelers 
Championship, are good examples of
courses where you can see almost every 
shot and I have won twice at both. On the 
other side of the coin, the Open tends to 
be played on courses that have hidden 
bunkers and a lot of blind shots over
mounds, and this event has proven to be 

SAINT OR
SINNER?:
THE TWO
SIDES TO
BUBBA
The charitable to
the unpalatable.
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Charity work

Bubba has raised millions 
for charities, with causes 
associated with the US 
Military being particularly 
close to his heart. Last 
September, he made over 
$400,000 for the Birdies 
for the Brave 
charity by 
auctioning his 
classic car.

Footing the bill

After the second round of 
the 2013 WGC-
Bridgestone Invitational, 
Bubba went into a branch 
of the Chipotle restaurant 
chain and bought dinner 
for 60 people. The bill 

came to nearly $500.

SAINT

‘MY SWING SPEED ALLOWS ME TO 
CREATE ANY SHOT ANY OTHER PLAYER 
CAN HIT. NOBODY IMPRESSES ME FROM 
A SHOT-MAKING POINT OF VIEW’
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Old Course at St Andrews in 2009.  
I played there when I was over in Scotland 
for the Open at Turnberry, and on the 
18th hole I putted the ball to 10 feet from 
86 yards out. For me, this highlights the 
creativity of links golf. From the position  
I was in, I could have hit the ball high,  
I could have skidded in a low pitch,  
I could have hit a chip and run or I could 
have putted. No course in the US gives 
players that many options. 

You seem to be travelling more in 
recent years. Is this intentional or just a 
quirk of your schedule?
It is clear that the game is growing 
globally and I wanted to win outside of 
the US. I did that in China in 2014 and 
now I want to do it again. So that is one 
of the reasons I am travelling and the 
other is wanting to get better as a golfer 

and a person by trying different golf 
courses in different areas of the world. 
That is why I find playing overseas more 
fun than some other guys. 

Do you think modern golfers have a 
duty to entertain the paying public?
I believe all sports stars should put on a 
show for the fans who come out and 
support us, but I am also all about the 
competition. My main aim is to try and 
beat all the other guys, but, because I like 
to entertain, I am trying to do it by 
creating memorable moments where  
I birdie seven holes in a row or hit shots 
few people can believe. 

Which of your shots do people find 
hardest to believe? 
In pro-ams everyone wants to see me hit 
driver, but to be honest most of my shots 
leave regular golfers in awe. They just can’t 
believe it is possible to cut a driver so far 
into the fairway or hit a wedge from 165 
yards. Everyone hears about my shots on 
TV, but when you see it in person it is a 
much bigger show. 

When was the last time you were in awe 
of another top player’s shot? 
I have an ego and my swing speed allows 
me to create any shot any other player can 
hit, so I don’t think anyone impresses me 
from a shot-making point of view. What 
does impress me, however, is having the 
ability to hit the right shot at the moment 
of pressure. So the fact Jordan Spieth 
made the birdies he needed to in order to 
win back-to-back majors and then have 
the chance to win the next two impressed 
me and, obviously, Tiger has impressed 
me over the years. 

What specifically about Tiger’s game 
has impressed you? 

Again, it is not about the shots, it is 

about the trophies and wins. There is not 
a shot Tiger can hit that I can’t, but  
I haven’t hit those shots at the key time  
of 79 wins like he has. The fact he almost 
always comes up with the right shot at  
the crucial moment is what has been  
so impressive about Tiger throughout  
his career. 

Tiger was ranked World No.1 for many 
years. So far your highest ranking is 
No.2 – is getting to the top spot a big 
goal of yours? 
I treat getting to World No.1 like winning 
another major. It is a goal, but not getting 
there is not going to change who I am. 
Phil Mickelson has done pretty well 
despite never being No.1, so I am not 
going to say that I have had a terrible 
career because I have not got there. To be 
honest, I would rather get to 10 PGA 
Tour wins than No.1 in the world because 
winning 10 times has been my goal since  
I was a little kid. Don’t get me wrong; if  
I play well and get 20 wins then I might at 
some point be World No.1. But I am not 
going out there and get upset about not 
making it to that level, as I would rather 
fill my trophy room. 

Finally, you mentioned that qualifying 
for the Ryder Cup was your first goal for 
2016 – can America win it this time? 
It is funny. If you look at the history of 
the event, the US used to dominate and 
now it has rotated and Europe has been 
dominating. I think it is just golf, but in 
terms of your question, yes I want to win, 
because I want my career to end with at 
least one win in the Ryder Cup. If I lose 
eight of them, but have one win that is 
good enough for me and hopefully 2016 
will be successful for the US whether I am 
on the team or not. It would be really nice 
if Europe stopped being so stingy and let 
us win one. 

Pray for Ted

Bubba’s on-course 
explosions at his long-
time friend and caddie 
Ted Scott are so 
famous they have their 
own social media 
hashtag. Look out for 
#prayforTedScott trending 
the next time the World 
No.4 gives his bag man a 
piece of his mind. 

French fracas

Back in 2011, an angry 
Bubba caused an 
international incident 
and tarnished the 
reputation of all 
American tourists in 

ope when he described the 
French Open as “not a normal 
tournament” and the Arc de 
Triomphe as, “This arch I drove 
round in a circle”.

Peer reviews

In early 2015, ESPN.com 
asked more than 100 PG  
Tour members which 
player they would be lea  
likely to help in a fight.  
A whopping 23% of 
respondents said… Bubb  
Watson. “I’ve had some 
mess-ups and am trying 
to get better,” 
acknowledged Bubba. 

SINNE



Luke Donald shares the
pitching and chipping
fundamentals that took
him to world number one

L
uke Donald is one of the bes
wedge players on the planet.
His ability with a wedge
helped him top the world
rankings in 2011 and 2012

and he’s still just as hot from 100 yards 
and in today. He’s been inside the top 
two for scrambling on the European 
Tour in three of the last six seasons, 
including 2nd in 2015. He’s also been 
inside the top 10 for scrambling 
proximity to the hole in four of the last 
six years on the PGA Tour.

“Understanding the way the club 
should be delivered to the ball to produce 
different short-game shots is vital,” 
reveals Donald. “Many amateurs don’t 
understand the fundamentals and get the 
set-up wrong, which makes it almost 
impossible to execute the shot with 
success. If you understand what you’re 
trying to achieve with the clubhead and 
address the ball in the correct way, your 
short game and scores will improve.”

LEARN TO LOVE YOUR 

W
COVER STORY
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USE THE BOUNCE FOR A CONSISTENT STRIKE
Accurate pitching is all about a
consistent strike. This is vital for
controlling the trajectory and spin that
ultimately dictates the carry and total
distance of the shot. To become more

consistent, you should use the bounce
on the sole of the clubhead rather than
the leading edge to contact the turf.
This simple, neutral address position will
help you do this and create a repeatable

swing, clean strike and predictable
flight. It will also help you tailor your
swing to the situation, helping you add
grip or release to get the ball to finish
close to the hole.

A good set-up helps you make the most of the wedge’s design to improve your impact.

A good address position
enables you to present
the true loft of the club to
the ball and engages the
bounce rather than the
leading edge, so you
bruise the turf or take
only a small divot. The
result is a clean strike
with consistent loft.

One of the most common mistakes
I see is the ball too far back in the
stance and the shaft leaning forward.
Moving the ball just forward of centre
promotes a more vertical shaft at set-
up – which helps you use the bounce.
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The exception to minimal wrist hinge in

pitching is when you’re playing from a bad

lie in the rough. When the ball is sitting 

down or there’s likely to be grass caught

between the club and ball at impact you

have to hinge so you can descend the 

clubhead steeper into the back of the ball

to pop it up. Just remember, the worse 

your lie in the rough, the more wrist hinge

you need in the backswing.

Hinge from rough

BONUS TIP

HONE FEEL TO IMPROVE DISTANCE CONTROL
Some guys like to use a clockface 
method for the backswing but I 
regulate my distance through practice 
and feel because I don’t like to get too 
technical. I visualise the shot and then  

I inherently know how to swing to hit 
that flight and yardage based on 
experimentation on the range. It’s very 
important to practise, especially 
yardages that aren’t comfortable. I’m 

always varying the distance and never 
hit too many shots from the same spot 
– even moving as little as three yards 
between shots. Every time you do that 
you’re dialing in your feel.

There’s no substitute for practice when it comes to knowing your carry distances.

A shorter, 
abbreviated finish 
position will create a 
smooth rhythm that 
will improve your 
ball-striking and  
add control.

Minimal wrist hing   
makes it easier t  

regulate the distanc  
because you don’t 
have to factor the 

speed generated by 
unhinging in the 

downswing.
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SHORT GAME SPECIAL 

SWING FROM THE UPPER BODY FOR FINESSE
The movement and momentum in 
your pitching swing should all come 
from upper body rotation. The hands 
and wrists and your lower half should 
stay very quiet – you don’t need the 

legs to help you generate power as it’s 
a finesse swing. This keeps the club in 
front of you throughout the swing so 
you naturally finish in this position, 
without the right arm wrapping over 

the left and closing the face. This helps 
create a feeling of holding the face 
open through impact to maintain the 
true loft of the club for a high flight 
and soft landing.

The legs don’t play an active role in wedge play because you don’t need to generate power.

Aim to finish your 
pitching action with 

both arms extended. 
If you’ve maintained 
the loft right through 

the swing, you will 
end with the clubface

facing the sky.
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My feet are quite close together and

slightly open to the target to help

give my hands and arms room to

swing through. As with your putting

stroke, keep independent hand 

action to a minimum. There’s no

wrist hinge in the takeaway and the

clubhead stays outside the hands at

all times. This helps you keep the

club on a neutral plane with the face

square, and means you don’t have

to manipulate the clubhead to 

deliver it square to impact. Unlike a

pitch, you want the club to rotate

through impact so it’s turned over a

little in the finish.

Club outside hands

BONUS TIP

SET UP LIKE A PUTT AND GET IT ROLLING
The easiest way to chip the ball tight 
to the hole is to let it release like a putt. 
A lot of amateurs see the pros 
stopping it dead on the second or third 
bounce and want to emulate that, but 

we only do that if it’s absolutely 
necessary because the extra spin is 
harder to control and adds a degree of 
uncertainty to how the ball releases. 
When there’s green to play with,

I want to see the ball land reasonably 
softly and then roll end over end. It’s 
easier to chip it close like this, and your 
bad shots will finish a lot closer than if 
you try and go aerial or spin it.

Stand closer to the ball in the middle of your stance and choke down on the grip.

Program a straighter 
path by standing 
closer to the ball, and 
making the shaft 
more upright. Hold 
the club at the 
bottom of the  
grip (inset).

Set up a neutral 
attack angle by 

positioning the ball 
between your heels.
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CLUBHEAD DOESN’T OVERTAKE THE HANDS
A lot of fat and thin chips come from
too much hand action in the swing. If
you keep the hands passive then
you’re more likely to swing smoothly
rather than jerk at the ball. This will

produce a crisp strike that clips the ball
of the turf rather than creating a
divot. It also consistently presents the
true loft at impact so the ball launches
on the trajectory you want – and the

square face sends it on the correct
line. Hitting this impact position is the
key to building confidence and gaining
the consistency and control that all
good chippers have.

The shaft will be vertical at and just after impact if the hands have remained passive.

SHORT GAME SPECIAL 

The shaft angle 
shows the position  
of the clubhead in 
relation to the hands. 
You want it to stay 
close to vertical when 
chipping so the club 
isn’t ahead of the 
hands at impact.

When chipping, I weaken my grip by 
rotating my hands slightly towards the 
target. This makes it easier to use the 
sole bounce to prevent the chunk 
many amateurs fear. It also gives me 
the confidence to create the clubface 
rotation needed to get the ball rolling 
end-over-end, without fearing the face 
will close before impact.
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WORLD EXCLUSIVE

We asked all 37 winners from the 2015 Race to Dubai season to reveal  
their best lesson. Their advice could help you become a winner too.

TOUR WINNER 
TIPS & DRILLS
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WINNING TIPS

Branden Grace
Alfred Dunhill Championship, Qatar Masters
“Chipping is a very natural thing and you 
need to visualise the shot. Opening your 
stance will help you swing the clubhead to 
the target and picking a spot on the green 
where you want to land the ball will improve 
your accuracy and distance control.”

Andy Sullivan
South African Open, Joburg Open, 
Portugal Masters
“The flop shot is really useful if you know 
how to play it. Set up with your feet wider 
than shoulder-width apart, extra flex in your 
knees, ball in the middle and an open 
clubface. Maintain this body position through 
the swing, attack the ball from a shallow 
angle and allow the clubhead to overtake the 
hands through impact.”

Gary Stal
Abu Dhabi Championship
“Put two clubs either side of the ball like train 
tracks when you practise your putting. Set it 
up on a straight putt from about six feet and 
it will improve your aim and stroke path.”

Rory McIlroy
Dubai Desert Classic, WG
Cadillac Match Play, DP W
Tour Championship
“Make sure you have a
strategy and stick to it
during the round. Target
the easier holes you
want to take advantage
of and the tougher
holes where bogey
might be a good score
and know in advance
what clubs you want to h
of the tee to give you the
best chance. Stay patient
don’t change your plan, even
if things go wrong.”

Anirban Lahiri
Maybank Malaysian Open, Hero Indian Open
“When you’ve got a plugged lie in a bunker, 
dig your feet into the sand, keep a square 
clubface and keep your weight on the left 
side so you swing down steep into the back 
of the ball. Hit the sand about an inch behind 
the ball and abbreviate your follow-through.”

 Dodt
 nd Classic
 ed with Dave Stockton on the 

 nd he teaches you to trust 
 tinct when reading putts. 
 st line you see is usually the 

t one.”

Trevor Fisher Jnr
African Open

“If you struggle with your 
pping then a putter or hybrid 

  of the greens could really 
 pecially in dry conditions and 

  courses. Your worst putt from 
  dge will be a lot better than 

your worst chip so you should give 
yourself a decent chance to get up-and-
down every time.”

George Coetzee
Tshwane Open, AfrAsia Bank 
Mauritius Open
“I’ve got two keys to improve putting 
consistency. Ensure that you hold the angle 
at the back of your left wrist all the way 
through the stroke to stop your hands 

Nedbank Golf Challenge, Omega European Masters

“Start your takeaway with the shoulders and don’t 
break your wrists too early in the takeaway. You’ll 
find it easier to get the clubhead on a neutral path if 
the arms and wrists work more passively in the first 
few feet away from the ball.”

Danny Willett
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flicking at the ball and keep your arms and 

shoulders connected. Keep your head steady 
by focusing on a piece of grass behind the 
ball until after you’ve hit the ball.”

Richie Ramsay
Trophee Hassan II
“Consistency and accuracy of the tee is 
about keeping things as repetitive and 
simple as possible. Only have one swing 
thought and concentrate on where you want 
the ball to go – not where you don’t want it 
to go. Aim at a specific spot in the distance. 
If you aim small then you miss small.”

Byeong Hun An
BMW PGA Championship
“Spend lots of time on the practice putting 
green. I see so many amateurs dropping silly 
shots by three putting so focus on your
distance control. If you can consistently hit 
your first putt inside a couple of feet you’ll be 
amazed at how much your scores will drop.”

James Morrison
Spanish Open
“Many amateurs don’t have a big enough 
shoulder turn so they swing mostly with their 

arms, which usually leads to a slice with no 
power. Make a big shoulder turn and make 
sure you stay balanced to generate more 
power, improve your swing path and 
increase the e�ciency and consistency of 
your strike.”

Jordan Spieth
The Masters, US Open
“My holing out has really been helped by 
looking at the hole on shorter putts. It helps 
me focus on the 
target and make a 
more relaxed stroke.
Amateurs could
benefit from trying this
in practice even if they
have the confidence to
out onto the course.”

Kiradech Aphiba
Shenzhen Internationa
Lawrie Match Play
“We all want to hit the
but I see a lot of amate
to hit hard from the top
backswing. You want t
faster part of your swin

be at impact – not the start of the 
downswing – so move your hands slower in 
the transition and accelerate your hands and 
the clubhead into impact.”

Ashun Wu
Volvo China Open
“It’s important to get the ball in play of the 
tee so think about using your 3-wood rather 
than driver. Many amateurs hit their 3-wood 
as far as their driver because it’s straighter  

 .”

n Kjeldsen
 Open

u should know your average carry 
istance for every club in the bag. You 
can get accurate yardages for every 
club in about an hour on a launch 
monitor. Base your club selection on 
the course on your average for each 

club – not your best shot.”

lex Noren
ordea Masters
 lot of amateurs don’t hit bunkers hard 
ough because they don’t have enough 
. I treat bunkers like a full shot so I set 

French Open

“Better players can shape the 
ball using the release. Try to 
keep your sternum fractionally 
behind upper body leaning 
forwards to hold the club open 
after impact for a fade. The 
upper body should be more 
vertical and the toe of the 
clubhead should overtake the 
heel for a draw.”

Bernd 
Wiesberger



up square and use quite a long swing, but 
take lots of loft and lay the clubface open. If 
you’ve got 75° on the club you can hit the 
sand behind the ball as hard as you like.”

Roope Kakko
Madeira Islands Open
“Make sure you have the right equipment  
for you by visiting your local teaching pro. 
They’ll be able to tweak your specs to suit 
your swing if required and can advise on 
what new clubs will suit you best when it’s 
time for an upgrade.”

Rickie Fowler
Scottish Open
“I hit a lot of my best drives late in important 
rounds this year because of the extra focus 
and being aware of exactly where I wanted 
the ball to start and the shot I wanted to hit. 
Always visualise the exact shot you’re trying 
to hit and don’t pull the trigger until you’re 
comfortable and ready.”

Thongchai J
European Open
“Never forget th
playing golf to ha
I love golf and I d
practising extrem
Love the game, k
smiling and
everything else
will come
naturally.”

Zach Johnson
Open Championship
“To prevent slicing, you need to stop 
cutting across the ball. Maintaining a stable 
spine angle helps you do this. I picture a 
pillow floating in front of my head at 
address. As I swing through the ball and 
beyond, I want my right ear to rest on the 
pillow, and I want it to stay there until the 
momentum of my forward swing pulls it up 
during my finish.”

Pablo Larrazabal
BMW International Open
“Trust your fairway woods to get the ball in 
the air of the fairway. A lot of golfers’ bad 
fairway wood shots are caused by them 
trying to lift the ball into the air and hitting it 
a little low on the face. Make a normal swing 
and the loft and forgiveness in the clubhead 
will hit the ball high and long.”

Jason Day
US PGA Championship
“Wide swings are powerful, but simply 
tracing a wide arc won’t add speed. The 
trick is to take the club back with your left 
arm extended and keep the grip as far away 
from your head as possible while letting 
your right arm fold naturally, then snap the 
grip down close to your body at the start  
of the downswing. Moving from a wide 
position at the top to a narrow one in your 
downswing sends your swing speed of 
the charts.”

WGC – Cadillac Championship

“Keep some flex in both your knees as you 

swing to the top of the backswing to get into 
a position where the muscles in your right 
thigh and hip should be firing and your back 
fully wound. From here, you can transfer 
your weight e�ciently in the downswing and 
deliver a lot of power into the ball.”

Dustin Johnson



Rikard Karlberg
Italian Open
“Stare at a specific dimple on the ball as 
you swing. If you have trouble with fat 
shots then look at a dimple on the front, 
target side of the ball. If your bad shot is  
a think then look at the back of the ball.
Choosing a dimple on the inside of the 
back of the ball can also help you attack  
the ball from the inside and straighten  
out a slice.”

Thomas Pieters
Czech Masters, KLM Open
“You can never spend enough
time practising distance control
with your wedges so you’re able

to hit any yardage inside 100 yards pretty 
accurately. Feel is important so spend time 
on the practice area hitting to specific targets 
at diferent yardages. Make sure you know 
the exact yardage so you can relate that to 
your swing and feel.”

Thorbjorn Olesen
Dunhill Links Championship
“If you have a good set-up you aren’t 

going to hit many bad shots – whether full 
swing, short game or putting. Make 

sure you understand what the 
correct address position is for all 
the shots you need and regularly 
check that this stays consistent and 
you don’t slip into any bad habits.”

David Horsey
Made in Denmark
“The fundamentals are so important and grip 
is a big part of this. A lot of faults are a direct 
result of a poor grip. Get your local pro to 
show you how to hold the club properly and 
persevere with that grip until it feels 
comfortable even if it isn’t at first.”

Lee Slattery
Russian Open
“Hybrids are great, especially in the winter in 
the UK, but make sure you hit them like an 
iron. Forget the larger head and hit down on 
the ball and take a small divot to get the ball 
to launch high, carrying as far as possible 
and landing softly on the greens.”

UBS Hong Kong Open

“Quality of the strike is the most important thing for hitting accurate 
iron shots because distance control is vital. It’s important not to 
have too much lateral movement back and forth. You should stay 
very central over the ball and turn around a single axis down 
through your spine and the centre of your pelvis in the backswing.”

Justin Rose
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Russell Knox
WGC – HSBC Champions
“My favourite drill is to drop my right foot 
back while hitting balls. This gives me the 
feeling that my hands and arms are getting 
down in front of my body before my hips 
turn out of the way. I feel like this allows the 
club to be square to the target longer, which 
increases your chance of an accurate shot.”

Matt Fitzpatrick
British Masters
“It’s important to work with one shot shape, 
so you know what the ball is going to do and 
you can take one side of the course out of 
play. Hitting balls before a round shows you 
what you’re doing that day. Plan your way 
round the course with the shot shape you 
were hitting on the range rather than trying 
to change anything on the course.”

Shane Lowry
WGC – Bridgestone Invitational
“People who don’t chi     
the club too tightly an    
clubface shut on the w
back. You just can’t ch
consistently from that
position. A lighter grip
enables you to play
short shots with
speed while keeping
the face square or
open, which improves
accuracy, launches
the ball higher and
increases spin. The clu
toe should  point to th
sky in the backswing –
and the face shouldn’t
point down at all.”

Victor Dubuisson
Turkish Airlines Open
Rhythm is really important. Sometimes 
mateurs can get a bit fast because they feel 
ense or want to hit the ball far, but faster 
without rhythm and timing won’t help. 
Feeling like you pause at the top of your 
ackswing can help you find your natural 
hythm and hit the ball better  
nd longer.”

Kristofer Broberg
MW Masters

A lot of amateurs don’t hit bunkers hard 
nough because they don’t have enough 
ft. I treat bunkers like a full shot so I set up 

quare and use quite a long swing, but take 
ts of loft and lay the clubface open. If 

ou’ve got 75° on the club you can hit the 
and behind the ball as hard as you like.”

Lyoness Open

“The best tip I’ve ever been given was from 
Nick Faldo when I played his Faldo Series as 
a junior. Make sure your alignment is good 
and your feet, hips and shoulders are all 
aiming just left of the target. You can put a 
club or cane on the ground along your toe 
line or get a friend to take a picture of you 
down the line to check.”

Chris Wood
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LEGENDS OF GOLF

W
hen the world came crashing 
down on John Montague, he 
was standing somewhere 
between the 17th green and the 
18th tee at the Riviera Golf 

Club in Pacific Palisades, California. It was January 
1935 and as the man known as ‘Monty’ made his 
way towards the final tee, he knew a par would give 
him a 61 and the course record. By several esteemed 
estimations, Montague was the greatest golfer in the 
world at that point in time. 

A man who could drive 300-yards-plus in an era 
when 200 was considered long, the muscular New 
Yorker was an amateur who refused to turn pro. He 
had already played and beaten both Walter Hagen 
and Gene Sarazen and, right now, he had Riviera on 
its knees. But then something strange happened.

Addressing his ball, Montague drove it directly 
out of bounds. It was an act of self-sabotage, 
after which he instructed his caddie to pick 
up his sticks and call it a day. It was at that 
precise moment ‘Monty’ Montague’s life 
began to unravel.

Dead birdies and Hollywood stars
Born in Syracuse, New York on August 
25, 1903, Montague was raised in a 
tough, working-class family. Finding a 
talent for sport, he made his way across 
to California in his early twenties and 
found huge success as a professional golf 
gambler, making money with his wide 
repertoire of trick shots. Round of face and 
rotund of chest, he had the brute force to 
launch the ball unseen distances but the 

accuracy to make jaws drop. He would frequently 
wager on how many birds he could “knock off” a 
telegraph wire with his 3-iron from 185 yards out.

Another trick shot involved burying three golf 
balls on top of each other in a bunker before asking 
his audience which of them would end up nearest 
the hole? Most punters bet on the top two. Monty 
would then send the bottom ball fizzing around the 
hole as the top two remained in the sand.

Despite having every shot in the book, Montague 
had never considered turning pro. He only played 
club championships and shunned the spotlight. If 
anyone took his photograph, he would politely 
request the film, pay for it and destroy the evidence.

Those who knew him back in New York knew 
why he preferred the shadows. It was said he never 
filed his tax returns and that he associated with the 
Mob and other figures from the criminal 

underworld. But that was in the past. When he 
relocated to Los Angeles, he began to rub 
shoulders with Hollywood’s glitterati.

“I think I met him the first time in Palm 
Springs,” recalled Academy Award 

winning actor Richard Arlen, quoted 
in Leigh Montville’s excellent book 
The Mysterious Montague. “We played 
at the only course there was at the 
time [O’Donnell Golf Club]. Par 

was either 68 or 70. The latter,  
I think. O’Donnell was a nine-hole 

course that put a premium on accuracy. 
This was one of Monty’s strong points. 
His rounds were 61-61-61-59!”
Fascinated by Montague, Arlen invited 

him into his circle and suggested he become a 
member of his home course, Lakeside Golf 

Club. Monty accepted and within months had 
become the club champion.

LEFT: Playing a recovery shot during a match 
against baseball star Babe Ruth in 1937 that 

attracted a large audience.

THE HUSTLER
John Montague

Golf’s greatest player in the 1930s wasn’t Bobby Jones, Walter Hagen or 
Gene Sarazen, but a shadowy amateur wanted for armed robbery. Dale 

Concannon tells the remarkable tale of John ‘Monty’ Montague.
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Lakeside is located in Burbank, the epicentre of
Hollywood’s film industry. Naturally, Monty soon 
found himself surrounded by some of the silver screen’s 
biggest stars. Johnny ‘Tarzan’ Weissmuller, Humphrey 
Bogart and Bing Crosby were all fellow members and 
friends (see box), and Montague was soon sharing a 
house with Oliver Hardy, the portly comedian of Laurel 
and Hardy fame. Indeed, to illustrate his Herculean 
strength, Monty would regularly heave the 300-pound 
Hardy onto the Lakeside bar using just one hand.

And yet while Monty’s circle of golfing buddies grew, 
none of them really knew much about him. They had 
no idea where he came from or how he made his money. 
He owned a gold or silver mine, they’d heard, but they 
couldn’t be sure. That was how he liked it and that was 
how it remained until that errant tee shot at Riviera.

Time catches up with Monty 
The day John Montague should have broken the Riviera 
scoring record, he was playing in a six-some with the 
celebrated sports journalist Grantland Rice. Everything 
Rice had heard had been duly confirmed by the time 
they reached the final hole. His drives had been 
astonishing, his short game peerless. And then 
Montague drove his ball out of bounds. Befuddled, 
Rice asked him, “Why’d you do that?” Montague 
replied, “I don’t want the notoriety.”

Following his journalistic instincts, Rice was soon 
penning an article in American Golfer magazine asking, 
‘Is this the Greatest Player in Golf?’ He wrote: “I have 
played several rounds with John Montague in California 
and I’ll take him as an even bet against any golfer you 
can name over a championship course…”

Encouraged by his celebrity pals to turn pro, Montague 
steadfastly refused, reminding anyone who asked that he 
played purely for fun. What he didn’t mention was that 
his success gambling meant he earned more than Hagen 
and Sarazen combined. But as his fame began to grow, 
so did the questions. Who was the elusive, publicity-shy 
John Montague and why isn’t he a professional? 

To answer those questions, in July 1937 Time 
magazine sent photographer Bob Wallace to snap 
Montague playing at Lakeside. For once, Monty failed 

“LET’S MAKE THIS 
INTERESTING…”
Four other legendary hustlers in golf.

‘Titanic’ Thompson

“Golf’s greatest hustler,” in the words of 

Sam Snead, Alvin Thomas made and lost

fortunes gambling in the ’30s. He hustled

country club golfers for $20,000 a hole

while elite pros like Ben Hogan and Byron

Nelson were earning $10,000 a year. “The

best shotmaker I ever saw,” Hogan said.

“Right- or left-handed, you can’t beat

him.” There was a tragic side too though;

‘Titanic’ shot and killed a teenage caddie

who tried to rob him at gunpoint hours

after one of his money matches – one of

five men he killed, all in self defence.

Jim Thorpe

The man who led the 1981 US Open field 

at Merion after the first round, Thorpe

grew up hustling hard around Baltimore,

Washington and Detroit. What started

out at $20 matches soon escalated.

“I beat a guy in Detroit out of $55,000 –

and probably shot my worst round of golf,

about a 71 or 72,” he recently told Golf

Digest. Lacking financial backing in his

early Tour days, Thorpe found two or

three backers and found a money match.

Thorpe now plays on the Champions Tour,

via a spell in jail for tax evasion.

Johnny Moss

Moss was a Texan card sharp who made 

hay in the 1930s and ’40s, as well as

winning and losing millions on the golf

course. Moss also teamed up with master

hustler, ‘Titanic’ Thompson. The pair

famously enlisted the help of a handyman

to create magnetic steel inserts inside the

last three holes ahead

of a $25,000 match. Moss and Titanic

turned up for the match with a fresh box

of First Flight balls, their steel centres

giving them a distinct advantage over

their opponents.

Jeanne Carmen

A dead ringer for Marilyn Monroe, Carmen 

discovered a natural ability after

modelling golf clothes for a Manhattan

shop owner in 1949. Having met Chicago

mobster Johnny Roselli, the pair moved

to Las Vegas and rinsed tourists. “Johnny

would find wealthy hotel guests and set

them up,” she said. “I’d start slowly and

let them get ahead for the first five or

six holes. Then I’d make this amazing

improvement. I never lost.” When the

buzz faded, Carmen moved to Los

Angeles to embark on an acting career.
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to spot the photographer lurking in the bushes and the
story, plus grainy photos, went out under the headline:
“Who is this man?”

Time’s profile included this description: “When not
in residence with Hardy, he is ‘somewhere in the desert’,
where he is supposed to own a silver mine or a gold
mine. He has two Lincoln Zephyrs and a supercharged
Ford, specially geared for speed. He is about 33, 5ft
10in, 220lb. He is built like a wrestler, with tremendous
hands, bulldog shoulders and biceps half again as big as
Jack Dempsey’s. His face is handsome, disposition
genial. He can consume abnormal quantities of whiskey.”

What the piece didn’t say, but what soon became
clear, was that John Montague wasn’t John Montague at
all. His real name was LaVerne Moore, a man wanted 
for questioning over a robbery at a diner in New York 
City in which $750 had been stolen and a man had
died. Though the robbery took place seven years 
previously, when New York State Police inspector John 
Cosart read the article in Time, he knew he had his man. 
LaVerne Moore had a reputation for superhuman 
strength and was known to be a gifted golfer. Cosart 

joined the dots and called the Los Angeles Police 
Department, who swooped on Montague at home. 

And so Montague spent his 34th birthday in jail in 
New York. Released on a $25,000 bond, his celebrity 
friends helped secure him the best legal representation 
money could buy. Indeed, far from being disgruntled 
they’d been losing their money to a criminal, they 
offered Montague their full support. The trial attracted 
nationwide publicity and when Montague was finally 
offered the stand, the last seven years flowed out in 
waves. Explaining how he had turned his life around, he 
cited golf as a main reasons for his rehabilitation. He 
had no plans to turn pro, he said, but he welcomed the 
opportunity to take on the “cracks” in top events like 
the US Open if he was set free. 

But the trial was a circus. The jurors, caught up in 
Monty’s celebrity, returned a not guilty verdict. Though 
the judge told them their verdict was “not in accord with 
the one I think you should have returned”, he was 
carried out from the courtroom a free man. 

The last vapours 
The next few months were a whirlwind of opportunity. 
Montague’s ambition had been to finally forge his 
reputation among the pros. The reality was somewhat 
different. He had put on significant weight and his 
game was rusty. He took part in an exhibition match in 
New York but walked off after nine holes because of 
the huge crowds that flooded the fairways and tees. He 
then embarked on a lucrative tour of Hawaii, the 
Philippines and Japan before attempting to qualify for 
the 1940 US Open. He missed the cut by nine strokes.

He quickly retreated back to his trusted trick shot 
routine but he was, in the words of Montville, “living 
on the last vapours of his fame”. When those vapours 
disappeared, he shuffled away from the game, the scene, 
from Lakeside GC and his A-list friends. 

He died of heart problems in a motel in Studio City, 
California in 1972, aged 68. Twenty-nine people 
attended his funeral. 

Monty left behind many unanswered questions as to 
just how good he was and how good he could have been. 
But he also left behind one of golf’s greatest legends. 

LEFT: Posing  
for a rare 
photograph 
during a 
tournament  
in 1938 in 
California.
ABOVE: 
Enjoying lunch 
with Oliver 
Hardy, who was 
one of the many 
A-listers ‘Monty’ 
befriended.

BAT, SHOVEL AND A GARDEN RAKE
How Monty fleeced Bing Crosby using a handful of garden implements.

The most storied incident at 
Lakeside GC could have been 
penned by a Hollywood 
script writer. John Montague 
took on avid golfer Bing
Crosby in a one-hole 
match for a $5 wager.
Having been beaten
over 18 holes, Crosby
sat in the bar
bemoaning his luck,
wondering what
might have been
with a more

favourable bounce here or 
there. Montague scofed, 
betting he could win even if 

he were playing with just 
a baseball bat, a shovel 

and a rake. Crosby 
jumped at the 
chance of revenge, 

naively overlooking the 
fact that Monty just 

happened to have a bat, 
shovel and a rake 

in the boot of 
his car. On the 

tee of the 366-yard par 4,
Monty pulled out his baseball
bat, tossed his ball into the
air and thumped his ‘drive’
350 yards into a bunker. He
shovelled the ball onto the
green with his spade then
holed an 8ft birdie putt using
the rake handle like a pool
cue. “That was enough,” the
singer said, having posted a
four in regulation style.  
“I went back to the clubhouse
for a little more conviviality.”



BATTLE AT THE

TheownersandmembersofWentworth
are lockedinabitterdisputeoveran
expensivedebentureschemethatwill see
annual dues significantly increase and the 
membership slashed from 4,000 to just 
900 next year. Peter Masters travelled to 
Virginia Water in Surrey to investigate.

SPECIAL REPORT

BURMA ROAD
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A
ll is not well at Wentworth. That giant 
bastion of British golf, the premier inland 
club in the country, is suffering from the 
symptoms of civil war. On the outside, 
things look comparatively normal. Turn 
in off the A30 between Egham and 
Sunningdale and you follow a drive that 
meanders through rhododendrons and 
security gates. Soon you appear at the 
foothill of the first tee where a bronze 
sculpture of former club pro Bernard 
Gallacher eyes up a drive to split the West 
Course’s opening fairway.

As you walk in, the staff smile warmly, 
ask how your day has been, and express a 
wish that it remains that way. The feel 
good factor is palpable, but there are many 
members for whom such frivolities are 
now met, at best, with a wry smile.

The owners Reignwood, a Chinese 
property and investment group, purchased 
Wentworth for £135m in 2014, but it has 
only been in the last few months that the 
details of their vision have come to light. 
A £20m overhaul across four years and an 
aim to make the club the best of its kind 
anywhere in the world.

And therein lies the disturbance. Is 
Reignwood the best thing to happen since 
Harry Colt unveiled his West Course in 
1927 or, like a clumsy Goliath, has it been 
stepping on the toes of the very people 
who have provided it with the ambience, 
atmosphere and soul of a bona fide golf 
club – the members themselves? Whichever 
side of the fence you happen to be on, one 
fact is irrefutable – the members have had 
a bit of a shock. Here are the facts. In 
April 2017, a new membership structure 
will come into force that requires families 
to purchase a debenture. The list price is 
£100,000, but those existing members 
who sign up early will benefit from an 
appreciably lower outlay.

Included in that debenture is the 
member’s partner and children (provided 
they are under 23) and an ability to pass 
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that debenture down through the 
generations so that families can intertwine
their family trees like the Virginia Creeper
that adorns the front facade. So each of 
the 800 to 900 debentures may account 
for something in the region of three or 
four members. The debenture can be sold,
possibly for a profit, although Reignwood
would take a commission on that sale.

So 4,000 members are being asked to 
reapply for up to 900 places with no 
guarantee of success. The annual 
subscription will also double from £8,000
to £16,000. One member with two older
children, says he faces a potential bill of 
£348,000. As restructuring goes this  
isn’t exactly a loft conversion, more a 
repositioning of the foundation stones.

A CLUB FOR ALL THE FAMILY?
Those at the helm are intent on looking 
forward and not back, to a brighter future
with better facilities, improved courses 
and an exclusive membership that 
resolutely flags ‘a club for all the family’ 
among its prime objectives. But what sort
of families will be there in the summer of
2017, and will there be enough to make 
the July medal competitive and the annual
knockout last more than a few weeks?

“I think they’ve got it all wrong,” 
contests one former member, who has
already joined another local club and will
only return if the new criteria is scrapped.
“They’ve misjudged the British psyche.
Someone seems to have told them that
this would all be plain sailing. It certainly
is not. The British have a way of sticking
together over such things.”

And some have done that. A campaign
group has been set up with a website 
entitled wetfeetwentworth.com, which has been 
named after the Chinese proverb, ‘It never 
rains on your neighbours without you 
getting your feet wet’. So it appears that 
Reignwood, whose chairman Chanchai 
Ruayrungruang built China’s first private 
golf club, the Pine Valley Resort in 
Beijing, would be well advised to keep 
their wellies on for the time being.

Wet Feet claims the club’s finances were 
in good health suggesting that in 2014, 
the club had a £19m turnover with a gross 
profit of £10m. “Not true,” says 
Wentworth head Stephen Gibson, “We’ve 
never made a profit like that. You know 
what disappoints me most is that some 
people have chosen to spread conjecture 
and rumour that just isn’t true, rather than 
come to us and speak about it.”

It’s those whispers again. Gibson says he 
has had close to 400 meetings, many of 
them one on one, and promises to keep 
his door open. “Of course I have 

sympathy for those who look at the new
structure and feel that they can’t afford it.
No one likes to see that, but what we are 
doing here is very exciting and there is 
nothing I’d like more than for every house 
owner on the estate to join us. They are our 
core audience and we want them on board.

“A comment we always used to get from 
the members was that they wanted more 
of an exclusive club with less visitors.
Reignwood want that too and they are 
putting the money up front to start 
making it happen.”

It’s not the first time that debentures 
have been sold to the membership. The 
West was made possible with the sale of 
600 debentures, each worth £100.

“This time the debenture can grow and 
is resalable. So they can end up with 
something that is worth way more than 
when they started. People have talked 
about this as though it’s an interest-free 
loan. It isn’t.

“I hope we fill the club with current 
members and the way it’s going at the 

moment I wouldn’t be surprised if that 
happened. The view that we will be a club 
full of Russian oligarchs and Chinese 
businessmen is ludicrous. The death of 
this club would be if we closed it to local 
people and said ‘Visitors Only’.”

STABBED IN THE BACK?
Reignwood’s decision to press the green 
button on this was down, in no uncertain 
terms, to the feedback it received from the 
Labour peer Lord Grabiner. And here’s 
the irony, Lord Grabiner, considered one 
of the finest commercial QCs of his 
generation, is still an honorary member at 
the Surrey club and, when previous owner 
Richard Caring was in charge, he served 
as an unpaid non-executive director. 

Reignwood asked him for advice on the 
legality of their membership reshuffle and, 
forced to wear his legal hat rather than his 
visor, Lord Grabiner gave them what 
amounted to an official thumbs up. “A 
stab in the back,” said one member, but to 
be fair, Lord Grabiner was expressing a 

‘THEY’VE MISJUDGED THE BRITISH 
PSYCHE. SOMEONE SEEMS TO HAVE 
TOLD THEM THAT THIS WOULD ALL BE 
PLAIN SAILING. IT CERTAINLY IS NOT’
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professional opinion, not a personal one.
The former BBC and Sky commentator

Bruce Critchley plays at nearby
Sunningdale, but was a member at
Wentworth and even served on the main
committee there when he was a fresh-
faced 20-year-old. “It’s always been a
corporate toy,” he says of his former club,
“and as such it’s a little difficult to have
too much sympathy for the members. It’s
a bit like buying a house near Heathrow –
you can’t then complain about the plane
noise. As a proprietary club, I imagine the
owners are entitled to do pretty much
what they want.

“But what does interest me,” adds
Critchley, “is whether they really know
what they’ve bought. They have the
clubhouse and the courses, but they don’t
own the roads because they belong to the
householders. If they want to put huge
gates up and have guards, then they might
have to think again.”

But Wentworth is confident it can get
the residents onside. The last 18 months
have been spent collating expert advice
from industry leaders and it feels that it
has left no stone unturned. From the
moment Reignwood’s plans were leaked
on the eve of the club’s AGM in October,

CORPORATE JUGGERNAUT  
TO ELITE COUNTRY CLUB
How Wentworth will now be run more like a US country club

Wentworth always was 
a little bit diferent. Run 
not so much along the 
lines of an upmarket, 
male-dominated golf 
club, but more on the 
American Country Club 
model where there is fun 
for all the family…but at 
a hefty price.

If the figures banded 
about here have been 
making your eyes water, 
you only need to look 
across the Atlantic to get 
a better perspective. In 
the States, there are elite 
clubs that demand 
initiation (joining) fees 
of up to half a million 
dollars and subscriptions 
of $50,000 a year.

Suddenly Wentworth
looks like a very good
deal. Not a golf club, but
a country club where
golf is matched by
tennis, swimming, gyms
and other activities.
A place that caters as
much for family as
individuals. It’s a concept
that began in the bigger
cities of the US in the
19th century when the
wealthy wanted
somewhere to play. The
country club provided a
place where they could
combine their
interests in sports,
the outdoors, and
relaxation while

separating themselves 
from the masses.

“The original vision 
for Wentworth, by the 
pioneer George Tarrant, 
was to set new 
standards for both a golf
course and a residential
family community,” says
the new chief executive
Stephen Gibson. “The
vision now is to take that
on to another level.”

On-course, Ernie Els
has already started to
draw up some key
changes to make the
West, not so much
easier, as more ‘playable’
for the average golfer.

That means creating run 
ups to the greens with 
less do-or-die carries 
over water. All of the 
greens are to be dug up 
and resurfaced again, 
with Reignwood
determined that
Wentworth will one day
boast the best putting
surfaces in the UK.
The estate itself is not
new to renovation. Many
of the properties have
either been added to or
rebuilt altogether. “You
can’t expect someone
from a luxury home to
arrive at the club and
feel they are taking a
step down in standards,”
says Gibson. “We need
to be as good or better
than their home.”

And with the bar set
that high, don’t

expect many
members to clear it.

The majestic Wentworth 
clubhouse overlooks the 1st tee 

on the famous West Course. 

How Wentworth’s new private membership structure will work

On the outside it appears 
simple – a flat fee across 
the board. But this is a 
work in progress and 

dispensations have already 
been made for some 
members who have been 
at the club more than 20 
years. They pay £6,000 
pa with no debenture. 
Presently, junior golf is 
approx £588. There is no 
junior category anymore.

A full seven day golf 

member pays a joining 

fee of £15,000. Annual 

club dues of £6,540 

include a £1,000 bar/

restaurant levy. 

Joint membership is 

£5,556 for each 

person.

The new debenture 

fee is £100,000. All 

families, regardless of 

their size, will make 

one annual payment 

of £16,000. Individuals 

pay £10,000. The 

debenture can be 

passed on or sold.

NOW

2017
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a chilly wind has howled across parts of
the Burma Road. Nigel Moss, who was 
instrumental in setting up the ‘Wet Feet’ 
campaign, is a member and resident on 
the estate and describes Reignwood’s 
proposals as ridiculous.

“There is a big exodus from the club 
because most members feel suitably 
offended by this treatment. The non-
residents are leaving in their droves, but 
those who are passionate about the club 
are reluctant to move away. What we’ve 
seen is a morally bankrupt approach. The 
club is our church, our cornerstone and 
occasionally our canteen, it is really the 
heart of the estate and the estate has a very 
thriving community.

“Contrary to Lord Grabiner’s opinion, 
we are questioning the legality of this 
move. We don’t believe that, when you 
have paid your joining fees and ploughed 
thousands of pounds into a club, that you 
can be treated in this way. This should  
put a shiver down the spine of every 
proprietary club in the UK. It could set a 
very dangerous precedent.”

Wet Feet’s other line of attack comes on 
a more international scale. Just prior to 
Christmas, it delivered a petition to the 
Chinese Embassy in London highlighting 
what it says is the negative effect on 
Anglo-Chinese relations. Even the local 
MP has become involved, a point worth a 
mention for the simple fact that it is none 
other than the Foreign Secretary, Philip 
Hammond. In a letter in The Telegraph, he 
writes that he can see how Reignwood’s 
actions might be disappointing for some. 
A comment that, perhaps mistakenly, has 

TWO SIDES TO EVERY STORY
The key points of the dispute viewed from both parties’ perspectives

REIGNWOOD WET FEET
A group of passionate 
Wentworth members

Chinese property 
development firm

Recently redesigned, the 18th 
at Wentworth has become 
one of the most iconic 
finishing holes in the game. 

The company purchased  
the club from restaurateur 

Richard Caring for £135m in 
2014 and is planning to 

restructure the membership. 

The community of disgruntled 
members is fighting to save 
what it says is ‘a great British 
institution from being ruined 
by Reignwood’

What are 
they 

doing? 

All members must reapply by 
April 2017 if they wish to be a 

part of the club going forward. 
The debenture costs about 

£100,000, while annual 
subscriptions will be raised to 

£16,000. The debenture 
includes whole families, can be 

handed down through 
generations and is resaleable.

The group’s slogan is ‘Save our 
Wentworth for the Nation’. Its 
aim is to be inclusive of all 
Wentworth members and 
residents, as well as to reflect 
the fact that it is made up of 
reasonable people, seeking a 
fair solution. In their opinion, 
the debenture scheme is not 
that solution.

How will the 
membership 
restructure 

work?

Lord Grabiner QC was asked to 
review the restructuring plans.

His opinion was that Reignwood 
could proceed without fear of 

recourse. Reignwood says it 
has thoroughly researched the 

new membership policy.

It claims 90 per cent of 
members oppose the deal. Club 
captain Michael Fleming writes a 
website column because the 
club have stopped him doing so 
in the magazine. Free speech 
has gone says Wet Feet.

Who is on 
their side 

in the 
battle?

To make Wentworth 
internationally recognised as 
one of the best country clubs 

in the world. A place where 
every aspect, from the quality 

of the courses to that of the 
food, is unparalleled.

It supports Reignwood’s 
strategy to progress the Club 
but it needs to be inclusive of 
the vast majority of the current 
membership. The direction is 
not the problem, it’s the means 
by which it gets there.

What is 
their 

vision  
for the 
future?

Debentures will be available for 
residents only initially before 

they go on sale to a wider 
audience. There is room for up 
to 900 debenture holders and 

their families. Plans for 
upgrades to the courses have 

already started.

The group has printed posters 
and badges and asked all the 
residents to display them 
prominently. A petition was 
delivered to the Chinese 
Embassy in London just before 
Christmas which called for the 
Chinese ambassador to step in.

So what’s 
next?
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been construed in certain quarters as to
mean that he is on the campaigner’s side.

Moss continues: “A club isn’t just about 
facilities, it’s about the 19th hole as much 
as the 18 that went before it. Reignwood 
have been completely culturally insensitive 
to what they’ve purchased.”

A BETTER CLUB IN THE LONG RUN
But Wentworth is adamant this is not the 
majority view. Indeed, they believe that a 
larger proportion of the existing members 
are staying silent because they can see the 
benefits that may lie ahead, particularly 

those who live on the estate. “We want
those people and, for the first time in
Wentworth’s history, this debenture 
scheme offers members a legal right to 
what happens in the future. The owner, in 
future, would have to consult them and 
listen to them,” says Gibson.

Up until June next year, the debentures 
are only available to residents on the 
estate, after that the opportunity to be a 
part of Wentworth will be spread to the 
other existing members and a wider, 
global audience.

“Finance is always a barrier to every 

club,” adds Gibson. “People have to make 
a decision. Every proprietary club loses 
around 10 to 15 per cent of their 
membership every year for a host of 
different reasons and we’re no different.”

With emotions running high, it is 
unclear for how long this may carry on. 
One campaigner has predicted “some 
painful moments ahead – a divorce that’s 
going to last 18 months,” but officials 
within the Wentworth management team 
believe the storm will blow itself out.

Talk to the management, many of 
whom have been there for 10 years or 
more, and you do get the feeling that they 
trust Reignwood to deliver on the whole 
‘make Wentworth great’ deal. But one 
person’s dream can be another’s nightmare 
and there are some members desperately 
upset. Should we have sympathy for them? 
Yes – the community they had forged is 
being dismantled and rebuilt but it may
never look the same again. But should we
back their bid to see a rethink on the
whole issue? Perhaps not, for this is
something that could have happened at
any time and Reignwood has not broken
any rules.

Wentworth is something of a one-off
institution. It’s always been owned by
someone and members are there to pay
the bills while decisions are made by
others (although, that may no longer be 
the case now that a legal right is being 
written into the new membership 
scheme). It’s home to the European Tour, 
which has already come out in favour of 
the changes, and it is of course a global 
brand.

Reignwood has a clear vision and deep 
pockets. Wentworth may be exclusive and 
rather inclusive, but if they get this right, 
then we’ll all have a championship venue 
of which to be proud. 

With the prospect of up to
4,000 golfers cut adrift, the
Wentworth situation has
become something of a
localised migrant crisis. 
“They are looking for a 
lifeboat as their ship goes 
down” as one nearby club 
put it. Clubs like Foxhills, 
Windlesham, Burhill, 
Queenwood and The  
Wisley have all been 
approached by disgruntled 

Wentworth members. “We
have had 200 enquiries,”
admits Marc Hayton of
Foxhills in Surrey. “But this is
not what anyone wanted to 
see. Wentworth is a great 
place and this has taken 
everyone by surprise.”

The owner of both 
Foxhills and Farleigh, a 27-
hole complex on a 350-acre 
site near Croydon, Hayton 
knows what it takes to make 

a membership happy. “It’s
a brave move and not one
that has ever been done at
a club with such history,”
he says of the Reignwood 
project. “We’ve seen it with 
the newer builds like 
Queenwood, The Wisley 
and Bearwood Lakes. 
Wentworth has a wider 
reach than all those, so 
maybe getting 800 
members is possible.”

ONE CLUB’S LOSS…

‘EVERY PROPRIETARY CLUB LOSES 10 TO 
15 PER CENT OF THEIR MEMBERSHIP 
EVERY YEAR FOR A HOST OF DIFFERENT 
REASONS, AND WE’RE NO DIFFERENT’

Wentworth’s membership exodus could benefit many local clubs

Foxhills GC in Surrey could be 
a new home for disgruntled 

Wentworth members. 



Gordon Brand Jnr shot 
exclusively at The Players Club, 

Bristol, for Golf World.
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I was born in Kirkcaldy, lived in Burntisland until I was five,
then moved to Bristol. My father was a chippie and a good
footballer. He had played centre forward for Nairn and once 
had a trial with Bristol City. My uncle, Tom, who played 
drums in a brass band, was the pro at Knowle GC. My father 
was the best amateur in Gloucestershire and played at the club. 
When Uncle Tom emigrated to Australia in 1969, the club 
offered my dad the job. It was a no-brainer. All of sudden,  
I was living in a bungalow 200 yards from the first tee.
 
At Knowle I was a shop assistant, shoe-cleaner, ball-cleaner, 
club-cleaner and caddie extraordinaire. I was just a normal 
kid with no aspirations to be a professional. I played in all the 
competitions and matches only because I could get a free meal 
of ham, egg and chips, and a pint of lemonade and lime 
afterwards. At the age of 14, that was heaven. My ‘eureka’
moment came when I was dropped from the club team. Broke 
my heart that did. But I had no complaints. They had better 
players than me. So that was it – I decided I wanted more
lemonade and limes and ham, egg and chips. I didn’t want to 
let that slip away for the rest of my life. So I decided to make 
sure that, from then on, I was better than anyone else.
 
I went from mucking about all day to spending all my time on 
the range. I did that from the age of 15 to 23. Got up at 7am 
every morning to do it. My goal was to get to scratch by 18.  
I had no record as a boy golfer but I had a good amateur career. It 
was the base of everything I will do for the rest of my life.
 
My early philosophy was simple. I’d hit balls then go and play. 
When I found there was something I couldn’t do, or a shot  
I couldn’t hit, it was back to the range. That made sense to me, 
but it’s not something many people do. I was always a doer in 
that respect. Still am. My goal has always been simply to play 
my best golf. I just wanted to do it as good as I could. Those 
years of proper practice laid the foundation for my career.

My first win – the 1982 Coral Classic at Royal Porthcawl – was a 
big moment for me. But prior to that I won the Tour School 
in 1981, then went to play the Sunshine Tour in South Africa 
for a few months. I went to the bank. I had £3,000 in my
account. I knew it was going to cost £2,000 for travel, which 
left £1,000 for caddies and all the rest. Perfect. So I took out 
£3,000 in travel cheques. At which point I was told I was £10 
in debt. That was the transaction charge. I wasn’t pleased.
 
I finished runner-up at my second event in South Africa. Gary 
Player won it. Mark McNulty, Tom Weiskopf and Bill Rogers 

were all up there too. That was a big moment for me. The
Tour School was just me playing against all the guys I had
beaten as amateurs. It was no great shakes. But that event told 
me my best golf was going to do okay.

There were times when I realised I was playing against guys 
who were better than me. I was never under any illusion that  
I could beat any of the ‘big five’ of Seve, Faldo, Woosnam, 
Lyle and Langer on their day. If they played their best, they 
would beat me. That’s why they won majors and I didn’t.
 
I was fourth in the Order of Merit in 1986 and the top three got 
into the Masters. That was as close as I came. But it doesn’t 
matter. Is it my loss or theirs? Besides, I look at the majors 
with a bit of scepticism. Take the US PGA. It has 20 club 
pros in the field. How can that be regarded as a major?
 
What’s the point of having World Rankings and Orders of 
Merit if some guy in a green jacket is going to click his fingers 
and decide to invite you? I’ve never been one for feeling 
resentment at not getting to play in the Masters. It doesn’t 
bother me. I can’t change it. C’est la vie. I’m not going to 
march down the street there with a placard proclaiming that  
I should have played in this tournament in 1985, or whatever.

I always felt like the press got in the way at tournaments.  
They never added value to anything I was doing. I never 
distinguished between any of them either. They were all the 
same to me – journalists who wrote. For me, none of them 
knew anything about the game or what the players went 
through. So they were an irrelevance to me. I wasn’t trying to 
be obnoxious; I just couldn’t be bothered.

The most anxiety I felt was when I won the European Open at 
East Sussex. I was five or six ahead so there was only one 
result that was going to be bad – me not winning. That was as 
anxious as I ever got.
 
I went to see a hypnotist in 2004. She put me under and asked 
me to go to the place where I was happiest. The image I came 
up with was me at the end of the range with a cloud of smoke 
around me. That was my box, one that no one else was 
allowed into. I was happiest when I was preparing to play my 
best golf. I had that cloud around me from when I was 15.  
 
My two Ryder Cups were just OK. Back then it was just another 
event running into other events. Even in 1987, when we won at 
Muirfield Village, it was just another game of golf to me. If 

GORDON BRAND JNR
Interview John Huggan   Portrait James Cheadle

The eight-time European Tour winner reflects on his two Ryder Cups, hypnosis, 
battling with the ‘big five’ and why he never gave the media the time of day.

PERSPECTIVES
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someone offered me £500 to make a birdie I wouldn’t see the
point, because I couldn’t try any harder than I was already.
I did that whether it was the Madeira Open or the Ryder Cup.
It might have looked like I wasn’t that bothered, but I was
trying my best. I did every time I played.

I thought I should have been in the 1985 Ryder Cup team.
When I wasn’t, I realised I would have to play better to get in
the next one. So I won two events the next year and made it.
But there was no way I was going to approach it any different
from any other week. Even if Seve had been all over me about
how important it all was, I still wasn’t going to try any harder.
I wasn’t interested in what anyone else thought.

The 1987 Ryder Cup team was a bit special. We had six of the
best players in the world playing properly. So there was a bit
of a feeling that the rest of us were making up the numbers.
Which is okay. I wasn’t going to tell Tony Jacklin to drop
Bernhard Langer so that I could play. To say I was part of the
‘B-team’ that week is a bit harsh, but that was the reality.

Most good players come from a place within themselves. They
don’t come from within the Scottish Golf Union or English
Golf Union or whatever. They are self-made people who have
a desire and a will to succeed. I look at all the tours they have
now for young players and think there is too much ‘cotton
wool’ involved. They all want to ‘produce’ a great player. But
that guy was always going to be great anyway. The tour in
question was just a stepping-stone. No tour makes a player.

On the other hand, do you deny someone his dream, his
opportunity? Do we get rid of everyone because they haven’t
won the Lytham Trophy or the Brabazon? There is always a
chance that someone will break through later. But the pattern
is that the really good ones show up in the amateur game.
Most of the time, they win things at that level.

I do wonder what the SGU and EGU are trying to achieve.
Their responsibility is to the amateur game not to train future
tour pros. They are there to build foundations – even if that
doesn’t necessarily massage their egos to the extent they might
like. It’s not glamorous, but they are part of the progression.
What they should be doing is developing young golfers. If
some of them make it to the European Tour, that is a bonus.

I’m a hard coach. I can do some swing technique and fix bad
shots. But I like to challenge players when they have a problem

shot. What are they going to do about it? I need the player to
be interested though. A lot of money is spent on helping them 
so they have a responsibility to make the effort to get better. If 
they don’t they will get a hard time from me. They are wasting 
the Union’s money and wasting my time.

I’m a tough audience, too. Kids think they’re going to impress 
me but when you’ve seen Sandy Lyle hit a 1-iron off a 
downhill lie onto a green 275 yards away, that’s not going to 
be easy. I’m more impressed if someone can make a hard 4 
from a tough spot than by flushing a drive and a 3-wood.

I played with Jack Nicklaus in the Open at Lytham in 1996.  
He was brilliant. Didn’t play that well and was one shot off 
the lead after two days. But I think the best has to be a good 
bloke, too. Jack and Tom Watson were my favourites. But my 
best superstar is Batman. At the end of the day Superman 
cannot beat Batman. Thunderball or Iceman can’t either.  
Jack Nicklaus is my Batman. No matter who comes along, he 
is simply the best. Tiger couldn’t beat Batman. No one can 
ever replace your hero.

Brand Jnr with fellow Scot Sam Torrance at
the 1994 Canon European Masters.

I don’t think I was unlucky
that my best years on the
European Tour coincided
with a group of guys who
were the best in the world.  
I was just as good as I could 
be. It never made any

diference to me that I was 
playing with Sandy Lyle, 
Seve Ballesteros, Nick Faldo, 
Ian Woosnam or Bernhard 
Langer. I couldn’t influence 
what they did. All I ever 
focused on was my own 
play. If we give them 10 out 
of 10, I was about a 6.5.

But I was a very good 
front-runner. I was inwardly 
determined even if I never 
showed it. Looking at me, it 
was always hard to tell if  

I was shooting 65 or 75.  
I just kept going. 

Seve wasn’t as wild as 
some thought and Sandy
was great. I thought 
Howard Clark was a brilliant
golfer too and Woosie still
impresses me. Every so 
often he hits a shot and  
I think I haven’t got that one
in my bag and I’ve never 
had that one in my bag. 
They all have something.
But no one is perfect. 

PLAYING 
AGAINST THE 
‘BIG FIVE’

PERSPECTIVES: GORDON BRAND JNR

‘Kids think they’re going to impress me 
but when you’ve seen Sandy Lyle hit a 
1-iron off a downhill lie to a green 275 
yards away, that’s not going to be easy’
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Attack the ball from the inside to cure a slice

1 The most common mistake I see from 
handicap golfers is the slice because 
they attack the ball from the outside. 
This cuts across the ball with the 

clubface and applies lots of side spin 
and creates a weak flight because it’s a 
glancing impact. I get slicers to focus on 
attacking the ball from the inside. If you 

imagine the ball as a clock face and hit 
at 4 o’clock and try to start it just right of 
target you should hit it pretty straight if 
your clubface is close to square.

It can be hard to change 
your swing path to in-to-

out without visual help.Try 
placing a club or cane on 

the ground just outside 
the ball pointing to the 

right of target and  
swing along that line.

In a good impact 
position the left 
shoulder is just higher 
than the right and the 
shoulder line is at or 

 right of target. 
 club has attacked 
 ball on an inside-
out path.

This is a common slicer’s position at impact. The 
right shoulder is higher than the left and the 
shoulder line is pointing way left of the target. 
The clubhead is outside the ball and swinging 
across the target line to the inside.

OUT-TO-IN IMPACT POSITION

✘
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Tee the ball lower for more control

2 A lot of players tee the ball really high 
with the driver – sometimes the entire 
ball above the clubhead – because 
they think this helps them hit up on the 

ball and launch it higher. But this 
usually results in an inconsistent impact 
all over the face and a wild and 
inaccurate ball flight. I prefer to tee the 

ball lower for a more consistent strike 
and controllable ball flight. Focus on 
gaining control from a lower tee than 
smashing it of a higher one.
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I have the top of the ball level with the top of 
the clubhead but most amateurs would benefit 
from having half the ball above the club. This 
lines the ball up better with the sweetspot at 
address so you simply have to return the club 

to that position at impact.

The lower tee height has the added benefit of 
encouraging you to flatten out the bottom of 
your swing so you attack the ball from a level 
or slightly upwards angle. Combine this with a 

more centred strike and you gain distance 
and accuracy.



I N S T R U C T I O N

Two drills to improve your full swing

3 Sequencing and weight transfer are 
really important for creating a lot of 
power and energy then transferring it 
eiciently to the ball with a good 

impact position. It’s very diicult to 
describe the proper body movements 
and show them in static positions so  
I advise amateur players to use these 

two drills to help their body 
understand the sequencing and weight 
transfer that’s required from a powerful 
and eicient golf swing.
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Your body will naturally find its way to a good impact position in the downswing if it knows through muscle memory
the position you want. A great drill to engrain the position you want into your muscle memory, and learn what it feels

like to swing to, is by starting the swing from the impact position, making a normal backswing and simply returning to your original position for impact.

START FROM IMPACT

Your weight should move from an even spread at address to your back foot in the backswing then back to 
the front foot in the downswing. Around 65 per cent of your weight should be on the front foot at impact 

and 90 per cent in the finish position. Hone weight transfer by stepping through as you make contact and walking after your ball in the followthrough.

THE WALK THROUGH SHOT
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Learn how to chip it close from the rough

4 I see a lot of amateurs practise their 
chipping from fairway grass and good 
lies but the majority of recovery shots 
you face when you miss the green will 
be from the rough and unpleasant lies. 

Practising your short game from the 
rough will help you understand how 
the clubhead moves through the grass 
and how the ball behaves when it lands 
from a variety of lies. Throw the ball 

into the rough to create a realistic lie. 
The information you get will help your 
shot selection on the course and the 
practice itself will improve your 
technical ability to pull the shot of.

It’s a lot tougher to generate spin from the 
rough so you have to stop the ball with its 

trajectory and landing angle. The higher you 
can hit it and the steeper it lands, the quicker it 
will stop. I create this by taking my most lofted 
club and opening the face at address. I aim a 

little left and drop my hands slightly to 
compensate for this so the ball goes at the 

target. I visualise the flight, where I want the 
ball to land and how it will release.

You can see that my legs have barely moved 
from the address position because my upper 

body has controlled the shorter swing. Keeping 
the legs still also helps produce a precise strike, 
which is vital for control. The clubhead is quite 

low on the exit because I’ve slid the head under 
the ball. The clubface should be facing the sky 

to show that I’ve maintained the loft on the 
clubface all the way through the swing in order 

to pop the ball up in the air.



I N S T R U C T I O N

Posture is just as important when putting

5 We all know how important an athletic 
posture is for the full swing, but many 
people forget about this when it comes 
to putting. I often see golfers ‘slouched’ 
or looking unnatural on the green.

You should have an athletic putting 
posture with your eyes either over or 
slightly inside the ball. A repeatable 
posture like this will help you swing the 
putter on a consistently neutral path 

and your eye position will help you see 
a true straight line to the hole. If your 
eyes are outside the ball, you will 
perceive the hole as being more left 
than it actually is.

Your eye position is vital but it 
can be difficult to know where 
yours are. Check your eyes are 

over or slightly inside the ball 
by dropping another ball from 

just under your eyes and 
seeing where it bounces.

My knees are a little less bent than 
my full swing set-up but my back is 
straight and bent forward from the 
hips at the same angle. My arms are 
hanging naturally and my forearms 
form a straight line with the shaft.

I like to pick a spot a foot or two in 
front of the ball on the line I want to 
start my putt. Focus on rolling the 
ball over this spot at the right speed 
and you’ll find it a lot easier to aim 
rather than looking at the hole.

PICK A SPOT



Make the most 
of your practice

Efficient use of your time on the driving range 
and short game area will lead to lower scores.

We all know you have to practise if you want to 
improve your technique and shoot lower scores. But 
just going to the range and bashing balls – usually with 
the driver – isn’t going to make you any better. If you 
use your practice time wisely you can ensure you get 
real benefits from spending your precious time on the 
range and short game area. Winter is the perfect time 
to shift the emphasis from playing to practising, and 
these tips will help you get the most out of it. 

Shot on Spain’s number one course 
at the 36-hole PGA Catalunya 

Resort, which is part of the European 
Tour’s portfolio of world-class 

venues. www.pgacatalunya.com

BY STEVEN 
ORR

England Golf 
Regional Coach
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I N S T R U C T I O N

This trio of guidelines will help you get the maximum return from time spent honing your technique.

The three rules of perfect practice

1. NO MORE THAN 45 
MINUTES PER SESSION
It’s easy to think that the longer you 
practise the more progress you’ll make, 
but this isn’t always the case. Research 
suggests 45 minutes is the maximum a 
human can fully concentrate on a task and 
gain maximum benefit from it. Any longer 
than this in a continuous session and your 
concentration and physical abilities will 
begin to decrease. Plan exactly what you 
want to do and achieve in each practice 
session... and ensure it doesn’t last longer 
than 40 minutes.

2. SET THE APPROPRIATE 
DIFFICULTY
It’s tempting to practise shots you’re
already good at, but to improve, you have 
to push yourself. If the tasks you set are 
too easy you will get bored and won’t 
improve your technique or develop any 
new skills. But if it’s too hard, you won’t be 
able to achieve the targets you set 
yourself you’ll become frustrated. The 
quality of your practice depends on 
finding the appropriate diiculty level in 
your tasks. You should be working slightly 
above what you believe you’re capable of. 

3. MONITOR AND 
RECORD YOUR RESULTS
It’s essential you set specific tasks and 
record your results each time you practise. 
This creates useful pressure and helps you 
identify your strengths and weaknesses 
and monitor your progress. Pay attention 
to each shot you hit, analyse how and why 
you got the result you did and use this to 
hone your skills as you practise – rather 
than relentlessly hitting one shot after 
another. Write down any thoughts or 
discoveries you have and any questions 
that arise for your coach.
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Follow this template to 
boost your ability to take  
skills gained on the practice 
ground to the course.

The ideal  
practice 
routines

LONG GAME
20 MINUTES
This should reflect the key 
areas you’re working on with 
your coach. The fastest way 
to see improvements on the 
course is to focus on the key 
technical areas that afect 
your ball flight. Ensure that 
these are written down so 
you are very clear, and focus 
intently on the key 
movements your coach has 
asked you to work on. 
Practise with purpose and for 
every ball you hit, make at 
least two practice swings.

SHORT GAME
15 MINUTES
It’s important to hit diferent 
shots, with diferent clubs 
and from a variety of lies 
around the green. You’re 
faced with more variety and 
challenges in the short game 
than any other area so your 
practice should help you 
understand how the ball 
reacts for diferent shots and 
lies, and what you’re capable 
of with each club. Lob the 
ball in to play to ensure the 
lies are authentic – rather 
than placing it down 
perfectly.

PUTTING
10 MINUTES
Add competition and the 
pressure of scoring by trying 
to beat a personal best in 
one or more specific drills. To 
improve holing out, place 10 
tees around the hole from 
3-5 feet and see how many 
you can hole. Or hone your 
distance control by hitting 10 
diferent putts from 10-40ft 
away and recording how 
many you get inside two 
feet. Also record how many 
you get past the hole – 
preferable to leaving it short.

‘Add competition and the 
pressure of scoring by 

trying to beat your 
personal best in one or 

more specific drills’



GET THE BODY MOVIN
TO AVOID INJURY
This is one of the key reasons for
warming up. As such, you should st
with a few basic stretches of your u
and lower body and the first shots y
hit should be easy swings with a
wedge – definitely not flat-out
with a driver.

SEE WHAT YOUR
SWING IS DOING

Start hitting balls from the wedge up. You don’t
have to use every club but a few shots with a

wedge, short-iron, mid-iron, hybrid and driver will
give you a feel for each and show you what

your tendencies for the day are. This is
not the time for a big fix, so plan a

stretegy for your round
based on the shots

you’re hitting.

GET A FEEL FOR
THE CONDITIONS

In the long game, take note of how the 
temperature and wind is a�ecting your ball flight and 

the ground conditions are a�ecting what the ball does 
when it lands and rolls. In the short game, identify how 

the ball reacts when chipped onto the greens and 
spend some time getting a feel for the speed of the 

greens and how much break they’re taking.

PRACTISE THE
SHOTS YOU NEED
If you’re playing your home club or a
 familiar course it’s likely you’ll know exactly what
shots you’re going to face. Play out the first few holes
on the range – the tee shot you want to hit, followed
by the approach shots you expect this to leave. End 
your session by hitting the exact shot you want on the 
opening tee.

1 2

34

I N S T R U C T I O N

Practising your technique and warming up for a round of golf can be treated as the same but they each have very diferent objectives and must 
therefore be approached in diferent ways. While you’re trying to improve and hone your technique during practice, the purpose of a warm-up is 
to prepare yourself mentally and physically for the round of golf you’re about to play. Make a commitment to arrive at the course a good 40 
minutes before your tee time and follow these four steps for the perfect warm-up. They’ll help you hit the ground running.

Warming up isn’t the same as practice



Fire those hips!
“You need to be able to fire your 
hips pretty fast to hit the ball far. 
All the big hitters know how to 
harness the power of their hips at 
the start of the downswing.” 

Stay with the shot
“I see so many amateur golfers hit 
early with their upper body at the 
start of the downswing. You don’t 

want a high right shoulder at 
impact. Keep it low through  

the ball like this.” 

Get onto your 
front foot
“To be honest, I don’t really 
know what percentage of 
my weight is going where, 
but I know that through the 
ball it’s definitely 80 to 90 
per cent of my left foot.”

THE FINAU 
FACTS

Driving Distance   
324.9 yards (2nd)
Clubhead speed  
126.93mph (1st)
Driving accuracy  
51.79% (245th)

Total Driving: Rank 118
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Driving
Everything I know about…

How important is good driving on the PGA Tour 
these days?
It’s vital. It’s really important out here. In order to 
score you have to drive the ball not only in play but, 
for the most part, in the fairway too.

How do you view the importance of hitting fairways 
when you already hit it so far of the tee?
It’s the combination of the two, but total driving sets 
up the game. I think even if you’re really good at 
putting and chipping, you’re only going to get 
opportunities from putting the ball in play and in the 
right part of the fairways. Everything starts from the 
tee. It definitely finishes with the way you putt, but 
you can set yourself up to play a lot of good golf by 
hitting it good off the tee. Rory McIlroy says it a lot.
The key to his game is driving. 
He can’t really get it going unless 
he’s hitting the driver well. I think 
that speaks volumes to how 
important driving is. It’s the same 
for me. When I’m driving it well, 
I’m very confident in my scoring 
ability. It seems like my putting stroke even comes
around and I give myself a lot of good opportunities.
Driving accuracy is huge.

How do you distribute your weight at address and 
finish for maximum distance?
I start on the balls of my feet. I’m not thinking about 
putting the weight on the right foot and then transfer 
to the left. I get in an athletic position and I make a 
solid turn. To be honest, I don’t really know what per 
cent of my weight is going where, but I know that 
through the ball it’s definitely 80 to 90 per cent off 
my left foot, and holding a nice finish off my left. It 
takes strength and the variables of timing with your 
body but I know I hit the ball solid.

How important is it to set the club early?
Setting the club early is super-important for someone 
like me because I have really long arms. Sometimes  

I get stuck setting the club on the downswing and 
that’s one of my things that I’ve been working on. But 
you have to make sure you’re loaded at the top for you 
to make an aggressive move at the ball. To me the key 
is feeling like you’re loaded at the apex – a lot of guys 
talk about ‘finishing your backswing’. I’m not actually 
pausing but I need to know I’m in a place where I can 
comfortably transition toward the ball. I do that by 
making sure I feel the club feels loaded and that’s how 
I get the maximum distance, and even control. Set the 
club and put it in the right spot at the top.

How do amateurs get loaded at the top?
Amateurs can do that for sure. Just get to the top and 
stop. Look at Hideki Matsuyama – he literally pauses. 
The club doesn’t come down, nothing moves, he just

stops. That’s a hell of a player,
top 20 player. One way to create
a lot of consistency and to sync
your body up is really just to
stop. Heck, try to hit balls from
that position. You’ll figure out
exactly how your hips have to

move and what you have to fire from there. If you’re
trying to work on your backswing, there’s no better
drill than bringing the club back and leaving it.

How do you practise your driving at tournaments?
Fundamentals. I’m always making sure my grip is on 
the club correctly and the ball is in the right position. 
It has to be close to my left heel. Then I’ve just got to 
make sure my shoulder and arm alignment are all 
facing where I want the ball to start. As long as I do 
those basic fundamental things, my golf swing is 
sound enough to create good shots. It’s when those 
little things start to go off then you start trying to 
manoeuvre things and manufacture the drive instead 
of doing it with your set-up. The set-up is so crucial 
for the swing; it sets all the factors up for big driving. 
My coach Boyd Summerhayes and I use alignment 
rods. When you’ve got the sticks lined up correctly 
that makes the golf swing pretty easy. 

By Tony Finau
The 26-year-old PGA Tour star averages well over 300 yards off the tee 

and is currently ranked in the world’s top-10 for driving distance.

‘When I’m driving well, I’m 
confident in my scoring 
ability. Even my putting 
stroke comes around’



TONY FINAU’S THREE GOLDEN RULES FOR LONG DRIVING
1

FLEXIBLE SHOULDERS AND HIPS

You’ve got to be flexible in your
shoulders and hips. You need
to fire your hips pretty fast to
ball far. All the big hitters kno
to harness the power of their
Your shoulders have got to b
moving o� the ball on the ta
and moving through the ball
downswing. You also need a
core strength to control the
flexibility you have, particula
in these two areas.

2
AN ATHLETIC SET-UP

You have to get into an athletic
ur knees flexed
ecause you don’t
ce when you’re
xibility and
he idea that
ding athletic is
cond golden rule.
all should be just
e inside of your

ot for maximum-
rives too.

3
MAINTAIN YOUR BALANCE

You absolutely have to swing in 
balance. I know I do. The best players in 
the world who hit it far are swinging in 
balance, swinging within themselves, and 
not consciously trying to hit it far. The 
distance is all a result of impact. I call it the 
moment of truth. When you make contact, 
whether you did things right or wrong is 
revealed by the way the ball reacts. I’m not 
trying to hit it far but my distance is the 
result of staying balanced for that one 
moment and creating a good result.

Do you have a specific swing trigger?
Same thing as my putting, it’s my forward press right
before I take the club back. I press the club, It’s very
subtle but I feel it, and as soon as I feel it then the club
has got to go back and then it fires through. It keeps
my big drives simple, especially under the gun. The
more I get into my routine of doing the same thing
every time, the simpler it becomes because I do it so
much – on my chipping, putting, and even on the big
drives I want to hit.

That way I don’t have to think “Oh wait, when does
the club go back?” when I’m on the first tee in the
final round of the US PGA Championship. I know
that I’ve just got to take the club back and ‘boom’.
I think that’s really important for good distance
driving. A trigger is so important because in this game
we get in a bunch of different situations. There’s a big
difference between teeing the ball up on Thursday
morning and teeing it up Sunday afternoon. It’s a huge
difference as far as feel. If you don’t have your
consistent trigger you can easily throw your timing
off, so it’s super important for me.

What role does technology play in your driving?
It’s a huge advantage. The numbers speak for
themselves. We’re hitting it 30-40 yards further on
average than the guys just 20 years ago. The
technology did that.

Now that we have bigger players like myself, we’re
able to swing faster and that’s because the clubs are so
much lighter too. We don’t have the heavier steel
shafted drivers, so with the graphite we’re able to
create more torque. The new clubs create a lot of snap
down at the bottom so technology is definitely key for
distance. I really try to harness it to my advantage. As
long as I know what my driver is supposed to do, then
I can utilise the newer stuff.

How do you hit long drives into the wind?
I like hitting a little hold-off, low punch cut. I don’t 
move the ball back or anything like that. I feel like 
that messes with my starting point and creates too 
much backspin and a host of other negative variables.  
I feel like I need to really turn hard through impact 
and abbreviate my finish. 

My finish is a lot lower when I’m trying to keep the 
ball low into the wind. I try to keep it simple, that’s 

just my approach. I’m really just trying to hit a three-
quarter shot. I just think punch through the ball and 
creating that low ball and a low finish.

How vital is loft for maximum driving distance?
It’s big. My driver has 9.8° of loft. I have to see a lot of 
face. Because I hit the ball so far, when I use a 7° or 8° 
driver I just don’t see enough face. I feel like it’s almost 
going to go too far. I know a lot of people can’t relate 
to that but I’ve hit shots that were almost too flat. I do 
like to see the ball go up in the air, especially with 
how far I can fly it. I don’t want it flying and rolling 
40 yards, and perhaps running into trouble. 

Spin sometimes is my friend. A lot of guys off the 
tee like to see a lot of numbers on the TrackMan and 
have certain spin numbers they want. I hit it so far 
that when I hit a little spinner it’s probably only going 
to go 295-300 yards, which is fine. As long as it’s  
not going 340 with the spin, because then it gets into 
the junk. 
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ABOVE RIGHT:
The combination  
of modern 
technology, lighter 
shafts and bigger, 
stronger athletes 
playing the game 
has led to a huge 
increase in driving 
distance.

I N S T R U C T I O N  D R I V I N G
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   Book now for 2016
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Dave Pelz Scoring Game School at The Grove - BOOKING NOW FOR 2016

The 3-Day Scoring Game School

is the premier Dave Pelz-Designed

golf instruction experience.

Golfers all have one thing in common.

They want to play and score better. The

lower your scores, the more fun you’ll have

on the course.

Incorporating video, feedback devices and

the latest Pelz research, these innovative

golf schools are designed to help golfers

play all the shots on and around the green
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Much more than a simple “golf lesson”

these 3 day golf schools are the most

effective and permanent way to lower

your handicap.

When it comes to golf
instruction...
Only trust Pelz Golf
At the Dave Pelz Scoring Game School, helping golfers shoot lower scores is 

our sole focus.We follow four decades of research that reveals golfers lose 

80 percent of their shots to par inside of 100 yards. Developing reliable short 

game and putting skills is key to EVERY golfer’s improvement.

We offer expert short game and putting instruction because what we care 

about most is how well you score.

LONDON’S COUNTRY ESTATE,

CHANDLER’S CROSS

HERTFORDSHIRE.WD3 4TG Visit www.pelzgolf.com or call 00 353 16893030

Join us at an upcoming School in 2016

From the students: “After 36 years of

Golf this opened my eyes to a better

way to approach the short game...” E.L

From the Pros: “Over the years Pelz 

has really helped my putting” -

Phil Mickelson, 2010 Masters Champion

18-20 March 1-3 April

22-24 April 3-5 June

www.pelzgolf.com

DAVE PELZ
SCORING GAME SCHOOL®

AT THE GROVE LONDON
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set in beautiful rolling countryside, our challenging
golf course with a lovingly restored farmhouse hotel, 
offers fantastic Lincolnshire food & drink. You can be 
assured of a fabulous golf break.

Golf Breaks from£90*

D, B&B + 36 HOLES
r� Rolling Parkland Course – 6368 yards
r� 20 Bedroom 3* Hotel
r� Traditional Bar and Restaurant
r� Visit England Breakfast Award
r� Floodlit Driving Range & Practise Facilities
r� 3 PGA Teaching Professionals
r� FREE WiFi and Parking

01778 590614 | www.tofthotelgolf.co.uk

tofthouse@btconnect.com
The Toft Country House Hotel & Golf Club,  
Toft, Bourne, Lincs. PE10 0JT

COUNTRY HOUSE HOTEL 
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If you can make a heavy
aeroplane capable of soaring
through the skies at 570mph, you
probably know a thing or two
about aerodynamics. That’s why 
Callaway enlisted the help of 
engineers from aeronautical 
company Boeing in shaping their 
two new XR drivers to be faster 
through the air. 

The next generation of
R-MOTO face technology is
lighter and thinn
produce faster b
over the face. Th
forgiveness in th
460cc XR 16 hea
comes from the
stretched-out cro
shape that has a b

footprint and lower, deeper CG.
The result say C llaway, is

at any impact
fully

able and
ble at 9°, 10.5° 

 5°, with
 shaft options.

 R 16 Pro adds 
 benefits to a 

slightly smaller head (450cc) built 
for lower spin and with a more
neutral CG bias, which is built for 
the distance and greater
workability better players require. 
The adjustable XR 16 Pro comes 
in 9° and 10.5° options.
Price: £289 for XR 16; £329 for 
XR Pro 16
Website: www.callawaygolf.com

Callaway XR 16 drivers

Both XR 16 models boast a 
high-speed head and lower 
drag in the crown, which 
combine to boost ball speed 
and increase distance.
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The sound of the 
G has been much 

improved from 
the G30 thanks to 

slight cavities on 
the sole.

The Trajectory 
Tuning 2.0 sleeve 

has been made 
lighter and enables 
you to alter the loft

by plus or minus
0.6° and 1°.

Ping G drivers
 The inspiration for the 

innovative thinner crown on 
Ping’s new G drivers came from a 
picture of a dragonfly’s wing. An 
improved Centrifugal Vacuum 
Casting process in production 
enabled Ping to reduce the width 
of parts of the crown from 0.5mm 

to 0.43mm. This saves 8g of 
weight that has been moved to 
lower the CG and increase the 
stability and forgiveness.

The Turbulators have been 
angled out a little more and new 
VorTec Technology – a small 
cavity at the back of the head – 

reduces turbulence to increase 
clubhead speed.

As well as a standard head (9° 
and 10.5°), there are also SF Tec 
(10° and 12°) and LS Tec (9° and 
10.5°) models. The SF stands for 
straight flight and has slightly 
diferent weight to help the

clubface close in the downswing 
and straighten out a slice. The LS 
stands for low spin and will 
especially help better players who 
generate too much backspin and 
want a penetrating flight.

Price: £349
Website: www.ping.com
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Ping G Crossover
 Ping identified a gap in the 

equipment market between the 
forgiveness, ball speed and 
stopping power of a hybrid and 
the distance control and 
workability of a long iron. Their 
engineers set about finding a 
solution and the result is the 

Crossover. The steel face is flat 
like an iron, which provides the 
precision and workability of an 
iron, but it has the same variable 
thickness of a hybrid for more 
forgiveness and faster ball speeds 
across the face. Extreme Toe 
Weighting shifts the CG lower 

and further back and the hollow 
construction and perimeter 
weighting also increase the MOI.

The result is a club that 
produces ball speeds, launch 
angles and spin that sits between 
its equivalent-loft long iron and 
hybrid. It’s ideal if you want a 

balance between the control and 
consistency of an iron with the 
forgiveness and stopping power 
of a hybrid. It comes with a 
graphite Alta High Balance Point 
shaft as standard. 
Price: £180 
Website: www.ping.com

Ping’s new 
Crossover is 
designed to

replace long irons
and hybrids and is
available in 18°, 21°

and 24°.

These two 
illustrations show 

the internal 
weighting that 
increase MOI, 
stability and 
forgiveness.

One of the key innovations in

the Crossover is that it’s a

totally hollow design. This

enabled engineers to

maximise how much the face 

bends at impact to produce 

faster ball speeds than more 

solid long and driving irons.

The Tiered Internal Sole

(shown in orange) engages

more of the head structure in

that impact bending process, 

which stores more energy 

and produces a larger and 

more e�cient spring

efect at impact. The

hollow cavity goes rig

the top of the clubhe

means the top of the

also deflects at impa

a higher launch.

HOW IT WORKS TIERED INTERNAL SOLE
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Mizuno JPX EZ woods and hybrids
 The Japanese manufacturer’s 

latest line of driver, fairway wood 
and hybrid aims to combine the 
performance benefits of 
adjustability with of-centre
forgiveness.

Mizuno wanted to avoid adding 
extra weight to the head with 
movable weight tracks so they 
developed a simple three-weight 
system in the JPX EZ driver that 
provides customisation.

The clubhead’s large footprint 
promotes high launch and low 
spin and slotting the 10g weight 

into one of the three ports 
changes between draw, neutral 
or fade bias.

A more rounded crown further 
enhances playability by allowing 
the clubface to flex more freely, 
which in turn generates higher 
ball speeds and more forgiveness 
on mishits high on the face, and 
the Quick Switch adjustable hosel 
lets you optimise loft and launch.

Having identified that most 
golfers don’t generate the 
clubhead speed to flight the ball 
efectively with fairway woods 

and hybrids, Mizuno’s designers 
went back to the drawing board 
for the JPX EZ. The redesigns 
benefit from larger, more 
confidence-inspiring footprints 
that promote optimum carry and 
a softer-landing ball flight.

The next-generation 
Shockwave Sole creates a lower 
CG, allowing the clubhead to 
contract and expand more at 
impact, which maintains ball 
speeds from the lower impact 
points that crop up when used of 
the turf. It also increases stability.

The JPX EZ fairway woods 
benefit from the same Quick 
Switch adjustable hosel in the 
driver to optimise lofts and 
launch characteristics, although  
a fixed hosel version is also 
available at a lower price. The 
woods are available in 15°, 18°  
and 21° lofts and the fixed hosel 
hybrids in 16°, 19°, 22° and 25°. 
Price: £349 for driver; £219 for 
adjustable fairway; £179 for non-
adjustable fairway; £179 for 
hybrid 
Web: golf.mizunoeurope.com

The Waffle Crown in the 
fairways and hybrids lets 

engineers move more 
weight lower in the head 

for higher launch.

 orts let you alter  
launch characteristics, 
while matching the 
forgiveness of a 
non-adjustable driver.



Mizuno  
JPX EZ 
irons

 Mizuno took their already 
impressive irons up a notch 
with the introduction of boron 
in the JPX850 range at the end 
of 2014. Their two new JPX EZ 
irons continue to harness its 
advantages to merge the feel 
of a softer, more controllable 
forged iron with the 
forgiveness of a distance iron. 

The JPX EZ Forged head is 
infused with boron, which 
strengthens the steel and 
enables engineers to create  
a pocket cavity in the 4 to 
7-irons. The result is a larger 
rebound area for the face at 
impact for increased ball 
speed on all shots and added 
stability on mishits.

From 8-iron to PW, the 
heads have a more compact 
and solid one-piece design 
than their predecessors, which 
adds even greater control to 
the scoring clubs.

The standard JPX EZ is 
more of a distance iron, but it 
still maintains impressive feel 
for a non-forged club. Ball 
speeds have been boosted 
without cranking the lofts 
thanks to 360˚ Dual Pockets 
and multi-thickness faces that 
make even the long and mid-
irons forgiving and easy to 
launch.

Like the forged version, the 
heads are more compact from 
8-iron to PW and have uniform 
face thickness for greater 
consistency and control when 
attacking the green.
Price: £100 per club for JPX 
EZ Forged (steel), £115 
(graphite); £85 for JPX EZ 
(steel); £100 (graphite)

The JPX EZ Forged 
features Extreme 
Perimeter Weighting 
and comes in a Black 
Nickel finish that will 
wear and soften  
over time.

The boron-infused head of the JPX
EZ Forged produces faster ball
speeds without sacrificing feel.

E Q U I P M E N T
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The fairway wood 
and hybrid feature 

the same game-
helping technology

as the driver.

The TECFLO 
system tweaks the 

design of each 
individual iron 

through the set  
for optimal 

performance.

The weaker lofts of 
the mid-irons help 
mid and high-
handicappers hit the 
ball straighter and 
carry it further.

Cobra Max range
 Cobra’s Max family of driver, 

woods, hybrids and irons have all 
been designed to help higher 
handicappers hit the ball longer 
and straighter by creating a more 
efective launch angle with a 
draw bias.

The driver boasts a shallow 
face, ofset hosel and draw bias 
head weighting. Its increased 

sweetspot minimises the chance 
of poor strikes while the Speed 
Channel around the perimeter of 
the face increases ball speeds. It’s 
available in 9.5°, 10.5° and 11.5°. 
The fairways and hybrids are 
available in 3F, 5F, 7F and 3H, 4H, 
5H, 6H, 7H.

The irons feature the same 
TECFLO system (Technology 

Enhanced Cavity Feel Launch 
Optimisation) progressive design 
that’s present in Cobra’s better-
player irons. They feature weaker 
lofts and progressive ofset from 
4 to 8-iron to get the ball in the air 
and promote a higher flight.

There are two sets available. In 
the full iron set, the 4 to 8-irons 
are half hollow, 9-iron and PW 

have a deep undercut cavity and 
the GW is a speciality muscleback 
shape. The combo set has 4-6 
hybrids, half hollow 7 and 8-irons, 
cavity-back 9-iron and PW and a 
wide-sole GW. 
Price: £199 for driver; £149 for 
fairway; £129 for hybrid; £399-
£599 for irons
Website: www.cobragolf.co.uk
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Wilson C200 irons
Wilson wanted to create a

distinctly new club for a
significant group of golfers that
has clearly visible and easy-to-
understand technology – and
they’ve certainly achieved that
with the new C200 irons.

This model falls into the
Crossover category of Wilson’s
new F-C-D system that’s
designed to match golfer to the
technology, features and benefits
that best suit their abilities and
requirements.

C200 irons are engineered to
give mid-to-high handicappers
greater distance and accuracy
from a midsize head thanks to
new FLX Face Technology and
Power Holes (see box below).
These technologies also improve

the feel and forgiveness.
The C200 irons are available in

KBS Tour 90 steel and Aldila
Rogue Pro graphite shaft options.
Price: £499 for steel shafts; £599
for graphite
Website: www.wilson.com/golf

E Q U I P M E N T

The head is 
relatively compact 

for a game 
improver iron but 

quite long from 
heel to toe.

The black Power 
Holes stand out 

from the silver head 
on the rack but 

don’t distract your 
eye while playing.

FLX Face Technology

maximises the face flex at

impact – and therefore the

transfer of energy from club to

ball – by minimising the

contact points between the 

inner clubhead and its thin 

face. An amazing 76% of the

face is free from the body,

while Power Holes have been

created in the gaps that go

completely through the

clubhead. They’re filled with a 

urethane material to provide 

improved feel and extra

distance. It gives the head a

very distinctive look but

traditionalists will like that the

black Power Holes are barely

noticeable on the silver top

line at address.
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HOW IT WORKS FLX FACE TECHNOLOGY AND POWER HOLES



I
t’s unlikely any golfer who teed off with a Top 
Flite in the early 1990s has forgotten the 
experience. The sensation the ball had actually 
embedded itself into the face of your driver was 
eased only by the sight of it bulleting down the 

fairway, eager to fly and bound as far as it could. The 
only problem was that, with the subsequent delicate 
wedge approach, it did exactly the same thing. 

Strange, then, that today’s premium balls owe their 
existence to the makers of what became 
unaffectionately termed ‘Rock Flites’. The critical 

moment came in the mid-90s when, in a move of bald 
brilliance, they wrapped a softer cover round that big, 
angry core. The result – 1996’s Strata – became the 
first solid-core multi-layer ball. Sure, after a few crisp 
wedges its cover resembled Damon Hill’s tyres at the 
chequered flag, but the sudden addition of short-game 
control to explosive tee power was a compelling 
combination. When Mark O’Meara used one to win 
two majors in 1998, the ball’s performance benefits 
were laid bare, even if its true impact was yet to be.

Unfortunately for Spalding, their innovation 

TEST
GOLF WORLD

Theypromisedistanceofftheteecoupledwithshort-gamespinand

PREMIUM TOUR     
CALLAWAY 

CHROME SOFT
Construction: Four-piece with a 
dual SoftFast core, mantle layer 
and cover Cover: 0.86mm-thick 

urethane Compression: 65
Dimples: 332 Hex pattern

Price: £32.99 doz



course technology has moved on, and the balls we test  
have their own designs and formulations. But which 
would come together to create our favourite? 

The background: Srixon Z-Star
Srixon launched their first ball – the Hi-Spin – in 2000, 
but Z-Star did not arrive until 2009, replacing Z-URS. 
Three-piece with a thin cover, large core and elastic mid-
layer, it introduced the graduated core firmness – softer 
towards the centre – designed for faster speeds and lower 
long-game spin, and remains part of Srixon’s 

prompted the so-called Ball Wars of the late 90s, 
when TaylorMade, Callaway and Nike entered the 
market. By 2001 Precept, Titleist and Callaway had 
launched their own urethane-covered multi-layer 
offerings (MC Tour, Pro V1 and Rule 35). Although 
Jim Furyk used a Strata to win the 2003 US Open, 
the ball was plugging under the weight of competition; 
the indebted brand was sold to Callaway that year. 

But two decades after the ball was created, Strata’s 
composition of large solid core, inner mantle layer and 
soft cover still guides the latest multi-layer balls. Of 
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  GOLF BALLS
TITLEIST  
PRO V1

Construction: Three-piece with ZG 
process core, ionomer mantle and 

cover Cover: 0.76mm cast 
thermoset urethane

Compression: 88-90 (Pro V1X 95)
Dimples: 352 spherically tiled 

tetrahedral design
Price: £50 doz

SRIXON  
Z-STAR

Construction: Three-piece with 
cover and mantle surrounding an 
Energetic Growth Gradient core 

Cover: 0.5mm-thick urethane with 
Spinskin coating Compression: 90 

(Z-Star XV 115) Dimples: 324  
Speed Dimples

Price: £44.99 doz



existed in the multi-layer era – which 
their first offering, Rule 35, helped 
herald in 2000. Rule 35 was 
groundbreaking, but shortlived. By 
2002 Callaway had replaced it with the 
HX Red and Blue, which debuted the 
brand’s seamless Hex dimple pattern – 
a tubular lattice network that allowed 
dimples to cover more of the ball and 
add wind stability. While the HX 
franchise developed through Hot, Pearl 
and Tour, Callaway grappled with the 
firmer feel of the solid-core ball, 
eventually bringing out 2007’s HX 
Hot Bite – a three-piece which, while 
not urethane covered, wrapped softer 
surlyn around a three-piece, soft core.

While development continued with 
the four-piece Tour i and i(x), which 
upgraded into the i(s) and i(z) in 2010, 
the next step to Chrome Soft appears 
to be 2012’s Hex Chrome – a ball for 
lower swing speeds which mated a new, 
softer S-Tech core with a urethane 
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SRIXONZ-STAR
The Z-Star is one of several Srixon balls to 
employ Spinskin technology. A pliable 
molecular coating applied to the ball’s 
cover, Spinskin was created to help the 
club grip the ball better at impact, and so 
create more short-game spin. Srixon 
claim the new, second-generation formula 
applied to the ball we tested increases 
friction by 18 per cent over the previous 
Z-Star model.

Our results suggest that while Z-Star is 
certainly competitive in terms of short-
game spin, Spinskin technology didn’t 
obviously elevate its performance over 
the other two balls until it came down to 
part shots, from 30-50 yards.

 KEY TECHNOLOGIES

SUMMARY

OUR TEST SAID…
All our testers were within the 88-108mph 
driver swing speed range Srixon 
recommend for the Z-Star. Each member 
hit a series of 7-irons and wedges on a 
GC2 launch monitor, with spin rates 
recorded. Z-Star proved the second 
highest-spinning ball for all four with  
full wedges, and highest-spinning for  
two of the four testers with the 7-iron. 
 On part shots though, it seemed to  
o�er more stopping power than  
its rivals.

The dimple count is back down to 324  
on the new Z-Star – but with surface 

coverage improved.

 ew Spinskin 
on the Z-Star 
improves 
softness and 
friction.

proposition. A 2011 update saw the 
first appearance of the Z-Star Pure 
White we test here. It sported a thinner 
cover and a larger Energetic Gradient 
Growth core, while its Z-coat cover 
coating was the forerunner of the 
Spinskin introduced in 2013. It was 
joined by the XV, and its second core to 
reduce spin for faster swing speeds.

But the key changes came with the 
2013 Z-Star. A new Speed Dimple 
took the count from 324 to 344 and 
boosted surface coverage, reducing drag 
and adding stability, while the Spinskin 
coating was designed to help greenside 
control by boosting friction between 
the ball and the clubface. The latest 
version of Z-Star and Z-Star XV is 
essentially an evolution of the 2013 
model with ‘Next Generation’ tech.

The background: 
Callaway Chrome Soft
Like Srixon, Callaway balls have only 
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cover. 2013’s trio of Speed Regime balls 
targeted different swing speeds – a 
concept Callaway appear to have 
retreated from somewhat after Phil 
Mickelson tested a prototype Chrome 
Soft – with just 65 compression, 
conceived as a ball for the club player – 
and pronounced it as long as the Speed 
Regime 3 ball he gamed. Chrome Soft 
duly launched in 2014 with a new 
SoftFast core, a more resilient rubber 
that retained its softness and speed. Just 
as Hex Chrome added a fourth, long 
game spin-reducing layer in Hex 
Chrome Plus, so has the latest Chrome 
Soft we test (a second outer core).

The background: Titleist Pro V1
The Pro V1 was created in the late ’90s 
when the brand experimented with 
blending performance and distance 
balls. In combining the large solid core 
from the distance balls with the surlyn 
mantle from their performance balls – 

and adding a new layer of urethane on 
top – Titleist created the foundation  
for the world’s best-selling golf ball.

Pro V1 launched in December 2000. 
Version two, in 2003, was joined by the 
firmer-feeling Pro V1X, which added  
a fourth layer – a second, outer core, 
designed to lower long-game spin. 

The balls have since gone through 
the traditional Titleist cycle of two-
yearly updates. Dimple changes came  
in 2007 with a new Staggered Wave 
parting line, then in 2011 when the old 
392 and 332 patterns were replaced by 
352 and 328 geometries designed to 
deliver more wind stability, consistency 
and spin control. Over the period the 
balls’ cores have been regularly tweaked, 
notably in 2009 and again in 2013, 
when ZG Process core technology 
created softer, more consistent cores. 
Cover durability improvements have 
also been made, right up to the current 
model whose thermoset urethane cover 
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CALLAWAY
CHROMESOFT
A softer core is believed to lower driver
spin, keeping shots straighter and often
helping distance. However, its weakness
has been that at higher driver speeds the
ball deforms too much, losing speed and
energy. The extra resilience of the
SoftFast core in Chrome Soft is designed
to limit that energy loss, allowing a softer
feel with no loss of distance. It is also
reckoned to boost iron distance by
compressing better on a more lofted face.

OUR TEST SAID…
While this ball is reckoned to work with
faster swing speeds, our fastest swinger
saw his ball speed drop from in the 150s
with the other two balls to 137.8, and his
average driving distance drop around 20
yards. That said, this was the longest ball
on test for our second fastest swinger.
The fact the former was a naturally high
spinner of the ball, and the latter a
naturally low spinner, could help explain
these confusing results.

 KEY TECHNOLOGIES

Results suggest that in distance terms, 
Chrome Soft works better for those who 
create lower spin rates. The 7-iron 
results give some credibility to the claim 
of the softer core producing more 
power through the irons. 

SUMMARY

Chrome Soft’s more 
resilient core works with 

faster swing speeds. 

A second, outer 
core helps reduce 

long-game spin.
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is both tougher and softer for more short-
game spin, control and a soft feel.

The test
We tested these balls on a GC2 launch
monitor and at the practice facilities of
Woburn GC. Our testing team consisted
of World and European Clubmaker of
the Year Derek Murray, equipment expert
Martin Hopley, Golf World editor Nick
Wright and senior editor Kit Alexander.

Srixon’s Z-Star packaging includes the
phrase Pure White – visual performance.
It is the whitest of the trio but our team
weren’t convinced and one member felt
the whiteness made the ball ‘look’ harder
than the off-white other two. The Tour
Yellow is a better ‘ball tracking’ option.

During testing, Z-Star gradually 
established the middle ground for all-
round firmness – feeling very slightly 
softer than the Pro V1 but firmer than
the Chrome Soft. It was also clearly the 
‘spinniest’ ball for part shots, with pitches 
as short as 30 yards gripping impressively. 
Performances evened out on fuller 
pitches, suggesting the ball’s Spinskin 
technology comes into its own as the 
clubhead speed drops a touch.

The penalty for that performance
appears to be wear. Durability in 
performance balls has improved massively 
in the past decade, and all three proved 
this; but the Srixon certainly marked up 
more quickly than its two rivals. However 

the ball’s all-round competence was rated
by all testers, with driving distance and
short-game spin consistently competitive.

As well as being comfortably the 
cheapest of the three, Callaway‘s Chrome 
Soft is also by far the softest in terms of 
compression. That extra softness should 
be felt more on full shots than around the 
green, and all four testers reported this 
with driver and 7-iron. However, all four 
also felt it was marginally the softest on 
short shots too. The two testers who used 
polymer-insert putters believed impact 
was almost too soft on the greens, while 
the two who used metal-face putters
enjoyed impact a lot more.

Callaway believe this softer ball can 
work with high driver swing speeds. Our 
test produced mixed results (see panel). 
Only one tester, a naturally low spinner, 
produced his longest driving average with 
it; for three it was the shortest ball on test. 

Overall distance was unremarkable 
with the driver, but three of the four 
registered their longest 7-iron averages, 
suggesting the softer compression can 
create extra power as loft is added. 

All testers liked its soft feel and control 
around the green, with two of the three 
who lost distance with it saying they’d live 
with that to get the short-game benefits.

Now to the Titleist Pro V1 which, 
alongside the Pro V1X, has claimed 178 
wins on the pro tours in 2015, with the 
nearest rival on 38. Off the tee it proved 
the longest ball for two testers and second 

longest for the other two. Despite not
spinning any less – all three balls had
remarkably similar driver spin – it was 
also marginally the lowest-flying of the 
three, though the Pro V1X is designed  
to launch a little higher. Compression is 
similar to the Z-Star and the balls felt 
similar off the driver face, with the 
Chrome Soft feeling a lot softer.

As the club got shorter, Pro V1 began 
to impress. Three testers recorded their 
highest spin rates with the 7-iron, and 
two with full wedges. Around the green, 
this ball felt marginally the firmest of the 
three, but it offered a decent putting feel 
with or without a softer insert.  

All three balls on test impressed, and 
the ball is a personal choice. Pro V1 
wasn’t obviously better than the other two 
in any one facet but its overall versatility 
– allied to comfortably the best durability 
– just about made it our team’s choice. 

‘As the club got shorter, Titleist’s Pro V1 began to impress. 
Three testers recorded their highest spin rates with the 
7-iron, and two with full wedges.’

TITLEISTPROV1
Titleist advise using a ball that boosts 
your short game, scoring-shot
performance, and that is where the 2015 
Pro V1’s improvements have been made. 
While the latest model has retained the 
compression of the 2013 model – high 
80s for the Pro V1 and around 95 for the 
Pro V1X – it promises enhanced short 
game spin, feel and control through a 
new cast thermoset urethane cover, 
formulated and controlled by Titleist 
themselves.

OUR TEST SAID…
Shots hit with a full wedge showed the 
Pro V1 to be the highest-spinning ball for 
two of our four testers, though neither of 
the other two were far behind. Titleist 
have made much of the softer feel 
created by their new cover, but on a 
‘blind’ feel putting test, Pro V1 was 
nevertheless voted the firmest-feeling of 
the three (but that feel was still pleasing).

Despite regular ‘softenings’ through its 
existence, Pro V1 still feels one of the 
firmer elite balls – increasingly so as 
rivals have got softer. This is, however, 
far from a criticism, and short-game feel 
and consistency are tough to match.

 KEY TECHNOLOGIES

SUMMARY

The thermoset urethane cover is 
tougher and softer for superb short-
game performance.

Titleist’s ZG Process core technology 
has allowed the brand to create 

softer, more consistent cores for the 
Pro V1 series.



THE TEST SUMMARY  What we liked and disliked about the three balls tested.

Callaway Chrome Soft
The large, solid core at its heart has 
always given the modern multi-layer 
ball a firmer feel. Callaway’s belief in 
the SoftFast dual core in theory gives 
power hitters the option of a softer feel.
Our experience was a little 
contradictory and we’d advise you to 
do your own test to see how it afects
distance. That aside, if you prefer a 
softer feel, this is a very impressive 
option at an equally-attractive price.
What we liked: Short game control, 
mid-iron power, softer feel, price.
What we didn’t: Indiferent driver 
distance; arguably too soft to be used
with insert putters.
www.callawaygolf.com

Titleist Pro V1
Titleist argue compression has nothing
to do with driver distance, and that 
diferent core compressions simply 
ofer a feel preference. The high-80s 
firmness they’ve chosen for the Pro V1
isn’t hard-feeling in itself but compared
to rivals with increasingly softer cores it
could seem so. A staple for the world’s
best players for over a decade, while it
can deliver all-round performance, it 
cannot cater for all feel preferences. 
This is probably its only weakness.
What we liked: Performance with every
club in the bag, consistency, durability.
What we didn’t: Arguably slightly firm-
feeling on touch shots.
www.titleist.co.uk

Srixon Z-Star
Srixon’s reputation has perhaps been 
based on the best-selling two-piece 
AD333, so has often been overlooked 
as a premium ball brand. In Z-Star and 
the firmer Z-Star XV, however, they 
have a flagship ball able to shake that 
perception. This ball does everything 
well, matching the Pro V1 in most areas 
and exceeding it on part shots. Adding 
durability without compromising that 
short game performance would seem 
the final step.
What we liked: All-round performance, 
strong spin rate on part shots.
What we didn’t: Durability was behind 
the other two.
www.srixon.co.uk
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The man with  
the golden vault

Ping’s co-owner, John Solheim, celebrated his 70th birthday 
by inviting us into the legendary gold putter vault.

E XCLUSIVE Q& A
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P
ing has been a family run 
business since it was founded by 
Karsten Solheim in 1959. His son 
John started helping his father 

build their iconic Anser putters when he 
was just 13 years old and took over the 
business in 1995. Having just turned 70, 
most people would be thinking about 
retiring, but not John.

Are you still as excited about what you’re 
doing at Ping now as you were when you 
started working here with your father 
Karsten back in the 1960s?
I’m probably more excited today because
of the technologies, metals and materials
being developed. It’s just phenomenal.
Sometimes you read about something
being developed, but it’s five, even 10 years
before that material and that process
becomes available, but you’ve got to track it
and understand how you can use it in a golf
club so you can bring it to the market as
soon as possible.

How hands-on are you these days?
I’m a gear head. I like to be involved in the
design though I get pulled away from that a
lot. But I meet with the engineers at least
weekly and the development group at least
every month, the guys who research what
we can and can’t do and what is and isn’t 
ready for manufacturing.  

The majority of your employees have 
worked at the company for decades. How 
important is it to create a great working 
environment?
We try to get the right people and do right 
by them, and it’s worked. They stay with us 
and they are really good people. It’s special.

How has the golf equipment industry 
changed through the years?
It’s really changed over the years. It used  
to be friendlier but the business is more 
corporately owned now. We’re competing 
against stock market companies and they 
don’t seem to be phased by the dollars they 

spend or what they make. Market share is 
more important to them than anything else.

How would you assess the current state of 
the golf equipment business?
It’s di�cult. The number of rounds and 
players is slipping and that’s not good. I’m 
hoping golf is going to be a lot larger, but 
where does it fit? It should grow, because 
it’s too wonderful a game to have it shrink 
away. The modern generation are going to 
be delayed coming into the game but I still 
think they’ll come into it, because golf is a 
game you’re going to play all your life. 
There aren’t many games you can say that
about. They’re going to need the exercise
and I think they’ll come around in time. They
just have to learn how good golf is and how
beautiful it is to be outdoors, playing this
game with your friends.

What would you change about golf?
Some of the rules limit how much we can
help the shorter hitter. The rules are more
aimed at the longer hitter, but with the rules
as they stand, it’s the big hitters who are
benefiting most from technology. It would
be good if we can figure out how to put
more spring efect into the shorter hitters’
clubs, within the rules.

Should there be a bifurcation of the rules 
between amateur and pro games?
I don’t think so. But I think the rules are 
capable of being written so they can cover 
both and maybe have a few exceptions that 
make the pro game a little tougher. 

Where do you think the golf equipment 
industry will be in 10 years time?
It’s hard to believe that with the current 
economic situation there will be more 
manufacturers around. I don’t really see 
anyone coming in, although someone could 
buy one or more of the smaller companies 
as there are always people willing to buy 
into the game. But I’m more interested in 
the game itself and how we can build a 
better future for golf as a whole.

Bubba Watson will be 

putting Ping’s new G driver in 

play in January and it’s got 

his customary pink colouring. 

It has 8.5° loft with a 44.5in 

X-flex True Temper Grafalloy 

BiMatrix shaft, D4 swing 

weight and an incredible 13 

layers of tape under the top 

hand and 11 layers under the 

bottom hand. The paint job 

perfectly highlights the 

Dragonfly Crown with th  

thinner sections highligh  

in dark grey against the 

vibrant pink. Bubba origi  

wanted these sections to  

white but Solheim didn’t  

how it looked so he over  

his star player and got hi  

engineers to build this 

version. Fortunately, Bub  

agreed it looks better in  

and grey.

THE STORY BEHIND BUBBA’S PINK DRIVER
The two-time Masters champion’s new G driver will turn a few heads.

The vault
Ping’s founder Karsten Solheim 

decided to make a gold-plated 

putter for every player who won on a 

main tour around the world as a thank you. 

There are 2,830 gold putters in the vault 

today. There’s also one wedge – the 52° 

Ping Tour Gorge Bubba Watson used  

to hit his incredible recovery shot  

out the trees in the 2012  

Masters play-of.
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TheRZNconstructionandaerodynamicshavebeenimprovedforenhancedperformance.

Nike taking balls to their limit
N

ike has made a real leap forward
in its ball technology for 2016.
They’ve refined their use of the
proprietary RZN material

technology they introduced in the 20XI balls
to ofer noticeable performance
improvements in their four new RZN Tour and
RZN Speed models.

NEW L AUNCH

For a start, they’re long. The maximum 
conforming distance a ball can go in USGA 
testing is 320 yards and Nike’s new ball 
recorded 319.9 yards. Their engineers say 
they actually had to dial performance back  
to stay within the rules and produce a 
competition legal ball.

The Speedlock design that enhances how 

the layers lock together has been improved 
with deeper channels and new X shapes in the 
surface of the core. This increases the surface 
area, which improves e�ciency.

Each ball is five per cent softer than its 
comparable predecessors from 2015 so you 
get more spin, control and feel in the short 
game. The ball’s numbers are in photo blue.

Speedlock Technology
has been added to the
mantle layer, which
increases ball speed and
distance on iron shots.

RZN TOUR BLACK AND 
RZN TOUR PLATINUM

RZN SPEED WHITE AND 
RZN SPEED RED

The four-piece models have a bigger RZN core than before. 
FlightSuit Technology has improved the aerodynamics with 

a new 344-dimple design and 13,558 impressions on the 
ball’s surface. If you look closely you can see lots of tiny 

dimples within each larger main dimple. They have a 
urethane cover for ultimate feel and performance on and 
around the greens. The Black ofers lower-spin distance 

and the Platinum boasts mid-spin control.
Price: £39.99 per dozen

The three-piece balls have a larger and lighter RZN core that 
moves more weight to the perimeter of the ball, making it 
the highest MOI ball on the market. This makes it harder to 
apply sidespin with full shots and produces a straighter ball 

flight. The ionomer cover with 344 dimples delivers the 
optimum combination of aerodynamic distance, short game 
feel and durability. The White has been designed for softer 

feel and the Red ofers longer carry distances.
Price: £29.99 per dozen

The larger core increases 
the perimeter weighting 

and stability of the ball for a 
more consistent, straighter 

and longer flight.
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Data capturing clubs
DerekMurraypredictsclubsofthefuturewill improve
yourgolfbygatheringinformationasyouplay.

THE TECH 
EXPERT

I 
had the great opportunity to visit the 
Richard C Helmstetter Testing facility at 
Callaway’s HQ in Carlsbad, California, 
back in the early 2000s. It was there  

I saw the future of club design and tech first 
hand for the very first time. They had ball 
flight and clubhead analysis equipment,
shafts with sensors inside to measure flex 
and deflection throughout the swing and 
even chipped balls that tracked exact flight  
in the air. In fact, the guy who was my tutor
didn’t even play golf; he was an aeronautical
engineer from NASA who had worked on the
space shuttle. His job at Callaway was to “find
ways to use golf equipment to make the golf
ball fly more e�ciently and keep it in the air
as long as possible”.

Many of those ideas and innovations are
present in the clubs we use today. So what’s
in development now that we’ll see come to
the market over the next decade? The Holy
Grail seems to be edging towards the ability
to measure exactly what’s happening to you
and the club during the swing and the ball at
impact and during its flight. I’m positive we
will see this information become available in
the clubs and balls we use and apparel we
wear in the coming years – and be afordable.

Wearable technology is already available
in other sports to track performance. Football
has sensors in boots and clothing to track
athlete movement and fitness. F1 can tell
everything from driver body temperature to
car gear changes. So what does golf ofer?
At the moment it’s fairly light on the ground
with technology like GEARS Golf or 
TaylorMade’s MAT-T system, which has small
spherical receivers placed at key points on
the body that are tracked by high speed
cameras and give 3D biomechanical 
feedback. It’s extremely expensive, not very

common and has to be set up in one location.
We all know about launch monitors like

FlightScope and Trackman that ofer great
feedback on ball flight and clubhead data. At
a more advanced level, there are a number of
bolt on technologies that use gyroscopic and
diferent types of movement sensors to help
understand what movement is taking place
during the swing. But these systems cost
tens of thousands of pounds and cannot
easily be used on the course.

The body and shot tracking technologies
afordably available to the consumer are
fairly basic and quite thin on the ground,
especially given what’s available in other
sports and industries where data gathering
drives performance and improvements.

So what would the test club of the future

look like? I think we’ll see the development of 
clubs that you can use in practice – on the 
range and the course – to actually capture 
data. There might be a training set consisting 
of a driver, iron, wedge and putter. It will all 
be customised and calibrated by specialist 
qualified centres around the world and made 
to suit the golfer’s size, strength and body.

The clubheads will have a number of chips 
inside or around the head. A chip behind the 
face can monitor the strike strength and
position and track head movement. Shafts
with sensor strands inside will track the flex
and shaft movement through the swing and
give feedback on how the shaft performs and 
its path. The grip will have pressure sensors.
This will all be linked together to give real-
time feedback on how the club works with
the golfer and how changes in the swing will 
afect these parameters.

And it goes beyond the clubs too. You
could have shoes with inbuilt orthotic insert
sensors to correlate weight transfer and
shifts in power. A shirt that sits tight to the
body would have pad sensors throughout it
to track chest, shoulder, arm and upper body 
movements. A belt sensor could pick up hip
movement and with a glove sensor like Zepp 
all this information would create a 3D profile.

Accessing all the data and feedback would 
be as simple as opening a smartphone app.
You could share the data with your coach or
clubfitter at the touch of a button so it would 
be easier for them to improve your technique 
and get you using the perfect clubs for you.

The technology already exists to do all of
this. But the challenge for manufacturers and 
technology companies is to make it easy to
use, genuinely helpful and, most crucially,
afordable. It will happen – and probably
sooner than you might think.

THREE OF THE BEST The products and technologies that caught Derek’s eye this month.

I love this kind of

product because it’s

driven by passion an

engineering. You

need to invest a lot o

money to make it wo

have to stay true to w

rather than chasing n

certainly stock PXG’s

www.pxg.com

PARSONS XTREME GOLF

These putters are now very common and I’m

a big fan of it. I’ve always preferred heavier

putter heads and adding weight to the butt of

the grip really helps to stabilise the putting

stroke. I can remember having to wrap some

lead tape around the butt of putter grips on

tour back in the day.

COUNTERBALANCED PUTTERS

I spend a lot of time out on the

range so Galvin Green’s Insula

and Windstopper clothing is

vital with the wind driving

straight into the bay at this

time of year. The woolly

hats are especially good.

Nothing is as warm,

comfortable and durable.

www.galvingreen.com

‘The body and shot 
tracking tech available to 

the consumer is fairly  
thin on the ground’
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Could performance-
monitoring clubs look 
like this in the future?

GALVIN GREEN CLOTHING
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Three of the five are 
intheworld’stop50.

THE PXG 
PLAYERS

ParsonsXtremeGolfrevealhowthey’veattractedastableofworld
classgolferstoplaytheirclubsjust16monthsintotheirexistence.

W
e introduced Parsons Xtreme
Golf to you over the summer
when their intriguing clubs
appeared in Ryan Moore’s bag.

But in the space of a few months they’ve gone
from novelty to big-hitting brand with the
signings of five new stars for 2016, including
Open Champion Zach Johnson and 2014 FedEx
Cup winner Billy Horschel.

According to the rumour mill, PXG paid
exorbitant amounts of money to free the golfers
from their previous contracts. But this is
baloney, according to the company’s founder.
“That is simply not true,” says billionaire
businessman Bob Parsons. “The reason I’m with
these guys is because they came to me. And in
every case I’m paying them less than they
would have received had they stayed with their
existing sponsor.”

If this is the situation, why have these golfers
decided to put their trust in such a new brand?
“It all started with Ryan Moore,” explains

Parsons. “He’s a good friend of one of our
engineers and asked to see the clubs we were
developing. We sent him a set and two days
later he called to tell us they were going in his
bag and not coming out.

“After Ryan began playing them, he would
let other players hit the clubs and then they
would call us too. To be honest, we are still
getting calls and could have signed more
players, but six on the PGA Tour, five on the
LPGA Tour and one on the Champions Tour is
enough as we stand.”

So is this increased presence on the PGA
Tour the beginning of a push to position
Parsons Xtreme Golf as a mass-market brand?
“Not at all, if anything our prices will be going
up not down,” says Parsons. “I still have no
other goal than to make outstanding clubs, but
since a lot of our potential customers ask ‘Who
plays them on Tour?’ and a lot of players were
calling us, we thought we would sign some up
and see if it was beneficial.”

‘Players are asking
to use PXG clubs’

TOUR NEWS

Zach 
Johnson

The Open 

champion and 

former Masters 

winner is the highest profile 

signing. “It’s absolutely wonderful 

to have a major-winning 

ambassador like Zach in the 

team,” says Parsons. “I can’t tell 

you what diference he is going to 

make right now, but my hopes 

are high.”

Billy 
Horschel

The 29-year-old 

is one of the most 

photogenic 

players on tour and proved he has 

the game to match by winning the 

2014 FedEx Cup. “Billy is clearly a 

very talented young American,” 

says Parsons. “He likes our clubs, 

he’s got a great game and real 

presence and is somebody I want 

to be on the team with.”

Chris  
Kirk 

Kirk won on the 

PGA Tour in 

2014 and 2015 

and represented America in the 

2015 Presidents Cup. Parsons 

hopes he’ll make another team in 

2016: “Can Chris make the Ryder 

Cup team? Maybe. All I know is 

having our name on his bag will 

make watching the golf more 

interesting.”

James 
Hahn

The Korean-

American 

clinched his first 

PGA Tour title at last year’s 

Northern Trust Open.

Charles 
Howell III

The 36-year-old 

has played on 

the PGA Tour for 

the last 16 seasons and has two 

wins to his name.

E Q U I P M E N T



Chris Wood
TheLyonessOpenchampionexplains his equipment selections.

IN M Y BAG

   

  
 

 
   
 

  a 
   

FAIRWAY WOODS

Mizuno JPX-850

“I’ve got the 3-wood and 
5-wood in the bag. The 
three is quite strong but it 
spins a bit, so it still works 
out about 250 yards carry. 
The five carries about 235 
yards. They both have the 
recognisable blue head, 
which I think is really nice.”

PUTTER

Odyssey Versa 7

I’ve had it for 
two-and-a-half 

years and it’s 
scratched and 

battered, but as 
long as it works 

I’m happy.  
I always used to 

use a Scotty 
Cameron but my 

putting coach 
Phil Kenyon got 
me into a face-

balanced putter 
and Odyssey 
were making 

them and Scotty 
Cameron weren’t 
so I’ve just stuck 

with it.”

IRONS

Mizuno MP-5 and MP-25

“I have MP-5 blades 
from 5-iron to PW and 
an MP-25 4-iron 
because it’s a little bit 
more forgiving. I’m not 
a hybrid guy and  
I sometimes use a 
3-iron instead of the 
5-wood depending on 
the course. The blades 
are awesome. Everyone 
picks them up and hits 
them on the range.”

WEDGES

Mizuno MP-T5

“I carry 52°, 56° and 60° 
wedges. You might notice  
I have a club extra in the bag 
here and that’s because I travel 
with two lob wedges – one 
with 5° bounce and one with 
8° bounce. If the ground and 
bunkers are soft I’ll use more 
bounce. They look well used 
and I should probably change 
them a bit more often really.”

PRACTICE...
‘CARPET CUP’ PORTABLE HOLE

PRACTICE...
‘DOUGHNUT’ HOLE REDUCER

PRACTICE...
‘RIGHT ANGLE’ PUTTING ALIGNMENT

...PERFECT

WWW.GROOVEFIX.COM

020 8240 0527

 1 0 0 %  B R I T I S H  M A D E

LIFETIME GUARANTEE

USE PERFECT AT THE CHECKOUT  

& SAVE 5% ON ORDERS OVER £25.00 
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I
f you have golf running through your
veins and down your fingers, it is
inconceivable you will not one day find

yourself in Dornoch. And when you do
visit this quaint Highlands town and play
its mesmerising links, it will surely ingrain
the game a little deeper in your soul.

There may be courses in these isles
more exacting, more visually striking or
with more championship pedigree, but
none match Royal Dornoch for romance.
Leave this mystical outpost apathetic to its
links and you will be in a minority.

More likely is the scenario that has you
already plotting a rapid return to
Sutherland as you crawl along ‘Golf Road’
in order to begin the journey back down
the A9, for it is impossible to imagine
many play Dornoch and feel there is
nothing more to learn of it. The fortunate
golfer has the resource to return regularly:
distinguished architects such as Tom
Mackenzie; acclaimed writers such as
Lorne Rubenstein and legendary players
such as Tom Watson.

This golfer has been in Dornoch in

spring, summer and late autumn, and
savoured it at dawn and dusk, and in
sunshine, drizzle and a gale. The
conditions are always irrelevant, in a
stronger sense than at any other course in
Britain and Ireland. The reason may well
be because there is so much going on at
Dornoch, meaning the preoccupied and
captivated mind is distracted from
inclement weather or impending darkness.

There is history to be soaked up, views
to be ingested, and dexterous shots to be
played. Perhaps only Royal County Down
offers as complete a package in Britain and
Ireland. Certainly, few could plausibly
dispute Dornoch and RCD as the finest
links not to have held an Open.

Dornoch is the senior club of the two
by 12 years, having been founded in 1877,
although golf had been played on this
linksland for much longer. Indeed, 2016
will mark the fourth century of golf being
hosted on this unique seaside terrain.

Yet its remote location an hour north of
Inverness – and thus four hours’ drive
from Glasgow – meant Dornoch’s appeal
had remained relatively unexplained for
most of these four centuries.

Then in 1981 Watson played here on
his well-documented links education

LEFT: A wonderful view from the 7th tee back over the
green of the par-3 6th. BELOW: The scenic 3rd is one of
the few holes to have been tweaked in recent times.

Golfwillhavebeenplayedonthe linkslandatDornoch for
400years in2016.ChrisBertramtries tocapture itsmagic.

T O P 1 0 0 S P O T L I G H T

RoyalDornoch
TOP 100

RANK 9
GREAT  BRITAIN  &  

IRELAND
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with Sandy Tatum. Playing in front of 
sizeable local crowds, Watson enjoyed his 
first 18 so much he asked the caddies if 
they’d discreetly return at 6pm for a 
second. Playing his evening round in 
overcast, damp weather, Watson opined 
“this is the most fun I’ve had playing 
golf”. He added a third 18 the next day.

His visit followed Ben Crenshaw’s 12 
months earlier ahead of the Muirfield 
Open. “Let me put it this way, I nearly did 
not come back,” said the future Major 
champion and celebrated designer, when 
asked if he had enjoyed the links.

Suddenly, Dornoch was firmly on the 
agenda for overseas visitors. Now there are 
nearly 500 overseas members and it’s a key 
target for big-name hunting Americans.

The well-informed had long travelled 
here though, no doubt intrigued by the 
course that had shaped the artistry and 
nous of Donald Ross, who was brought 
up yards from the 1st tee and learnt the 
skills that brought him fame and esteem 
in America on Dornoch’s links.

Fabled American writer Herbert 
Warren Wind was one of the earlier 
travellers, writing in the ‘New Yorker’:  

“It is the most natural course in the world. 
We in America are just beginning to 
appreciate no golfer has completed his 
education until he has played and studied 
at Royal Dornoch. Golf at its best.” 

Wind penned that in 1967, which was, 
despite golf here dating back to 1616, less 
than 20 years after the course was finished 
in its current form. For while Old Tom 
Morris extended his initial nine holes to 
18 in 1886 and Ross returned from 
America in 1921 to redesign the first two, 
today’s layout was not in place until 1948.

Four holes were used as a WW2 
aerodrome so, using compensation, the 
final remodelling took place under the eye 
of 1920 Open champion George Duncan 
and greenkeeper Robbie Grant. Six new 
holes replaced the original last six, 
forming the 6th to 11th loop. But for 
Dornoch-ophile Mackenzie’s revision to 
the 3rd, it exists as it was finished then.

Dornoch had long since (1906) gained 
its regal prefix, status that actually feels in 
discord to the down-to-earth nature of 
the club and town. It might be a cathedral 
town, but Dornoch and its people are 
decidedly unpretentious. The town, thus, 
has an appealing atmosphere – a less 

‘The links has a seductive 
atmosphere. Playing Royal 
Dornoch just feels right; an 
innocent pleasure’
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ABOVE: The green of the slender, well-protected 10th sits close to 
the bay and is one of many raised surfaces. LEFT:  The difficulties 
of finding the green of the  17th hole are obvious. BELOW: A close 
up of the penal bunkers on the short 10th. BOTTOM: The banked 
green of the 14th, ‘Foxy’, one of the seminal par 4s in British golf.

What is your first memory of
Dornoch?
My brother and I convinced
my parents to consider
retiring to Dornoch, having 
never been there. My father 
and I visited and it was 
pouring with rain when we 
arrived. I went out to play the 
next day and could not 
believe it was so dry or that 
greens could be that fast. I 
was in heaven! Thankfully my 
father (a committed non-
golfer) agreed and that was 
nearly 35 years ago.

How has your relationship 
with it developed?
Without doubt, it has helped 
to shape my life. It marks the 
landmark point in my career 
when I realised there were so 
many levels of subtlety to golf 
course architecture –that 
there was a good reason why 
golf was called golf and not 
hitting. On a personal level, 
my entire family love going 
there and I use it to re-fill my 
creative tanks for golf course 
architecture.
 
How much is your enjoyment 
the ‘atmosphere’ of the links 
and the holes themselves?
It is a lovely place, but there 
are many more beautiful 
places in Sutherland than 
that. It is the holes that 
appeal but the atmosphere 
certainly helps.

Which hole is Dornoch’s 
toughest, and why?
Anyone who has seen the 
pathetic gibbering wreck 
standing on the 2nd tee when 
I have a medal card in my 
pocket knows that answer, 
closely followed by the 6th. 
They are two short holes with 
the possibility to wreck a 
good round and are holes to 
treat with the utmost respect. 
Foxy, the 14th, is another 
great hole that it hard to par 
but it is much easier to make 
a bogey if you play it sensibly.

Can you touch on the work
you have done to the 3rd?
The tee had been lowered 20
years ago in response to a
safety problem and the drive 
bunkers had largely dropped 
from view as a result. Add in 
the distances almost all 
category one players now hit 
the ball and it had lost its 
sparkle as a test of driving. By 
moving the fairway right, we 
could move the hole further 
from the boundary, but, more 
importantly, to restore the 
visibility of the line of bunkers 
while also bringing them back 
into action for the longer 
players.

If you could tweak two more 
holes which would you pick? 
These remain 
recommendations and have 
not yet been voted on by the 
membership. We did an 
historic study that allowed us 
to understand more about 
how individual holes had 
changed and it threw up 
some interesting findings. 
One uncovered why the 18th 
is now a blind hole; because it 
was played as a bogey 5 that 
kinked to the left then back 
right to the green. The green 
then comes into view for the 
approach. As most cannot 
reach the green in regulation, 
it would be great to restore 
that aspect, but would 
involve relocating the 
practice area. On the 8th, 
technology has watered 
down the test unless the wind 
is from the east or north. The 
strategy used to be to 
consider staying on top 
leaving a view to the green or 
taking on the quarry on the 
right and driving down to the 
lower level of fairway 
shortening the approach shot 
considerably but making the 
green blind. It is hoped to find 
some extra length possibly by 
re-aligning the 7th so this 
choice comes back into play 
for the longer players.

MY LOVE AFFAIR 
WITH DORNOCH

Exclusive: Leading architect Tom Mackenzie on 
his adoration of a links he knows intimately.
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ABOVE: The 17th 
may be a more 
modest hole but 
offers a fine 
panorama of the 
linksland and bay. 
LEFT: The strategic 
two-shotter – it is 
barely 350 yards – at 
the 5th is Tom 
Watson’s favourite. 
RIGHT: The 
approach to the 11th 
is in the foreground 
of this beguiling view 
of the back-nine 
holes along the bay. 

commercial St Andrews, a less obviously 
affluent Gullane – that augments the 
visitor’s experience. It oozes golf as it has 
for 400 years, and while a less romantic 
notion, it is true to say its prosperity is 
now closely linked to visiting golfers. 

The links itself, too, has a seductive 
atmosphere. Perhaps it is the glorious 
isolation and the attendant ‘pilgrimage’ 
factor. It might just as easily be the sense 
of history, or the epic landscape. It may be 
a blend of all, and more, but playing here 
just feels right; an innocent pleasure. To 
those who have not been, this will seem 
whimsical nonsense. To some who have 
been, it might strike a chord. 

Dornoch is also distinctive, its 
tumbling terrain lying in split levels 
alongside the Dornoch Firth’s sweeping 
bay. While there is significant elevation 
change – the 8th is the escalator 
connecting the sections – the linksland 
undulates only softly, with no gigantic 
dune corridors. Indeed Dornoch is often 
forgiving off the tee, bereft of lush rough. 
The tighter holes are made more nervous 
by gorse that lines them, but even so this 
6,697-yard links usually turns out to be 
very much a short-game exam. Green-side 
skills are non-negotiable for success.

Its plateau greens, established in the 
1880s by Old Tom, remain the soul of the 
course. Often large in size, these inverted 
saucers are without lush fringes so even 
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6th 161 yards, par 3 
Many would select the 14th as 
the feature hole and it is 
unquestionably efortlessly 
cunning – but it has been well 
documented elsewhere so we 
will look elsewhere. Others may 
point to the devlish 2nd, the 
gorgeous 3rd, the tremendous 
4th… most holes at Dornoch 
will have their own fans.

We’ve gone for the 6th, 
though, as it encapsulates 
perfectly the Dornoch puzzle. 
Aesthetically pleasing if not 
breathtaking – sitting hard to a 
wall of gorse to the left with 
the Firth to the right, on the 
other side of the 11th fairway – 
it is also enjoyably scary. 

‘Whinny Brae’, which is a 
reference to the bank of gorse, 

can be as short a 
club as a 9-iron in a 
helpful wind, but even on 
those days you are still more 
than a little anxious.

Its green is reasonably long 
but slender and is tight to the 
ridge that is a common feature 
of the outward eight. That it is 
covered by dense gorse that 
over the years has crept to the 
edge of the green will escape 
no golfer’s attention as they 
survey the test before them.

As if the blanket of green (or, 
in May, yellow) was not enough 
protection, pot bunkers on the 
left side provide extra ballast. 

However, 
many golfers 
would accept a 
decent lie in the sand from 
a tugged tee shot, rather than 
sufer the fate of the push 
right, which will bounce of the 
steep side of the green and 
skip away until it settles in what 
is an oft-used resting place.

Another pot sits at the front 
right of the green and might 
well be the optimum spot to 

find if you can’t locate the 
green with your iron shot. 

While that is far from certain, 
it is much more certain that 
much entertainment and 
satisfaction can be savoured at 
this short hole.

An ocean of gorse makes 
‘Whinny Brae’ a classic.

PRICKLY TEST
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The green is reasonably 
long but slender and is 
tight to the ridge
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balls that locate the outer edge of a green
are often escorted down steep slopes. One
is frequently glad of finding the bunkers
that menacingly reside in the banks, for
that is very often an easier recovery shot.

The greens might be large but they are
slick and sloping – three putts all too
easily become habit – so only sagacious,
well-struck chips do not skip dispiritingly
and embarrassingly off the other side. It is
no exaggeration to say you can arrive at 
Dornoch regarded as the most proficient 
chipper in your group but, by the time 
you reach the turn, start conservatively 
reaching for your putter when possible.

Such decline in confidence might well 
start on the par-3 2nd, a typical Dornoch 
green of steep slopes and tales of woe. 
Miss it (at 184 yards it’s a real possibility) 
and you begin the day’s short-game exams. 
Never impossible but, like County Down, 
the margin for error is minute.

You might well make a mess of it but 
your mood will improve as you move 
through to the 3rd tee and take in the 
majesty of the bay. This is one of the 
many quietly excellent, less celebrated 
holes here, the drive asking you to hit a 

fairway that slopes towards bunkers on
the right while an ocean of gorse denies an
easy bail-out left. The 5th is another, a
sporty par 4 from a high tee to a well-
guarded green; it’s Watson’s favourite. The 
strong, rippling 11th and the capricious 
13th (while the mountains and Gulf 
Stream shelter and warm Dornoch, at 8˚ 
below the Arctic circle, it still gets plenty 
of weather) are two more. Even the more 
prosaic holes have appeal: the 7th – which 
sits on a ledge – affords a view of the links
that is peerless in Britain to this golfer’s
eye; the uphill 16th is a similar story.

Of its much-discussed outstanding 
holes, the 4th and 14th might be the best
known, especially the latter. ‘Foxy’ is a
bunkerless par 4 that Harry Vardon 
described as “one of the finest natural 
holes in the world”. The raised green sits
at right angles to the double-dog-leg 

fairway and if you find it in regulation on 
your first visit it is akin to an ace, for 
holding the ball on the elevated surface 
with (at least) a long iron is a mighty feat.

You might prefer the split-level 8th, or 
the 9th, whose tee next to the beach 
begins the journey home with a par 5 of 
rare distinction. It is followed by another 
superlative short hole, a stout 176 yards 
with bunkers wedged into the banks 
around the green. You could stand there 
all day and search for the place to miss.
And don’t forget the 17th, with its split 
fairway, a blind approach over a hill with a 
bunker in it, and a devilish bowl green.

Try to avoid being entertained there. It 
is as unlikely to happen as being immune 
to the seduction of Royal Dornoch.  

‘If you find the raised 
green of the 14th, ‘Foxy’,  
in regulation on your first 
visit, it is akin to an ace’

KEY INFORMATION
Royal Dornoch, Golf Road, Dornoch, 
Sutherland, IV25 3LW
t: 01862 810219 w: royaldornoch.com
e: bookings@royaldornoch.com  
Fees: £130 Stay: Dornoch Castle Hotel
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Chris Bertram details the extensive appeal of a county that receives relatively little 
acclaim despite its historic heathlands making it one of Britain’s finest inland destinations.

Oxfordshire
G

olf in Oxfordshire conjures up 
images of courses on the edge of 
the archetypal neat, sleepy 

English villages of the kind featured in 
Inspector Morse or Midsomer Murders. 

The reality matches the imagination, 
and its appeal is not inconsiderable.

Yet when was the last time someone 
informed you they were off for a long 
weekend’s golf break in Oxfordshire? It 
is oddly under-appreciated, certainly 

when you consider the calibre of courses 
within its boundaries. While 
Oxfordshire has no Great Britain &
Ireland Top 100 courses, as many as six 
are ranked within England’s Top 200.  

In addition to this patent depth to its 
quality, Oxfordshire’s other key 
attraction is the year-round play offered 
by what are mainly heathland courses. 

By virtue of the quick-draining soil on 
which these courses are laid out, it should 

be considered one of Britain’s best venues 
for winter golf away from the coast.

There is a mix of traditional and 
modern golf, with the former providing 
most of the highlights and the latter 
offering no shortage of places to stay. 

It is a convenient county to get to from 
much of the country – and after your 
day on the course there are of course 
plenty of cosy pubs overlooking village 
greens in which to take refreshment.

T O P  1 0 0  R E G I O N A L  G U I D E
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Huntercombe 
Top 100 England - No.84

If you enjoy traditional courses, you will 
adore Huntercombe. It might well be the 
best course – or at the very least the most 
interesting – of which relatively little is 
(inexplicably) known.

Willie Park Jnr designed it in 1901, 
shortly after he laid out Sunningdale Old 
and Harold Hilton, twice Open 
champion as an amateur, remarked: 
“Park’s two great creations have been 
Sunningdale and Huntercombe and I am 
distinctly inclined to look upon 
Huntercombe as the greater effort.”

It is the only course that was owned by 
Park and, with latitude to design as he 
pleased, he packed it with unique 
features. In those days, it sat on open 
heathland almost 700ft above sea level 
but despite the proliferation of trees, his 
routing has not altered significantly. 
While trees frame and isolate holes, the 
challenge essentially remains negotiating 
the unique natural landforms. 

Even so, the club is carrying out 
woodland management to expose more 
of the views and to increase the light and 
airflow to the springy turf. 

There are only 13 sand bunkers (all 
are being renovated) but they are placed 
wisely and it is instead the awkward 

stances and lies of the grassy hollows – of 
which there are over 100 – that make it 
such an enjoyably distinct experience.

A relatively short course, it is the 
strategic and creative golfer who will 
prevail here most readily, but anyone 
with an ounce of affection for traditional 
architecture and courses will surely relish 
their game here.

The turf is gorgeous, the most pure 
heathland in the county, and the greens 
pure of roll but sometimes evil of nature. 
Some boast subtle undulations that 
puzzle long after the putt has come to 
rest; others are more obviously distinctive 
affairs of mounds, tiers and slopes.

Go and discover for yourself where 
they are – we will be very surprised if 
you are disappointed. 

Frilford Heath (Red) 
Top 100 England - No.96

Frilford Heath characterises the whole of 
Oxfordshire in that it is difficult to 
understand why more is not heard of it.

There are 54 holes here, all of it good 
enough to feature in our Top 200 in 
England. So it can host an exceptional 
golf break all on its own, and stands 
comparison with other British 54-hole 
venues such as Woburn and Gullane.

Located south of Oxford in 500 acres 
of undulating heathland, the Red is the
premier attraction and entered our
English Top 100 Courses in 2015.

The Red was laid out in 1908 by five-

C O U R S E S

LEFT: A view across the 8th fairway of The 
Oxfordshire. BELOW: The 6th hole at 
Huntercombe, which is a must-play course. 
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MORE TO PLAY
10

Oxfordshire’s depth is 
highlighted by its 

extensive play-and-
stay credentials.

1 Oxford 
A terrific Harry Colt 
routing among 
mature trees, 
‘Southfields’ is an 
undulating parkland 
from 1922 with 
super views of the 
city (just two miles 
from the very 
centre) and 
countryside. 

3 Burford
Initially a nine-holer, 
its 18 were used in 
the war efort
before being 
restored in 1949. An 
easy-walking, tree-
lined parkland in 
super nick with 
plenty of dog-legs 
and angled greens 
adding interest.

2 Heythrop 
Park 
A really clever
design set in a
wonderful, 
quintessentially 
English estate – a 
landscape of rolling 
topography and 
mature trees. A 
promising play-
and-stay base.

4 The Springs
Designed by former 
Ryder Cup player 
Brian Huggett, it is 
set in 133 acres of 
parkland where  
red kites fly and 
kingfishers dive. 
Mature trees, lakes, 
wetland areas and 
sleepered bunkers 
add to the test.

The 2nd on the Red at
Frilford Heath is one of the
front nine’s exacting holes.

time Open champion JH Taylor and 
while later tweaked by long-time club 
pro JH Turner, in essence it remains 
Taylor’s. Now 7,015 yards, it staged the 
2013 English Amateur and, from this 
year, hosts Regional Open Qualifying.

The front nine is relentlessly probing; 
a lot of hitting and good placement is 
required. Even the par 3s at 4 and 9 – at 
197 yards and 186 – provide little 
respite. Between those par 3s are holes of 
425, 500, 419, and 469 yards in length. 
Off the yellows, only the 7th nudges 
below 400 yards (and just eight below). 
In your favour, though, is the fact 
Frilford (the whole site) will be bouncy 
and fast for much of the year while its 
immaculate conditioning aids crisp 

striking as well as a confident putting
stroke. Against which, the raised greens
punish wayward approaches and put
stress on the short game. You will respect
the Red by the turn even if you may not
have been wholly captivated by her.

Then on the back nine you face a
remarkable seven consecutive par 4s from
the 12th to finish, but the route home is
loaded with allure. 

It has immense two-shotters such as
the 474-yard 12th but it also has 
memorable sporty 4s at 14 and 16, as
well as strategic ones at 13. Its variety is
highly impressive and although it finishes
with a comparatively modest hole, the
Red deserves its place among the elite
courses of England.

Tadmarton Heath 
Top 100 England - Next 100

Another historic club, another traditional 
heathland on high ground. Tadmarton, 
north of Oxford, dates back to 1922 
when Cecil K Hutchison routed the 
course on a hill used for farming.

This warren of holes sprawl in all 
directions on a patch of heathland-
woodland whose sandy soil and springy 
turf runs fast in the summer and drains 
well in winter. Gaps between trees give a 
feeling of nice, but not total, isolation 
and there are pleasant views over tree 
tops at its high points. It is, as one would 
expect of one of this vintage, set down 
simply where it could be, with tees and 
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5 Studley 
Wood 
A modern parkland 
well designed by 
Simon Gidman 
(Frilford Blue). It is 
two minutes from 
suggested base for 
the trip, Magnolia 
Park (hence our 
shock when we saw 
it was in Bucks!).

7 Hadden Hill
Front nine opened 
in 1990 then second 
the following June. 
A tree-lined course 
that sits on gently 
undulating parkland 
with fine back nine 
views. Good greens 
all year round due 
to their stone and 
sand base.

9 The 
Cotswold Club 
Formerly known as 
Chipping Norton, it 
is a play-and-stay 
venue with two 
loops of tree-lined 
holes among the 
Cotswold hills. The 
River Glyme 
supplies water for a 
number of hazards.

6 Drayton 
Park 
This Martin 
Hawtree-designed 
course opened in 
1993 and is located 
three miles south of 
Abingdon. An 18-
hole parkland, it 
comprises tree-
lined fairways and 
several lakes.

8 Rye Hill
A EuroPro venue in 
2001 and 2002, its 
18-hole course sits 
on rolling terrain 
with lakes and
bunkers its teeth. 
There are also
Academy and
Junior courses, all 
set on free-draining 
sandy loam soil.

10 Bicester
Formerly known as 
Chesterton, it is a 
short course by 
today’s standards 
at a little over 6,200 
yards. The 11 lakes 
and sloping greens 
ensure it is a test 
but essentially it is 
simply a pleasant 
experience.

The 7th green on the Green
at Frilford, part of a super
heather-infused section.

greens close together other than the walk
from 7 to 8. The playing areas are often
wide despite deciduous and pine trees
lining the fairways and while it has small
greens it is not long, so Ken Moodie is
tightening it up. All 69 bunkers are being
renovated, more traps added, mounds
created and several greens extended.

The highlight is the 10th, 114 yards of
pure joy whose charm is impossible to
resist; played over gorse and a bunker
that smiles widely at you as it hides half
of the pin on a green delightfully draped
over a knuckle of land. It is part of a
terrific section, being followed by sporty,
two-shotter complete with marker post
and funky green, then a stringent par 4.

This mix of exacting and entertaining

might not be classic Walton Heath-esque 
heathland, but there is much to enjoy.

Frilford Heath (Green) 
Top 100 England - Next 100

The shortest of the 54 holes here but it 
must only be considered the ‘lesser’ of 
the three if you think a good golf course 
requires X number of yards. It opens 
with the only par 5, but is hardly an early 
gimme, playing uphill as it sweeps right.

While the Blue and Red sit partly 
cheek by jowl, the Green arches away in a 
different direction and the 2nd takes you 
into the first of the sub-sections.

The 3rd and 4th are good examples of 
what to expect. The former is 342 yards 

but plays uphill and 100 yards short of 
the green is a dip into which bunkers are 
sunk. This cool hole is followed by 
another wide, mid-length two-shotter – 
but before the green sits an enormous 
crater complete with bunker, and there 
are lots of borrows on the green, water to 
the right, and a bunker hard to the left.

Crossing the road, you enter a nine-
hole section defined by mature trees, 
gorse and the greatest amount of heather 
at the club. Coming home, the 15th is, at 
401 yards down a narrow fairway and 
onto a front-to-back green partially 
hidden by a mound, a stellar test.

With nine holes by JH Turner and 
nine by CK Cotton, it could easily feel 
disjointed; in fact it is utterly charming.
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Where to stay
We stayed at Magnolia Park and 
it proved to be the ideal base for 
our trip... even though it is (as 
we only discovered afterwards) 
actually in Buckinghamshire! 

In addition to the 18-hole 
course, it now has a terrific hotel 

that opened earlier this year and
being located within striking 
distance of all the main courses 
in Oxfordshire, means you can
unpack here on day one and not
have to touch your travel bags
again until it is time to go home.

Huntercombe and The 
Oxfordshire sit to the south, 
Frilford’s trio to the west on the

outskirts of Oxford, and
Tadmarton to the north near 
Banbury. Magnolia is close to 
the M40 (and it will be even 
more convenient with the 
advent of a slip road) so you 
don’t spend too long 
commuting between courses.  

The hotel ofers stylish 
bedrooms, many with a view of 

PLANNING YOUR TRIP

The Oxfordshire
Top 100 England - Next 100

The Oxfordshire enjoyed a high profile 
in the 1990s through hosting European 
Tour events and, while the era of Clarke, 
Montgomerie and Langer winning here 
is gone, there remains a bold appeal 
borne from its tournament pedigree. 
For example, the robust red-brick 
clubhouse, complete with university-
esque turrets, dominates the landscape 
as it overlooks the course, even if does 
not have the same appeal as the elegant 
Turnberry-like halfway house.

Designed by Rees Jones and opened 
in 1992, the course is constructed 
around four lakes and 135 bunkers – 

some enormous affairs such as the one
that comprises a donut and snakes all
the way round the back of the 3rd. It is
a Belfry for this well-heeled county, not
least in its superb conditioning.

The downhill opening hole gives you
everything you would expect: a large
green, big bunkers, distinctive shaping
down the sides and an undulating
fairway. Huntercombe this is not.

The lake first comes into play on the
8th and this section is very pretty. If
you like ‘target golf ’, you will love it.
The 11th plays along an often pencil-
thin fairway on the opposing side of the
lake then after a halfway house treat
you play the cute 13th over water; The
Oxfordshire isn’t always about muscle.

Frilford Heath (Blue)
Top 100 England - Next 100

Despite only opening in 1994 the Blue 
has a strong link with Frilford’s history. 
It was designed by local designer Simon 
Gidman, who trained in the Hawtree 
firm and is thus a design descendent of 
JH Taylor, Frilford’s first architect.

There is a modern feel to its sweeping 
fairways, bold bunkering and large 
greens while its undulating landscape is 
defined by mature trees; pines on one 
outer edge, and deciduous on the other. 
It is thus a haven for wildlife and don’t 
be surprised to see squirrels running up 
trees or pheasants squawking as you play.

While some holes play parallel to each, 

The picturesque downhill 
7th at Tadmarton Heath.
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the course, as well as a large bar
with sports on satellite tv. You 
can eat either in there and enjoy 
classic pub fare of spicy chicken, 
BBQ ribs and lamb shank while 
watching the sport or opt for 
the chic restaurant that also 
serves breakfast. Magnolia also 
boasts the Tony Jacklin Golf 
Academy, a purpose-built 

indoor teaching centre featuring 
the latest technology such as 3D 
Gears Golf, The Putting Lab and 
the GC2 system. t: 01844 
239700, w: magnoliapark.co.uk

How to get there
It’s convenient for anyone living 
in England given the terrific 
motorway access in every 

direction. If you are coming 
from further afield you can fly to 
Heathrow and then it is under an 
hour’s drive. The train would be 
an option but you do really need 
a car once in the county as the 
courses are relatively dispersed.

When to go
For an inland destination in 

Britain, the reality is a 
surprisingly positive ‘all year  
round’ by virtue of the sandy 
base many of the courses sit on. 
Some of the lesser lights will be 
best avoided ’til summer, but 
otherwise expect a level of 
conditioning that will pleasantly 
surprise if you think only links 
winter well in our country.

especially in an open section on the front
nine, the key par 5s and par 3s – with the
6th one of the highlights – play in a 
myriad directions. As it is marginally 
further away from the clubhouse, 
members play it less (the luxury one has
with 54 holes to choose from), but the
reward for those extra few steps is an 
opening quartet to rival any stretch on
the property. Followed by the gorgeous
uphill par-3 6th, it makes for a fine start.

On the back nine, the 13th plays 
through an alley of tall decidious trees –
akin to a secret passage – that takes you
to a loop of three holes on a different 
section that ends with another nice par 3.
Then at 18, a Dornoch-esque raised and
tiered green will decide many a match.

Expect a more modern feel to 
the Blue at Frilford Heath.

AT A GLANCE
1. Huntercombe
Green fees (per day): From
£85 Mon-Fri, £95 Sat-Sun.
huntercombegolfclub.co.uk

2. Frilford Heath
Green fees: £65 a day (£85
Sat-Sun) or £50 after noon.
frilfordheath.co.uk

3. Tadmarton Heath
Green fees: From £35.00
Mon-Fri (specials on Mon).
tadmartongolf.com 

4. The Oxfordshire
Green fees: From £40.
theoxfordshire.com

5. Magnolia Park
magnoliapark.co.uk

5
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Winter is nearly over, it’s time to emerge from hibernation with a golf break. Here are five

Five to play this month:         
If your clubs go away for the winter, 
don’t wait until you are watching Rory 
et al tee it up at Augusta before it 
occurs to you to start planning your 
first golf trip of 2016. Now is the time
to get the first break organised – and a
long weekend at a play-and-stay venue
is an ideal way to ease your way back 
into action. Even if the weather is a bit
nippy or damp, you know you are only
yards from your bedroom shower, the
open fire in the hotel bar or a robust 
meal – and there’s also a massage to be
pondered. We rate these five venues, 
which will take care of all those things,
in addition to having terrific courses.

WHAT IS THE
OVERVIEW OF THE

RESORT?

WHAT CAN I EXPECT FROM
THE COURSE?

IF I WANT TO EXTEND MY
BREAK, IS THERE GOOD GOLF

NEARBY?

WHERE WILL I FIND IT?

CONTACT DETAILS

Hellidon Lakes, Northants

Opened in 1990 by Bobby Charlton, the
David Snell design has evolved nicely,
including a redesign of the 12th, 17th and
18th. Now in the Q Hotel group, it celebrated
its 25th anniversary in style last summer.

Features 30,000 trees, elevation changes,
undulating greens, tight fairways and 10
lakes. Not long by modern standards at 6,187

yards while risk-reward holes sit within a
delightful natural landscape with lots of
wildlife and a fine par 3 over water to finish.

The nine-hole Valley was added in 1994;
Northamptonshire County is in our Top 200
England; to the south west near Banbury
(Oxfordshire) is Tadmarton Heath; and a little
further are Woburn’s trio in Bucks.

Equidistant between the M40 and M1, south
west of Daventry in Northamptonshire.

t: 01327 262550
e: qhotels.co.uk/Golf
w: qhotels.co.uk

Murrayshall, Scotland

O�ers ‘Modern Luxury in a Historic Setting’; 
Murrayshall House has stood in its 350-acre 
estate for over 300 years, roamed by wild 
roe deer, red squirrel and hares while falcons 
and owls hover in the skies above.

A 2015 Scottish Top 100 course. Hamilton J 
Stutt enjoyed a fine site with which to work, 
mature woodland that dated back to the 

1600s. The undulating parkland is dissected 
by natural burns and is now also populated 
by distinctive white sand bunkers. 

In addition to the sister course the Lynedoch, 
you have five Top 100 jewels in Blairgowrie’s 
duo and Gleneagles’ trio in Perthshire, plus 
the riches of Fife to the south-west and 
Carnoustie and co in Angus to the east.

Near historic Scone o� the A94, 10 minutes’ 
drive north-east of the city of Perth.

t: 01738 551171     
e: Email via website
w: murrayshall.co.uk

WHAT ABOUT OFF THE COURSE?

There are 106 spacious bedrooms in the 
modern hotel, a superb spa as well as leisure 
facilities, a four-lane ten-pin bowling alley 
and robust fare in the Lakes Brasserie.

Stay in the high-ceiling rooms in Murrayshall 
House or the modern suites in Murrayshall 
Suites (built 2000), 50 yards from the main 
house. Dine on award-winning local produce.

ANY GOOD OFFERS?
One night’s DBB and two rounds for £79pp 
Sun-Fri until March 31 (£89 in April/May).

£90pppn March & April (two sharing) for B&B 
accommodation, three-course dinner & 18 holes.
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play-and-stayvenues thatofferexcellenceonandoff thecourse... plusa temptingpackage.

      Spring play & stay deals

Portal Hotel & Spa, England

An oasis of golf and relaxation in the rolling
hills of Cheshire’s tranquil countryside, this
elegant Macdonald hotel close to the
attractive town of Chester o�ers luxury
accommodation and 45 holes of terrific golf.

The 7,037-yard course opened in 1990 and
was designed by Donald Steel among
expansive water hazards and cascading

waterfalls. The quirkier Premier is set on
dramatic natural undulations of the
sandstone ridge. Arderne is nine holes.

Portal is very well placed to play Cheshire’s
elite courses Royal Liverpool and Delamere
Forest, as well as Sandiway. Also look to the
outskirts of Manchester to Reddish Vale,
Prestbury, Stockport and Mottram Hall.

A mile from the village of Tarporley, 20
minutes to the east of Chester o� the A49.

t: 0344 879 9082
e: Email via website
w: macdonaldhotels.co.uk

The Vale Resort, Wales

Set in 650 acres of countryside near Cardi�,
the Vale Resort is renowned for hosting first-
class golf and spa breaks – and its facilities
are popular with sports teams, not least
Wales’ rugby and football national squads.

Opened in 2003 by Olympic icon Sir Steve
Redgrave, the Wales National sits in mature
woodland and features huge bunkers and

water features. At 7,433 yards o� the backs,
it is one of Britain’s most exacting courses –
but o� tees further forward it is a delight.

There is sister course the Lakes – dominated
by a 20-acre lake with water in play on 12
holes including the island green on the 12th –
plus Royal Porthcawl, Pyle & Kenfig, Celtic
Manor and Southerndown within 20 minutes.

Just 15 minutes from the centre of Cardi�, o�
the M4 near the village of Hensol.

t: 01443 667800
e: reservations@vale-hotel.com
w: vale-hotel.com

Uford Park, England

A very well-equipped, all-round venue that 
will thoroughly satisfy golfers whether in 
pairs, groups or with the family. Situated on 
the edge of the Su�olk Coast and Heaths 
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.

This undulating course has hosted the PGA 
EuroPro Tour. It is a proper test but also 
o�ers sporty shorter holes as well as risk-

reward scenarios with water in play on 12 
holes. Naturally free-draining soil means it 
winters very well – even trolley bans are rare.

As well as 85 stylish bedrooms, there is an 
18m pool, state-of-the-art gym and well-
regarded spa, but the award-winning 
restaurant is arguably the biggest draw. 

The luxurious four-star, 143-bedroom hotel 
comprises spacious, well-appointed rooms, a 
choice of bars, fine dining, and a health club 
with squash, tennis, a superb gym and spa.

There are 90 en-suite bedrooms, a 
golfers’ lodge, a family apartment, and a 
Health Club with indoor deck-level 
swimming pool and thermal suite spa.

Yes, really good options in three Top 
100 England heathlands – Aldeburgh (a 
GB&I Top 100 fixture), Woodbridge and  
Ipswich (Purdis Heath) as well as ‘Next 
100’ venue Thorpeness.

Three night’s B&B stay in a twin or double, 
dinner, four rounds of golf from £195.

One night’s stay, 36 holes of golf and a full 
Welsh breakfast for just £99pp.

One night (Thu/Sun) with two rounds from 
£93.50pp. Two nights/three rounds – £205.

Ten miles north-east of Ipswich, o� the 
A12, south of the eponymous town.

t: 01394 383555    
e: reception@u�ordpark.co.uk  
w: u�ordpark.co.uk 
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W
hile it is true you can travel to
almost any country in the
world for a golf holiday these

days, it is also equally as veracious that 
you can’t travel anywhere for a really good 
golf break. If you want to play a course 
better than the average course in Britain 
(and while establishing what the ‘average’ 
course in Britain looks like is wildly
subjective, we can all imagine the kind of 
perfectly pleasant venue I am imagining), 
your options are more limited.

Even some of the foreign fields well 

trodden by British golfers down the years
do not manage this feat, the better
weather making up for average venues.

So it is hardly fair to expect all of
golf ’s ‘new’ destinations to achieve this 
standard. Some do though, notably in 
Belek and also to some extent in 
Bulgaria. To that duo we can 
categorically add the country of Slovakia, 
by virtue of the Penati Resort.

For a country with no golf pedigree to 
suddenly boast of a resort of this calibre 
is impressive verging on remarkable.

Penati only opened a couple of years ago 
but has two championship courses
settled into awesome landscapes, a swish 
clubhouse and neat accommodation.

Witness what Penati have achieved in 
the past few years, as we have, and you 
wonder how others get it so badly wrong. 
The resort has got it right by making 
good decisions, starting by leaning on 
outside expertise in creating the courses. 

Jack Nicklaus’ design team routed the 
first, The Legend, then Englishman 
Jonathan Davison the second, The 

Two Top 100 courses have catapulted this new country on the golf map, says Chris Bertram.

Penati Resort, Slovakia
S O M E T H I N G D I F F E R E N T
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Heritage. The former was included in 
the ‘Next 100’ of our 2015 Continental 
European Top 100 while the latter made 
it into the prestigious main list – and 
you won’t be surprised to learn it was our 
maiden Slovakian entry.

Taken together they offer a calibre of 
golf that only the leading areas of Europe 
can offer; to enjoy two courses of this 
level side by side you would need to be in 
the Quinta do Lago estate, the 
Sotogrande area or in northern Paris.

While they lie within the same 
outstanding terrain, illustrated by the 
enticing images on these pages, the 
courses offer a notably different 
experience. The Legend is predictably 
muscular (it has a par 6, after all), while 
The Heritage – by Davison, who hails 
from Whitburn in north-east England – 
is a more subtle examination inspired by 
‘Golden Age’ architectural philosophy.

If you are surprised by this quality of 
golf in Slovakia you might also be 

surprised to learn it is a lot closer than 
you might think; a two hour 15 minute 
flight from Stansted takes you to 
Bratislava and from there it is a swift 
60-minute drive to the resort. Vienna is 
a similar distance away should your flight 
options be better to the Austrian capital.

The resort is offering play-and-stay 
packages of scarcely believable value (see 
deal below right) to start luring golfers to 
experience their resort and it feels like 
they should be snapped up quickly 
because once word of mouth confirms 
how good it is here, it would be easy to 
imagine these prices rising considerably.

The accommodation is in the form of 
neat bungalows right next to the course 
and the picturesque lake. You will also 
find yourself enjoying immensely the 
robust clubhouse menu and beer.

The town of Senica is 10 minutes’ 
drive away and has a casino and bars if 
you want to leave the resort – and clearly 
Bratislava and Vienna are very worthy 

C O U R S E S

KEY INFORMATION
GETTING THERE: Fly to Bratislava 
(Ryanair from Stansted) or Vienna 
then it’s an hour transfer.
WHEN TO GO: When we visited in 
August it was very hot, but it is cold 
October to mid April. April is also dry 
so late April looks a nice option.
THE DEAL: A group of four can lease 
a cottage for one night and play on 
the Heritage and the Legend for an 
astonishing €272 (£200) or €342 at 
the weekend. That’s per cottage!
CONTACT: penatigolfresort.sk/en/

day trips out – but this to us feels like a 
destination for a long weekend where you 
do nothing but enjoy 36 holes of Top 
100 golf, strong beer and enormous 
steak sandwiches. To us, this comfortably 
means Penati deserves to be categorised 
as ‘a really good golf break’.  

LEFT: The Legend course by Nicklaus Design is a predictably bold creation that offers lots of excitement and a modern challenge. 
ABOVE: Both courses benefit from the naturally rolling landscape and mature pines. BELOW LEFT: The Heritage offers a more 
traditional experience. BELOW RIGHT: The accommodation overlooks the lake that features around the turn on the Heritage.
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Swing into Suffolk
at Ufford Park Woodbridge

t 0844 477 1829 (local rate)

w www uffordpark co uk

Golf & Spa breaks from only £93.50* per person

A warm welcome, superb greens and fine food in the heart of Suffolk.  
An award winning course where visitors return time and time again.

18 hole, par 71 championship golf course
2 storey floodlit driving range 
Doctorgolf academy
On-site AmericanGolf superstore
Thermal suite spa & beauty rooms
Health club
15 metre swimming pool
Food served all day, or just pop in for coffee
Open to members and non-members

*Terms and conditions apply.  Subject to availability'(6,*1(' 72 &5($7( 7+( &255(&7 *2/) 6:,1* 326,7,216

� $7 $''5(66 � $7 7+( 723 2) <285 %$&.6:,1*
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THE ULTIMATE 
TRAINING TOOL

“A Great Gift Choice”

Visit Swingyde.com for more details & training drills.

 Available through pro shops, golf stores and at:

.com

GOLF BUGGY 24V

LITHIUM PACKAGES

FROM £595

LITHIUM BATTERIES FOR YOUR TROLLY & BUGGIES

ALL MAKES FROM £179

EUROPE’S NO1 INTERNET 

RETAILER OF TROLLEYS -

SINGLE SEATER BUGGIES -

BATTERIES

SALES/ADVICE LINE: 01236 879815  email: topcaddy@btconnect.com

TROLLEYS

FROM £199

Grange Park, Butterwick Road,
Messingham,

North Lincolnshire
DN17 3PP

GOLF SOCIETY BREAKS
In your own superb quality Pine
Lodge, overlooking the magnificent
Grange Park 18 Hotel Golf Course. 
Each 3 bedroomed 2 bathroom
lodge has extensive views of the
16th hole and is only a short 2 minute
walk to 1st Tee and Clubhouse.

Golf Societies always welcome
Facilities include:
t 18 Hole Golf Course
t 20 Bay Floodlit Driving Range
t 5 Tennis Courts
t Fishing
t Restaurant & Bar

Tel 01724 762945 www.grangepark.com

Short 
Breaks 

Available
From £99
Per Person

www.golfclubgb.co.uk
Need a handicap certificate? - Tel. 020 8391 4666

HOLIDAYS IN ENGLAND

GOLF SCHOOLEQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES

Please mention

 
when 

responding to

advertising

GolfBallreviews

www.golfballreviews.co.uk

@golfballreviews

Golf Ball Reviews

BUY NOW F r e Best 

Deals On Golf Balls

T: 01384 832850

 

 
 

www.fieldsfairway.co.uk

HOLIDAYS
OVERSEASDon’t miss the NEXT issue OF

on sale 4th FEBRUARY
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www.trethornegolfclub.com

reservations@trethornegolfclub.com

Trethorne 

Golf Club 

Kennards House, 

Launceston, 

Cornwall 

PL15 8QE

01566 

86903

Golf Breaks 2016

Trethorne Golf Club 
& Lodges
Cornwall

2 Day Golf Break from £89.00

3 Day Golf Break from £172.00

4 Day Golf Break from £225.00
1 in every 16 Players goes FREE

www.chakatravel.com

we’re the golf 
holiday experts.

enquiries@chakatravel.com

t. 028 9023 2112

Mauritius

Mexico

USA - NEW

Morocco - NEW

Thailand

Abu Dhabi

South Africa

Seychelles

Turkey

Tenerife

Bali - NEW

and more...

plu
s
tournaments & escorted tours 
south africa, mauritius, turkey, 
mexico, morocco and beyond

HOLIDAYS OVERSEAS



I love this hole because
Sunningdale is one of my
favourite courses in the world.
We’ve played Open qualifying
there and even though you really
want to get through it’s just a joy
to play there. The whole course
feels cosy in the trees, the

atmosphere is great and people look so relaxed
walking round with their dogs. It feels like a place
you’d want to play when you finish competitive
golf.

This short par 3 is my favourite hole on the Old
Course. It looks so beautiful with all the
rhododendron flowering and surrounded by tall
pine trees. It feels like you’re in a fairytale. It’s a

little downhill so it doesn’t play the full yardage
– it’s over 190 yards from the very back tees –
and I’d normally hit a 7 or 8-iron.

The green is pretty generous but it’s
surrounded by bunkers so you’ll probably have to
get up-and-down from the sand for par if your
tee shot isn’t on target. It slopes from left to right
so a draw shot shape really helps get to the pin
when it’s on the right.

A left flag is easier to get to using the slopes
but anything right of the pin will likely find its
way into a bunker and leave you short-sided.
The slope also means there aren’t too many flat
putts.

Visit www.sunningdale-golfclub.co.uk for more information.

The four-time European Tour winner dreams of
retiring somewhere like Sunningdale.

8th, Sunningdale Old

PAR 3, 193 YARDS

8TH, SUNNINGDALE
OLD, BERKSHIRE
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By Alex Noren
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THE eyes of the golfing world were on Belek in 2012, when Tiger Woods and Rory McIlroy

jetted in to Turkey to take part in their only matchplay showdown to date.

The biggest names in the game choseAntalyaGolf Club as their venue, as they and

several other world superstars – such as Lee Westwood and eventual champion Justin Rose 

– competed in the Turkish Airlines World Golf Final.

They selected wisely, forAntalyaGolf Club’sPGA Sultan course has been a fixture in Golf 

World magazine’s Top 100 Courses in Continental Europe for many years. It is complement-

ed by its sister, the slightly-shorter Pasha, a charming course that is a Top 200-listed venue.

Antalya Golf Club wasn’t the first course in Belek, but it was the first to promote the area 

as a ‘must visit’ for British golfers – so it has played a key part in the rapid popularity of this 

region in southern Turkey. In addition to the world-class courses, there are two stunning, 

five-star hotels right next door – the family-friendly Sirene Belek and the opulent Kempinski. 

Both are magnificent places to base yourself for a memorable week’s golf holiday.

Of course both the courses and the hotels are blessed with year-round sunshine that 

makes it easy to understand why the area is known as 'The Belek Golf Riviera’. Even in Janu-

ary, you will only need a sweater in the evening…

So what are you waiting for? Book now to tread the very same fairways where Tiger and 

Rory did battle!
Luxury awaits at Antalya Golf Club and at Sirene Belek Hotel (pictured)

Right next door to the manicured fairways of the PGA Sultan and the Pasha at

Antalya GC is the Sirene Belek Hotel. It boasts four restaurants, six bars, a cafe,

a nightclub, an amazing spa, kid's club and an array of super leisure facilities.
Five reasons to book now

QAntalya Golf Club boasts two of the

finest courses in Europe

QBoth course are in immaculate

condition all year round

Q Antalya Golf Club offer preferential tee

times and rates to Sirene Belek and 

Kempinski’s guests

QAmazing weather every month of the year

Q Lots to do off the course – from sandy 

beaches to stunning spas and lots 

of water sports

Contact Antalya Golf Club: Visit www.agc.com.tr, call

0090 242 725 5970 or email Reservation@agc.com.tr

HOST OF THE TAWGF AND EISENHOWER TROPHY 2012

BELEK'SBEST...ALLYEARROUND
Stay and play at the sun-kissed resort where Tiger and Rory went head to head



Your Local
Golf Professional

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 

AND A GOOD SHOT

A BAD GUESS

Eliminate uncertainty: see every distance, every 

fairway, every hazard and every green visualized  

with the TomTom Golfer GPS Watch. Every inch of 

40,000 courses preloaded, with no subscription fees.

NOW

FROM

ONLY£149


